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Suggested Question Paper Design
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Typology of Questions
Remembering: Exhibit memory of
previously learned material by
recalling facts, terms, basic
concepts, and answers.
Understanding:
Demonstrate
understanding of facts and ideas by
organizing, comparing, translating,
interpreting, giving
descriptions, and stating main ideas
Applying: Solve problems to
new situations by applying acquired
knowledge, facts, techniques and
rules in a
different way.
Analysing and Evaluating:
Examine and break information into
parts by identifying motives or
causes. Make inferences and find
evidence
to
support
generalizations.
Present and defend opinions by
making
judgments
about
information, validity of ideas, or
quality of work based on a set of
criteria.
Creating:
together in
combining
pattern or
solutions.

Objective
Type/ MCQ
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Short
Answer I
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Answer II
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Long
Answer I
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Long
Answer II
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Marks

Compile information
a different way by
elements in a new
proposing alternative

Total

20x1=20

5x3=15

3x4=12

3x5=15

3x6=18

There will be Internal Choice in questions of 3 marks (1 choice), 4 marks
(1 choice), 5 marks (2 choices) and 6 marks (2 choices). In all, total 6 internal
choices.

80 (34)

DETAILED SYLLABUS

Units

Chapter and its Internal Topics

Part-A

Principles and Functions of Management

1

Nature and Significance of Management
Management-concept, objectives and importance


Concept includes meaning and features After going through this
unit, the student/ learner would be able to:



Understand the concept of management.



Explain the meaning of Effectiveness and Efficiency.



Discuss the objectives of management.



Describe the importance of management.

Management as Science, Art and Profession


Examine the nature of management as a science, art and
profession.

Levels of Management


Understand the role of top, middle and lower levels of
management

Management functions-planning, organizing, staffing, directing and
controlling


Explain the functions of management

Coordination- concept and importance

2



Discuss the concept and characteristics of coordination.



Explain the importance of coordination.

Principles of Management Principles of Management- concept and
significance
After going through this unit, the student/ learner would be able to:


Understand the concept of principles of management.



Explain the significance of management principles.

Fayol’s principles of management


Discuss the principles of management developed by Fayol.

Taylor’s Scientific management- principles and techniques

.



Explain the principles and techniques of ‘Scientific Management’.



Compare the contributions of Fayol and Taylor.



Principles of Management- concept and significance.

3

Business Environment- concept and importance


After going through this unit, the student/ learner would be able to:



Understand the concept of ‘Business Environment’.



Appreciate the importance of business environment.

Dimensions of Business Environment- Economic, Social, Technological,
Political and Legal


Describe the various dimensions of ‘Business Environment’.

Demonetization – concept and features


Understand the concept of demonetization.

Impact of Government policy changes on business with special
reference to liberalization, privatization and globalization in India

4



Examine the impact of government policy changes on business
and industry with special reference to liberalization and
globalization since 1991.



Discuss the managerial response to changes in business environment.

Planning Concept, importance and limitation
After going through this unit, the student/ learner would be able to:


Understand the concept of planning.



Appreciate the importance of planning.



Understand the limitations of planning.

Planning process


Describe the steps in the process of planning.

Single use and standing plans. Objectives, Strategy, Policy, Procedure,
method Rule, budget and Program
 Develop an understanding of single use and standing plans

5

Describe objectives, policies, strategy, procedure, method, rule,
budget and program as types of plans.

Organising Concept and importance After going through this unit, the
student/ learner would be able to:


Understand the concept of organizing as a structure and as a process.



Explain the importance of organizing.



Organizing Process



Describe the steps in the process of organizing

Structure of organisation- functional and divisional concept. Formal
and informal organisation- concept


Describe functional and divisional structures of organisation.



Explain the advantages, disadvantages and suitability of
functional and divisional structure.




Understand the concept of formal and informal organisation.
Discuss the advantages, disadvantages of formal and informal
organisation.
Delegation, concept, elements and importance


Understand the concept of delegation.



Describe the elements of delegation.



Appreciate the importance of Delegation.

Decentralization: concept and importance

6



Understand the concept of decentralisation.



Explain the importance of decentralisation.

 Differentiate between delegation and decentralisation.
Staffing Concept and importance of staffing
After going through this unit, the student/ learner would be able to:


Understand the concept of staffing.

 Explain the importance of staffing.
Staffing as a part of Human Resource Management concept


Understanding the specialized duties and activities performed by Human
Resource Management
Staffing process


Describe the steps in the Process of staffing Recruitment process - steps.



Understand the meaning of recruitment.



Discuss the sources of recruitment.



Explain the merits and demerits of internal and external sources
of recruitment.

Selection- process
 Understand the meaning of selection.
 Describe the steps involved in the process of selection.
Training and Development- Concept and importance, Methods of training- on the
job and off the job- Induction training, vestibule training, apprenticeship training
and internship training

7



Understand the concept of training and development.



Appreciate the importance of training to the organisation and to the employees.



Discuss the meaning of induction training, vestibule training,
apprenticeship training and internship training.



Differentiate between training and development.



Discuss on the job and off the job methods of training.

Directing Concept and importance
After going through this unit, the student/ learner would be able to:


Describe the concept of directing.



Discuss the importance of directing

Elements of Directing
 Describe the four elements of directing
Motivation-concept, Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, Financial and nonfinancial incentives


Understand the concept of motivation.



Develop an understanding of Maslow’s Hierarchy of needs.



Discuss the various financial and non-financial incentives.



Leadership-concept, styles-authoritative, democratic and laissez faire



Understand the concept of leadership.

 Understand the various styles of leadership.
Communication- concept, formal and informal communication;
barriers to effective communication, how to overcome the barriers

8



Understand the concept of communication



Understand the elements of the communication process.



Discuss the concept, merits and demerits of formal and informal
communication.



Discuss the various barriers to effective communication.



Suggest measures to overcome barriers to communication.

Controlling Concept and importance
After going through this unit, the student/ learner would be able to:


Understand the concept of controlling.

 Explain the importance of controlling.
Relationship between planning and controlling


Describe the relationship between planning and controlling

Steps in process of control


Discuss the steps in the process of controlling.

Total Marks for Part:A
PART B: BUSINESS FINANCE AND MARKETING
9

Financial Management Concept and objective of Financial Management
After going through this unit, the student/ learner would be able to:


Understand the concept of financial management.



Explain the role of financial management in an organisation.



Discuss the objectives of financial management

Financial decisions: investment, financing and dividend-Meaning and
factors affecting


Discuss the three financial decisions and the factors affecting them.

Financial Planning- concept and importance

50



Describe the concept of financial planning and its objectives.



Explain the importance of financial planning.

Capital Structure- Concept


Understand the concept of capital structure.



Describe the factors determining the choice of an appropriate
capital structure of a company.

Fixed and Working Capital- Concept and factors affecting their
requirements

10



Understand the concept of fixed and working capital.



Describe the factors determining the requirements of fixed and working capital.

Financial Markets Financial Markets: Concept, Functions and types
After going through this unit, the student/ learner would be able to:


Understand the concept of financial market.



Explain the functions of financial market.



Understand capital market and money market as types of financial markets.

Money market and its instruments


Understand the concept of money market.



Describe the various money market instruments.



Differentiate between capital market and money market

Capital market and its types (primary and secondary)


Discuss the concept of capital market.



Explain primary and secondary markets as types of capital market.



Discuss the methods of floating new issues in the primary
market.



Distinguish between primary and secondary markets.

Stock Exchange- Functions and trading procedure


Give the meaning of a stock exchange.



Explain the functions of a stock exchange.



Discuss the trading procedure in a stock exchange.



Give the meaning of depository services and demat account as used in the
trading procedure of securities.

Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) -objectives and functions

11



State the objectives of SEBI.



Explain the functions of SEBI.

Marketing -Concept
After going through this unit, the student/ learner would be able to:


Understand the concept of marketing.



Explain the features of marketing.

Marketing Functions


Discuss the functions of marketing.

Marketing management philosophies


Explain marketing management philosophies.

Marketing Mix – Concept and elements


Understand the concept of marketing mix.



Describe the elements of marketing mix.

Product- Concept, branding, labeling and packaging


Understand the concept of product as an element of marketing mix.



Understand the concept of branding, labeling and packaging.

Price- Concept, Factors determining price


Understand the concept of price as an element of marketing mix.



Describe the factors determining price of a product.

Physical Distribution-concept and components, channels of
distribution: types, choice of channels.
Understand the concept of physical distribution.
Explain the components of physical distribution.
Describe the various channels of distribution.
Promotion–Concept and elements ; advertising concept, sales
promotion- concept , public relations- concept

12



Understand the concept of promotion as an element of marketing mix.



Describe the elements of promotion mix.



Understand the concept and features of advertising.



Understand the concept of sales promotion.



Discuss the concept and role of public relations.

Consumer Protection
Concept and importance of consumer protection
After going through this unit, the student/ learner would be able to:


Understand the concept of consumer protection.



Describe the importance of consumer protection.



Discuss the scope of Consumer Protection Act, 1986

Consumer protection Act 1986:Meaning of consumer and consumer
protection. Rights and responsibilities of consumers. Who can file a
complaint against whom? Redressal machinery Remedies available


Understand the concept of a consumer according to the
Consumer protection Act 1986.



Explain the consumer rights



Understand the responsibilities of consumers



Understand who can file a complaint and against whom?



Discuss the legal redressal machinery under Consumer protection
Act 1986.
 Examine the remedies available to the consumer under
Consumer protection Act1986.

Consumer awareness- Role of consumer organizations and NonGovernmental Organizations(NGOs).


Part-C

Describe the role of consumer organizations and NGOs in
protecting consumer interests.

Total Marks for Part:B
Project Work

Grand Total

30
20

100

Part - A
Principles and function of Management
Unit - 1 : NATURE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF MANAGEMENT
Summary of the Chapter
Meaning/concept of management:
Management is the process of getting things done with the aim of achieving goals effectively
and efficiently.
Effectiveness : means completing the right task to achieve the goal within time.
Efficiency: means completion of task using minimum resources

Features of management
My Charming Dad Is Giving Grand Party(MCD PIG2)
1.

Multidimensional - Management of Work, Management of People, Management of Operation

2.

Continuous process

3.

Dynamic

4.

Intangible force

5.

Goal oriented

6.

Group activity

7.

pervasive

Functions of management:
1.

Planning - Setting objectives and targets and formulating an action plan of what is to be done,
how to be done and when to do it

2.

Organising - Assignment of duties, task, establishment of authority and responsibility
Relationship, allocating the resource required to perform the planned task.

3.

Staffing-Finding and placing the right person at the right job at the right time.

4.

Directing - Leading, influencing, motivating the staff chosen to perform the assigned task
efficiently and effectively.

5.

Controlling - Ensuring/Monitoring the activities in an organisation are performed as per
the plan.

Management objectives
Organisational objectives:

Survival:- Ensure that the organisation survives and exists in the future.
Profitability:- Earning adequate profit in order to survive and grow.
Growth:- Growth indicates how well it exploits the potential opportunities.
Social objectives:
•
Producing quality products at reasonable rates,
•
Generating employment opportunities
•
Environmental friendly methods of production.
Personal objectives:
•
Meeting the Financial needs like competitive salaries and perks
•
Social and safety needs of the employee like peer
•
Providing healthy working conditions
•
More opportunities for growth and development

Importance of management
GDP depends upon Efficient Society
1. Achieving Group Goals
2. Dynamic organization
3. Achieving Personal objectives
4. Increases efficiency
5. Development of society facilitate changes
Levels of ManagementThe levels of management denote a demarcation between various position in an organization
on the basis of the irresponsibility, authority and status .These are–
Top management - Ex- CEO, Board of directors, MD, President & chairman.
Functions:
a) Decide overall objectives of the organization.
b) To make plan.
c) Provide various resources
d) Decide policies
Middle Management - Ex- Departmental heads such as purchase manager, Operations manager,
production manager, marketing manager & plan superintendent etc. Divisional heads
Functions:
a) To implement plan and policies.
b) To assist top management.
c) To assign job to subordinates.
d) To recruit employees for their respective departments
Lower level Management - eg- Foremen, Inspectors, Supervisors etc.
Functions:

1.

To arrange raw materials, tools and other facilities.

2.

To ensure about the performance of workers

3.

To ensure safety and security of workers

Nature of management
As an art:ACRONYM- CAT
1. Based on practice and creativity
2. Personalised Application
3. Existence of Theoretical knowledge
As a Science:
ACRONYM- USP
1.Universal validity
2. Arranged, organized systematic body of knowledge
3.Principles arrived after experimentation
As a Profession:
1.Well defined body of knowledge.
2.Existence of code of conduct
3.Professional association(AIMA)
4.Restricted entry
5.Fees as remuneration for their services
Coordination
It is the synchronization of various activities and efforts in an organization providing the Required
amount of quality, timing and sequence; thus ensuring the achievement of the planned goal with
minimum content.
Features of coordination:
1. Integrates Group Effort:
2. Ensures unity of action
3. It is a Continuous Process
4. It remains the function and responsibility of every manager
Importance of coordination
1.Ensures unity of action

2. Erases interdepartmental conflicts
3. Promotes harmonious implementation of plans
4. Helps in maintaining a high degree of morale amongst employees

1. Multiple choice Questions(MCQ) (1 mark)
1. Which is not a function of Management of the following?
a. Planning
b. Controlling
c. Cooperating.
d. Staffing.
2. Setting Objective is a function of:a. Middle level management
b. Operational level management
c. Top level Management
d. None of the above
3. Which one of the following sequence of process of management is correct:
(a) Planning, Controlling, Organising, Staffing
(b) Staffing, Planning, Organising, Controlling
(c) Planning, Organising, Staffing, Controlling
(d) Organising, Planning, Staffing, Controlling
4. Management ensures:
(a) Providing employment opportunities
(b) Maintaining profit
(c) Ensuring maximum utilisation of resources
(d) Control on cost
5. A manager obtains the required capital at 12% interest while the prevailing rate of
interesthappenstobe10%. How would you describe such a manager?
(a) Efficient
(b) Effective
(c) Efficient and Effective
(d) Inefficient
Whose specialty happens to be ‘personal skill’?
(a) Profession
(b) Art
(c) Science
(d) None of these
7. At what level of management does the Chief Executive Officer operate?
(a) Top-level
(b) Middle-level
(c) Lower-level
(d) None of these
6.

8.

‘Thinking before doing’, under which function of management is this performed?
(a) Controlling
(b) Directing
(c) Organising
(d) Planning

9.

‘Arrangement of various resources for achieving Target, under which function of
management is this performed
(a) Controlling
(b) Directing
(c) Organising
d) Planning

10. Under what function of management does the ‘corrective action’ fall?
(a) Planning
(b) Organising
(c) Directing
(d) Controlling
11. Coordination is
(a) Function of management
(b) The essence of management
(c) an objective of management
(d) none of the above
12. Number of levels of management are:
(a) one
(b) two
(c) three
(d) four
13. Which of the following is true?
(a) Coordination is not equally important at all levels of management
(b) Coordination has no importance

c) Coordination is equally important at all levels of
(d) None of these
14. What out of the following has been called the essence of management?
(a) Communication
(b) Coordination
(c) Supervision
(d) Leadership
15. The following is not an objective of management
(a) Earning profits

(b) growth of the organisation
(c) providing employment
(d) policy making

SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTION (3 MARKS EACH)
1. Mega Ltd. manufactured water heaters. In the first year of its operations, the

revenue earned by the company was just sufficient to meet its costs. To increase the
revenue, the company analysed the reasons behind the less revenues. After analysis,
the company decided:
 To reduce the labour costs by shifting the manufacturing unit to a backward area
where labour was available at a very low rate
 To start manufacturing solar water-heaters and reduce the production of
electric water heaters slowly. This will not only help in covering the risks but
also help in meeting other objectives.
a) Identify and explain the objectives of management discussed above.
2.Mr. Nithin Singhania’s father has a good business of iron and steel. He wants to

go to USA for his MBA but his father thinks that he should join the business. On the basis
of emerging trends, do you think that Mr. Singhania should send his son to USA? Give
any three reasons in support of your answer.
3. In order to achieve target production of 50,000 units per month, the Production

Manager of Action Shoes Ltd had to operate on double shifts. Due to power failure most
of the time, the manager was able to achieve the target, but at a production cost. In
your point of view, what is lacking in management? Explain.
4. Various departments of Swift Automobiles Ltd have set up their own objectives without
paying any interest to the organizational objectives.
a. Name the values which are ignored by the departmental heads.
b. What would be the impact of diverse objectives on the organization?

5. Mr. Amol passed his B.Sc (Non-medical) examination in the year 2014. After this he
successfully ran the business of his father. Suddenly he thought of seeking employment.
He got the job of a finance manager in a company on the basis of his knowledge,
experience and proficiency. He is doing his job successfully.
i. Is the appointment of Mr. Amol as a manager valid?

ii.Was not it necessary for him to do M.B.A or some other course for this job?

SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTION (4 MARKS EACH)
1. Management provides judgments and vision. Explain
2. Unique Ltd. is engaged in manufacturing electrical appliances. The company has been

facing a lot of problems for the last few months because of chaos between two
departments i.e., Production department and Sales department. The sales department
blames production department for delayed production. However, the production
department blames sales department for poor sales. The force that integrates the two
departments is missing.
a. Identify the missing force in the above case and list its two characteristics.
b. List any two values which can be cultivated among the employees by using the force
identified in(a)
3. Why is management considered as a multifaceted concept?
4. State any four functions of Operational Level of management
5. Kayco ltd is manufacturing detergents. They decide to launch a new range of herbal

products. As they in a hurry, they have tested products on animals only. The necessary
information is missing on the package. The management also plan to launch a new
factory in a tribal area where the required products are available for work at low wages
in the absence of development opportunities and school
(a) Which responsibility of management do you disturbing in the above para?
(b) Will the decision to install a new unit in a tribal area helpsociety?

5 / 6 MARKS QUESTIONS
1. B Real Alliance Ltd is a wellknown cement company in India. It is able to earn
adequate revenues to cover costs. Its capital base, number of employees and
production turnover has increased manifolds over the years. The rate of profitability
of the business is also creditable. The employees of the company are happy and
satisfied with their remuneration, working conditions, promotion policy etc. As a
part of its moral obligation, the company has taken many initiatives for providing
employment to specially abled persons and promoting literacy in the villages
adopted by it.
In the context of the above case:
a. Identify and explain the various types of objectives of management being fulfilled by

Real Alliance Ltd by quoting lines from the paragraph.
b. List any two values that Real Alliance Ltd. wants to communicate to the society.

2. Ajay and Sanjay are childhood friends. Sanjay had lost his right hand in an accident in

childhood. They meet after a long time in a restaurant. On being asked, Sanjay tells Ajay
that he feels very discontented in managing his family business after the death of his
father as it does not match with his areas of interest. Ajay knows that Sanjay possess
extraordinary skills in management although he hasn’t acquired any professional degree
in management. Therefore, he asks Sanjay to wind up his business in India and join him
in his hotel business in Dubai as an Assistant Manager in Sales and Marketing Division.
In context of the above case:
a. Can Sanjay be deployed at the post of Assistant Manager in Sales and Marketing

Division though he hasn’t acquired any professional degree in management? Explain by
giving suitable justifications in support of your answer.
.
3. Ramanuja joins an IT firm as a system analyst after completing his masters in

Computer Science. As the nature of his work demands he has to work in very close
coordination with all the departmental heads in the firm, very soon Ramanuja realizes
that each departmental head has its own individual style of working. They differ greatly
in their day-to-day approach to work. They tend to deal with a given situation, an issue
or a problem through a combination of their own experience, creativity, imagination,
initiative and innovation.
In the context of the above case:
Identify and explain the nature of management highlighted in the above case

4. Kartik joins a garment factory as a plant supervisor in Lucknow. He observes that the

output of some workers is very low as compared to the standards set for their
performance. On analyzing the reasons for the same, he finds out that a lot of time of
the workers is wasted in getting the requisite materials issued from the store. Whereas
on asking, the store keeper complaints that there is no harmony in the working of the
production department as a whole. Every day the workers approach him at the last
minute to procure different kinds of threads, laces, mirrors, buttons etc. If it is not
available in the store then he has to place an order with the purchase officer. As a result,
a lot of time of the workers is wasted. So, in order to integrate the various production
activities, henceforth, Kartik ensures that the store keeper is informed well three days in
advance about the requisite material. Consequently, the store keeper is able to keep
them arterials ready for the worker sever y morning in accordance with their
requirements.
In context of the above case:

a. Identify and explain the quality of management that Kartik has introduced in the

working of the production department as a corrective measure to control the output of
the workers.
b. State briefly any two points highlighting the importance of quality of management identified
in part a
5. Jayant is working as Head Relationship Manager in the wealth management division

of a private sector bank. He has created an internal environment which is conductive to
an effective and efficient performance of his team of ten relationship management
executives. A typical day at work in Jayant’s life consists of a series of interrelated and
continuous functions. He decides the targets for his department which are in line with
the objectives of the organization as a whole. The future course of action for his team
members is laid out well in advance.
The various resources required by the relationship managers like and IPad with GPS
system, account opening forms, brochures, details of account holders etc. are made
readily available to them. The executives are given sufficient authority to carry out the
work assigned to them. Jayant works in close coordination with the Human Resource
Manager in order to ensure that he is able to create and maintain a satisfactory and
satisfied workforce in his department. Through constant guidance and motivation,
Jayant inspires them to realize their full potential. He offers them various types of
incentives from time to time keeping in view their diverse individual needs. Moreover,
he keeps a close watch on their individual performance in order to ensure that they are
in accordance with the standard set and takes corrective actions when ever needed.
In context of the above case:
a. Identify the concept being referred to in the following line, “He has created an

internal environment which is conductive to an effective and efficient performance of
his team of ten relationship management executives.”
b. Identify and describe the various functions of the concept as identified in part (a) of
the question by quoting lines from the paragraph.
6. “In the absence of management, all the resources of an organization remain only as
resources and never become production”. Explain the importance of management in the
light of this statement.
ANSWER KEY (EXPECTED ANSWER)
Q
Ans

1
C

2
C

3
C

4
C

5
B

6
B

7
A

8
D

9
C

10
D

11
B

12
C

SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTION (3 MARKS EACH)

Explanation of Social Objective. Any Three points.
2. Management as a profession. Explanation.
1.
3.

Efficiency. Explanation.

13
C

14
B

15
D

Multiple Objectives of Management--- Explanation Point Wise.
5. Valid. Management is not fully Profession. Explanation Point Wise with reasons.
4.

SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTION (4 MARKS EACH)

1. Importance / significance of management.
2. Co-ordination and its characteristics. Explain point wise.
3. Management is Multidimensional. Explain point wise.
4. Lower Level of management. Explain its Functions.
5. Social Responsibility of business. Explain.

LONG ANSWER TYPE QUESTION (5/6 MARKS EACH)
1. Multiple objectives of Management. Explain point wise.
2. Management as a profession Explanation.
3. Management as an science and management as an Art.
4. Co ordination its importance. Explain Point Wise.
5. Importance/Significance of Management.

Unit- 2 : PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT
Summary of the Chapter
Management principles: Principles of management are general guidelines for managerial
decision- making.
Nature
(1) They have universal applicability in all types of organisations.
(2) They are formed by practice and experimentation.
(3) They are flexible and can be modified by the manager when the situation so demands.
(4) They are aimed at influencing human behaviour; so they are mainly behavioural in nature.
(5) The applications of the principles of management is contingent or dependent upon the
prevailing situation at a particular point of time.
Significance
(1) They provide the managers with useful insights into reality.
(2) They help in optimum utilization of resources and effective administration.
(3) They help to take scientific decisions.
(4) They help in meeting changing environment requirements.
(5) They help in fulfilling social responsibility.
(6) They are use databasis for management training, education and research.
Fayol’s principles of management-DAD U C USSR? O I SEE
(1) Division of work:- work should be divided into small tasks / jobs; each performed by a
specialist or trained employee.
(2) Authority and responsibility:- ‘authority’ means the right to give orders and obtain
obedience ‘responsibility’ means obligation to perform the job assigned on time. Fayol
suggested that there must be a balance between authority and responsibility.
(3) Discipline:-it means obedience to organizational rules and employment agreement.
(4) Unity of command:-an employee should receive orders / instructions from one and only one
boss or superior.
(5) Centralisation and decentralisation:-the concentration of decision-making authority by
top management is called centralisation, whereas delegation of authority throughout all the
levels of the organisation is called decentralisation. There should be a balance between
centralisation and decentralisation.
(6) unity of direction:-all the units of an organisation should be moving towards the same
objectives through coordinated and focused efforts.
(7) Subordination of individual interest to general interest:- the interest of the organisation
should supersede the interest of any one individual employee.
(8) Scalar chain:- the formal lines of authority from highest to lowest rank are known as ‘scalar
chain’ suggests that communication from top to bottom should follow the official lines of

command. Gang plank is a shorter route and has been provided so that communication has not
delayed.
(9) Remuneration of employees:- remuneration of employees should be just and equitable to
provide maximum satisfaction to the employees as well as employer.
(10) Order:- it means –There should be a fix place for every person and everything in the
organization and each person and everything should be at its definite place.
(11) Initiative: - employees should be encouraged to make and execute plans within the
prescribed limits of authority
(12) Stability of personnel: - employees should not be moved from their positions frequently,
they should be given reasonable time to show results.
(13) Equity:- the principles of ‘equity’ emphasizes kindliness and justice in the behaviour of
managers towards workers, i.e., no discrimination on account of sex, caste, language, etc.
(14) Espirit de corps:-Fayol emphasises the need for team work, spirit of unity and harmony
among employees.
Scientific Management: Principles and Techniques

SCIENCE leads to DEVELOPMENT by HARMONY and COOPERATRION
Scientific management means knowing exactly what you want men to do and seeing that they
do it in the best and cheapest way.
Principles
1.

Science, not rule of thumb – Taylor believed that there was only one best method to
maximize efficiency, which can be developed through scientific study.

2.

Harmony, not discard: There should be complete harmony between the management and
workers.

3.

Cooperation, not individualism: every employee should work in the organisation with full
cooperation not for individual interest only.

4.

Development of each and every person to his/her greatest efficiency and prosperity: Each
person should be scientifically selected. They should be given required training to learn
best method.

TAYLOR’S Techniques OF SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT
ACRONYM-My Sweet Simple Mother and Father Taught Taylor’s Different Functions
Motion study - It refers to the study of movements so that unproductive movements may be
eliminated.
Standardisation and simplification of work
Method study – Objective of method study is to find out one best way of doing the job.
Fatigue study – It seeks to determine the amount and frequency of rest intervals in completing
a task.

Time study – It determines standard time taken to perform a well- defined job.
Differential piece wage system: It differentiates between efficient and less efficient workers
on the basis of two wages rates-high and low wages rates. It rewards the efficient workers and
motivates the less efficient ones to perform better.
Functional foremanship-Taylor suggested activities of factory workers should be observed
by eight type of specialised foremen. He divided the work of factory in two departments:
Planning department with Instruction card clerk, route clerk, time and cost clerk and discipline
officer
Production department: Gang boss, speed boss, repair boss and Inspector

MCQ (1 mark)
1. Who is the considered as the father of Scientific Management?
a) Henry Fayol
b) Gilberth
c) F W Taylor
d) Harold Koontz
Ans : c) F W Taylor
2. Who is known as father of General Management?
a). Henry Fayol
b) Gilberth
c) F W Taylor
d) Harold Koontz.
Ans : a) Henry Fayol
3. Harmony Not discord principle is concerned with
a) Management should share the gain of the company with workers
b) Investigation of Task
c) Scientific inquiry
d) Observation and Analysis. Ans: a)Management should share the gain of the company with
workers
4. Unity of Direction is concerned with
a) One head one plan
b) One head different plans
c) Planning by employee
d) Planning by production manager

Ans: a). One head One Plan

5. Espirit De Corps mean
a) Gang plank
b) Gang boss
c) Order
d) Union is strength.

Ans:d) Union is Strength

6. Gang plank is concerned about

a)
b)
c)
d)

Contact not allowed
Indirect contact
Direct contact
Contact before application.

Ans. C) Direct Contact

7. Which of the following is not considered with F W Taylor?
a) Method Study
b) Motion Study
c) Time Study
d) Scalar chain
Ans: d) Scalar Chain
8. Functional foremanship is concerned with
a)
b)
c)
d)

Marketing
Division of work
Insurance
Gang plank

Ans: b) Division of Work

9. The main objective of functional foremanship is
a) Not to provide free time to workers
b) Separate planning functions from executive functions
c) To separate top level management from CEO
d) Not to divide the work.
Ans: b) Separate planning functions from executive functions
10. The main objective of the motion Study is
a) To provide more work to the workers
b) To separate planning functions with other functions
c) To eliminate unproductive movement
d) To study standard time.
Ans. c) To eliminate unproductive movement
11. Science not rule of thumb principle is given by
a) Hanry Fayol
b) L M Prasad
c) F W Taylor
d) L H Haney.
Ans . c) F.W.Taylor
12. What is the main motive of Fatigue Study?
a) Calculation of standard time
b) Calculation of standard output
c) Calculation of frequent rest interval to be given to the employees
d) Direct contact.
Ans: c ) Calculation of frequent rest interval to be
given to the employees

13. Which principle of management discuss about route clerk and gang boss?
a) Equity
b) Order

c) Functional Foremanship
d) Motion study.

Ans. c ) Functional Foremanship

14. Principle of Order is concerned with
a) Orderly arrangements of various resources
b) Giving order to employees
c) Receiving order from top level
d) None of the above.
Ans. a) Orderly arrangements of various resources
15. Which principle of management suggest the concept of replacing I with we.
a) Order
b) Equity
c) Espirit De Corp
d) None of these.
Ans:c ) Espirit De Corp
Very Short Answer Questions (1 mark)

Q1.

“Workers should be encouraged to develop and carry out their plans for development”.
Identify the principle of management formulated by Fayol.

Ans. Principle of initiative.
Q2.

How do the techniques of ‘motion study’ help to improve the efficiency of workers?

Ans. By eliminating unnecessary and wasteful movements on the job.
Q3.

What is the objective of standardization?

Ans. To increase the efficiency of workers
Q4.

What is meant by ‘mental revolution’ according to Taylor?

Ans. According to Taylor, mental revolution means a complete transformation in the attitude
between management and workers. Both should realize that they need each other.
Q5.

Which principle of management envisages that each group of activities having the same
objectives must have one head and one plan? Explain the principle with a suitable
example.

Ans. Unity of Direction.
Q6.

Why is it said that principles of management are flexible?

Ans. Because these can be modified by the manager when the situations demands
Q7.

Name the technique of scientific management which focuses on separation of planning
and execution function.

Ans. Functional Foremanship.
Q8.

What is the objective of method study ?

Ans. To find out ‘one best way’ of doing job.
Q9.

What is the objective of ‘Time Study’?

Ans. To determine the standard time required to perform a certain job so as to fix a fair day’s
work for the workman.

Short Answer Questions (3-4 marks)

Q1.

The directors of Bhupender Ltd. an organisation manufacturing computers want to double
the sales & have given this responsibility to their sales manager. The sales manager has
no authority either to increase the sales expenses or appoint new salesman. Hence he
could not achieve this target. Is the sales manager responsible for not achieving the target?
Explain in brief, the relevant principle in support of your answer.

Ans.

No, the sales manager is not responsible because he has no authority either to increase
the sales expenses or appoint new salesmen. In this case, the principle of ‘Parity of
Authority and Responsibility is violated’.
Authority means the right to orders & obtain obedience. There are two types of authority
(a) Official authority i.e. authority to command & (b) Personal authority which is the
authority of the individual manager. ‘Responsibility’ means obligation to perform the job
assigned on time. Fayol suggested that there must be balance between authority and
responsibility. Giving authority without responsibility may lead to irresponsible use of
authority. So an organization should build safeguards against abuse of managerial power.

Q2.

Sita and Geeta are typists in a company having same educational qualifications. Sita is
getting Rs. 3000 per month and Geeta Rs. 400 per month as salary for the same working
hours. Which principle of management is violated in this case? Name and explain the
principle.

Ans. Principle of Equity.
The principle of ‘Equity’ emphasizes kindliness and justice in the behaviour of managers
towards works. According to Fayol, employees can be made to put in their best only when
they are given kind, fair and just treatment
Q3.

The production manager of Bharat Ltd. instructs a salesman to go slow in selling the
product, whereas the marketing manager is insisting on fast selling to achieve the target.
Which principle of management is being violated in this case? State the consequences
of violation of this principle.

Ans. Unity of Command
Consequences of Violation:If an employee gets orders from two superiors at the same time i.e., principle of unity of
command is violated.
i)

authority is undermined

ii)

discipline and order is disturbed

iii) stability is threatened
iv) conflict among superiors
v)

loyalty of employee is divided

vi) employees will remain in confusion regarding whose tasks to be done. He will have
option for excuses.
Q4.

If an organization does not provide the right place for physical & human resources in
organization, which principle is violated? What are the consequences?

the

Ans. Principle of order, Consequences:
1. Violation of material order leads to wasteful movement of materials & tools.
2. If social order is violated, it may not be easy to contact the needed employee.
Q5. Nikita and Salman completed their MBA and started working in a multinational company
at the same level. Both are working hard and happy with their employer. Salman had
the habbit of backbiting and wrong reporting about his colleagues to impress his boss.
All the employees in the organisation knew it. At the time of performance appraisal Nikita
was judged better than Salman. Even then their boss, Mohammad Sharif decided to
promote Salman stating that being a female Nikita will not be able to handle the
complications of higher post.
i) Identify and explain the principle of management which was not followed by this
company.
ii) Identify the values which are being ignored by the company.
Ans. (a) The principle violated is equity. It advocates that there should be no discrimination
against anyone on account of sex, religion, language, caste, belief and nationality etc. it
emphasizes kindliness and justice in the behaviour of manager towards their workers to
ensure loyalty and devotion.
(b) The values which are being ignored are:
(i)
Good human behaviour because ‘Salman had the habit of backbiting and wrong
reporting about his colleagues to impress his boss.’
(ii) Gender equality because ‘their boss decided to promote Salman stating that
being a female Nikita will not be able to handle the complication of higher
post.’
Q6.

Explain the following principles of management given by Fayol.
(a) Unity of command
(b) Order

Ans.

(a) Unity of command




Q7.

There should be one and only one boss for every individual employee.
If an employee gets order from two superior at the same time, the principle is
violated.
Consequences of violation: authority is undermined, discipline is in jeopardy,
order is disturbed, and stability is threatened.

(b) Order
People and material must be in suitable places at appropriate time for maximum
efficiency.
It means ‘a place for everything (everyone) and everything (everyone) in its
(his/her) place’ ie. orderliness.
Benefits of the principle: no hindrance in the activities of business, increased
productivity and efficiency.
The production manager of an automobile company asked the foreman to achieve a target
production of 200 scooters per day. But he did not give him the authority to requisition
tools and materials from the stores department. Can the production manager blame

foreman if he is not able to achieve the desired target? Explain briefly the principle
relating to the situation.
Ans. The principle is authority and responsibility. No, the production manager cannot blame
the foreman because he did not give him the authority to requisition tools and material
from the stores department since he has no authority, he cannot fulfil his responsibility.
Q8.

ABC ltd. is engaged in producing electricity from domestic garbage. There is almost
equal division of work responsibility between worker and management. The management
even takes workers into confidence before taking important decisions.
(a) State the principle of management described in the above para.
(b) Identify any two values which the company want to communicate to the society.

Ans. (a) The principle of Taylor described in the above para is cooperation, not individualism.
It states that there should be complete cooperation between workers and the
management. Competition should be replaced by cooperation.
(b) Values which the company wants to communicate with society


Good behavior in human interaction. Concern for the environment.
Long Answer Questions (5/6marks)

Q1.

Explain the nature of management principles.

Ans. Nature of management principles can be described as follows:
(i)

Universal Applicability: The principles of management are applicable to all types
of organizations irrespective of their size and nature.

(ii) General Guidelines: They are only guidelines for action and don’t provide direct
or readymade solution for a managerial problem.
(iii) Formed by practice and experimentation: The principles of management have been
developed through experimentation as well as experience and wisdom of managers.
(iv) Flexible: They are flexible i.e. they can be modified by the managers according to
a given situation.
(v) Mainly behavioral: They are mainly behavioral in nature since they are devised to
influence human behaviour.
(vi) Cause and effect relationship: The principles of management establishes relationship
between cause and effect. They guide us as to what would be the effect if a particular
principle were to be applied in a given situation.
(vii) Contingent: The use of principles of management is contingent or dependent upon
the prevailing conditions.
Q2.

Explain the importance of management principles.

Ans. The importance of management principles can be understood by considering the following
points:

(i)

Provide useful insights to manage: Principles of management help in increasing
managerial efficiency by adding to their knowledge and ability to understand the

various situations more objectively.
(ii)

Optimum Utilization of Resources and effective administration: Management
principles help in organizing various activities in such a way that results in
elimination of unwanted activities and consequent wastage. Management principles
help in managing organizations effectively. For example, Unity of Command helps
to avoid confusion and conflicts Unity of direction ensures unity of actions to
facilitate coordination.

(iii) Scientific decisions: They help the managers in taking the decisions based on the
objective assessment of a situation. Thus decisions taken are logical and free from
any bias and prejudice.
(iv) Meeting changing environment requirements: Though the principles are only
guidelines for action yet they can be modified according to the need of changing
situations. Thus principles of management help in meeting changing requirements
of the environment.
(v) Fulfilling social responsibilities: Principles of management have been devised in
such a way that they help in fulfilling social responsibilities.
(vi) Management training, education and research: Principles of management are the
fulcrum of management theory so that they are used as a basis for management
training, education and research.
Q3.

How do the techniques of scientific management improve the productivity of workers

Ans. The technique of scientific management has helped in improving the productivity of the
workers in the following manners

Q4.

1.

It establishes better relations between labour and management.

2.

Profit is increased many times due to effective integration of right men, materials,
money and method.

3.

The use of standardized raw materials, equipments, machines and method produce
standard article at minimum possible price.

4.

It enables the management to reduce the cost of production

5.

It helps in providing better working condition and higher standard of living.

Kushal Ltd. is a leading automobile company in which the various department are setting
up their own objective without paying any interest to the organizational objectives.
I.

Which aspects of management of company is lacking? What will be impact on the
organization?

II.

Identify the principle of management which has been overlooked by the organization.

III. State any two value which is neglected by the people of organization.
Ans. I. The company is lacking ‘coordination’. Its different department like production,
marketing, etc. do not coordinate this wok in absence of coordination; these will be

overlapping and chaos instead of harmony and integration of activities. The company
will fail to achieve its objectives.
II.

Subordinate of individual interest to general interest.
Values -Mutual cooperation, unity of action, optimum utilization of resources.

Unit - 3 : BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
Summary of the Chapter
Meaning of Business Environment
The sum total of individuals, institutions and other forces that are outside the control of a business
enterprise but that may affect its performance.

Features of Business Environment-Disturb C
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

D-Dynamic Nature
I-Inter-relatedness
S-Specific and general forces
T-Totality of external forces
U-Uncertainty
R-Relativity
C-Complexity

Importance of business environment
(1) It enables the firm to identify opportunities and getting the first mover advantage.
(2) It helps the firm to identify threats and early warning signals.
(3) It helps in tapping useful resources.
(4) It helps in coping with rapid changes.
(5) It helps in assisting in planning and policy formulation
(6) It helps in improving performance.
Elements or Dimensions of Business Environment
1.

2.

S- Social Environment
•

The social environment of business includes the social forces like customs and
traditions, values, social trends, society’s expectations from business etc. Traditions
define social practices that have lasted for centuries.

•

For Example:-Diwali, Id, Christmas and Guru Parv in India.

T- Technological Environment
Technological environment includes forces relating to scientific improvements and
innovations which provide new ways of producing goods and services and new methods
and techniques of operating a business.
For Example:- recent technological, advances in computers and electronics have modified
the ways in which companies advertise their product

3.

E-Economic Environment

Interest rates , inflation rates, change in income of the people, stock market and the value of
rupee are some of the economic factors that can affect management practices in a business
enterprise

4.

P-Political Environment
•

5.

Political environment includes political conditions such as general stability and peace
in the country and specific attitudes that elected government representatives hold
towards business.

L-Legal Environment
Legal environment includes various legislations passed by the government administrative
orders issued by government authorities, court judgments as well as the decisions rendered
by the various commissions and agencies at every level of the government centre, state or
local.
Impact of Government Policy changes on Business and Industries
1) Increasing competition
2) More demanding customers
3) Rapidly changing technological environment
4) Necessity for change
5) Need for developing human resource
6) Market orientation
7) Loss of budgetary support to the public sector
Liberalisation: Means freeing the business firms and industry from all unnecessary control
and restrictions.
Privatisation: Means giving greater role to the private sector in the nation building process
and reducing the role of public sector
Globalisation: Means integration of our economy with world economy
Demontisation is the act of removing a currency unit of its status as Legal Tender.
Features of Demontisation
1. It is viewed as a Tax Administration Measure.
2. It has indicated that Tax Evasion will no longer be tolerated.
3. It led to channelizing savings into the formal financial system.
4. It aims to create a less-cash or cash-lite economy.

Impact of Economic Reforms on the Business : The impact of economic reforms on the business
are :
1. Increasing Competition : Deli censing and liberalized entry of foreign firms increased the
competition for Indian firms.
2. More Demanding Customers : As the customers are now well-informed and increased competition in
the market has created buyer’s market.
3. Rapidly changing Technological Environment: Increased competition has made it compulsory for
Indian firms to adopt the latest technology.
4. Necessity for change : After economic reforms, enterprises have to continuously modify their
operations as market forces have become turbulent.

5. Need for Developing Human Resource : As new market conditions require people with higher
competence and greater commitment.
6. Market Orientation: With increase in competition and consumerism, firms have shifted to market
oriented approach.
7. Loss of Budgetary Support to the Public Sector : Due to decrease in role of public sector, Government
has also reduced the financial support to them.
MCQ (1 mark)
1. Which of the following does not characterise the business environment?
(a) Uncertainty (b) Employees
(c) Relativity (d) Complexity

Ans: b) Employees

2. Which of the following best indicates the importance of business environment?
(a) Identification (b) Improvement in performance
(c) Coping with rapid changes (d) All of them

Ans: d) All of them

3. Which of the following is an example of social environment?
(a) Money supply in the economy (b) Consumer Protection Act
(c) The Constitution of the country (d) Composition of family

Ans: d) Composition of family

4. Liberalisation means
(a) Integration among economies
(b) Reduced government controls and restrictions
(c) Policy of planned disinvestments
(d) None of them
controls and restrictions

Ans: b) Reduced government

5. Which of the following does not explain the impact of Government policy
changes on business and industry?
(a) More demanding customers (b) Increasing competition
(c) Change in agricultural prices (d) Market orientation
6. Business environment is a group of

Ans: c) Change in agricultural prices

powers.

(a) Special (b) General
(c) Internal (d) Special and General

Ans: d) Special and General

7. Which factor is not included in Macro Environment?
(a) Economic Environment (b) Competitors
(c) Social Environment (d) Political Environment

Ans: b) Competitors

Which factor is not included in Internal Environment?
(a) Objective (b) Policies
(c) Public (d) Production-Method

Ans: c) Public

8. The entry of the multinational companies in large numbers in the Indian market has created

.

(a) Huge Demand (b) Huge Supply
(c) Tough Competition (d) Huge Demand and Supply

Ans: c) Tough Competition

9. Reducing the role of Public Sector and increasing the role of Private Sector fall sunder
(a) Liberalisation (b) Privatisation
(c) Liberalisation and Privatisation (d) Globalisation

Ans: b) Privatisation

10. Under
the Reserve Bank keeps control on the money supply in order to achieve
the objectives of the general economic policy.
(a) Fiscal Policy (b) Monetary Policy
(c) Trade Policy (d) Industrial Policy

Ans: b) Monetary Policy

11. The income and expenditure policy of the government is called

.

(a) Fiscal Policy (b) Industrial Policy
(c) Trade Policy (d) Monetary Reforms

Ans: a) Fiscal Policy

12. In all the countries there is a free-flow of goods and services under which of the following does it
come?
(a) Liberalisation (b) Privatisation
(c) Liberalisation and Privatisation (d) Globalisation

Ans: d) Globalisation

13. Which of the following deals with the process of simplification of Import-Export?
(a) Liberalisation(b) Privatisation
(c) Liberalisation and Privatisation (d) Globalisation

Ans: a) Liberalisation

14. With the introduction of Photostat Machines in the market, the carbon paper industry was
adversely affected. Which component of environment was responsible for it?
(a) Economic

(b) Political

(c) Technical

(d) All the above

Ans: c) Technical

Very Short Answer Questions (1 mark)

Q1.

Which environment prohibits the advertisement of alcoholic

beverages? Ans.
Q2.

Legal Environment

Banking sector reforms have led to easier credit terms and better services. This is an
example of a key component of the “ Business Environment" name this component?

Ans: Economic Environment
Q3.

‘Demand for reservation in jobs for minorities refers to an example of key component
of general environment of business. Name this component.

Ans: Social Environment
Q4.

“The understanding of business environment enables the firm to identify opportunities”.
What is meant by opportunities here?

Ans: Opportunities here refer to the favorable condition in the organization environment.

.

Q5.

In the year 2006, Centre for Science and Environment (CSE) claimed to have found
pesticides in Pepsi Co and Coco Cola soft drink 50 times more than permissible health
limit- These companies sales being adversely affected in that year”. This is the effect of
which environment?

Ans. This is the effect of Legal environment
Q6.

Out of liberalization, privatization and globalization, which one is associated with
“Abolition of licensing requirement in most of the industries”?

Ans. Liberalization
Short Answer Questions (3-4 marks)

Q1. What do you understand by legal environment? Give two examples which protect
‘consumer’s interests’.
Ans. Legal environment consists of rules and regulations, framed by the Parliament, under
which business must operate. To exist and grow, business is required to follow all the
rules and regulations that constitute this environment.
Two examples protecting ‘consumer’s interests’ are:
(i) Advertisement of alcoholic beverages is prohibited.
(ii) Packets of cigarettes should mention the statutory warning ‘Cigarette smoking is
injurious to health’.
Q2.

With change in the consumption habit of people, Neelesh, who was running a sweet shop
shifted to chocolate business. On the eve of diwali he offered chocolate in attractive
packages at reasonable price. He anticipated huge demand and created a website
chocolove.com for taking order online. He got lot of orders online and earned huge profit
by selling chocolates. Identify and explain the dimensions of business environment
discussed in the above case.

Ans

1.

Social environment: It includes social forces like custom and tradition, values, social
trends and society’s expectation from business.

2.

Technological environment: It includes forces relating to scientific improvement and
innovation which provide new ways of producing goods & services and new methods
and techniques of operating a business.

Q3.

State the difference between general and specific environment with examples.

Ans: Business environment includes both specific forces (investors, customers, competitors and
suppliers) and general forces (economic, social, political, legal and technological
conditions). Specific forces affect an individual firm directly and immediately in its dayto-day working while general forces have impact on all business firm and thus may affect
an individual firm only indirectly.
Q4.

The understanding of business environment enables the firm to identify opportunities and
threats. What do opportunities and threats means here?

Ans: Opportunities refer to the positive external trends /changes that will help to improve a
firm’s performance. On the other hand threats refer to the external environment trends /
changes that will hinder a firm performance.

Q5.

Explain dynamic nature and uncertainty as features of business environment.

Ans: Dynamic nature: Business environment is dynamic as it keeps on changing in term of
technological improvement, change in fashion and taste, entry of new competitors in the
market, etc.
Uncertainty: Business environment is uncertain as it is very difficult to predict future
happenings, especially when environment changes are taking place too frequently e.g. in
case of IT and fashion industries.
Q6.

Lately many companies have planned for significant investment in organised retailing in
India. Several factors have prompted their decision in this regard- customer income is
rising. People have developed a taste for better quality products even though they may
have to pay more. The government permitted cent percent foreign direct investment in
some sectors of retailing.
Identify the change in business environment under different dimension quoting the line
from the above para.

Ans: Dimensions of business environment:
(1) Economic environment: customer income is rising.
(2) Social environment: people have developed a taste for better quality product even
though they may have to pay more.
(3) Political environment: the government permitted cent per cent foreign direct
investment in some sector of retailing.
Q7.

Mr. Ajay after completing MBA from USA comes to India to start a new business under
the banner Ecom creations Ltd. He launches a new product in e-learning for senior
secondary school students in commerce stream, which already has an established market
in UK and USA but not in India. His business starts flourishing in India. Now more Indian
companies entered into the market with other subject also.
Identify and quote the line from above para which highlight the significance of
understanding business environment.

Ans: a)

Comes to India to start a new business……. launches a new product in e-learning
for senior secondary school student in commerce stream.

(1) It helps in assisting in planning and policy formulation.
(2) It helps the firm to identify opportunities and get the first mover advantage.
(a)
(3)

His business started flourishing in India.

It helps in improving performance.
(b)

Now more Indian companies entered into the market with different subject also.

(4) It helps the firm to identify threats and early warning signals.
Q8. Explain “increasing competition” and “more demanding customers” as impact of
government policy changes on business and industry?
Ans. Increasing competition: Government policies have enabled co-existence of government
sector companies with private companies and compete fairly, leading to increasing
competition.

More demanding customers: Government policies leading to economic libralisation
allow consumers to become well-informed, increase their purchasing power (through rising
incomes) and change their lifestyle, which makes them more demanding about quality
and value-driven products/services.
Long Answer Questions (5-6marks)

Q1.

Ultra paint co. which is manufacturing paints had been enjoying a prominent market
position as it is manufacturing best quality paints made timely payment of taxes to
government. It assembled various inputs like finance, machines, raw materials, etc. form
its environment but since last year it has been dumping its untreated poisonous waste on
the river bank which has created many health problems for the people. As a result, the
court passed an order to seal the manufacturing unit of the company.
(a) State the importance of business environment highlighted quoting the line form the
above case.
(b) Identify any two dimension of business environment mentioned in above case by
quoting line from it.
(c) State any two values which have been overlooked by the company?

Ans. (a) business environment helps in tapping useful resources.
‘it assembled various inputs like finance, machines, etc. from its environment’.
(b) (1)

Social environment

….it has been dumping its untreated poisonous waste on the river bank which created
many health problems for the people’.
(2)

Legal environment

‘….the court passed an order to seal the manufacturing unit of the company’.
(c)

Q 2.

Values overlooked:

*

Environment protection

*

Concern for human life

*

Respect for law and order

*

Social responsibility

Karodimal Ltd. manufactures fashionable and designer clothes. Recently it finds that the
demand for its product been declining. After market research it was discovered that fashion
and tastes of the consumers is changing a pace. Consumers demand is increasing. New
competitors have entered the market with new design. It is difficult for the company to
predict future happening. Also it is difficult to know the extent of the relative impact of
the social, economic, political, technological or legal factors on decrease in demand of
its product in the market. A meeting was held in which managers from different functional
level heading production, marketing, financial etc. for example, chief operating officer,
chief finance officer, vice president (marketing) were present to discuss how to deal with
the situation. After a long discussion, it was decided that they would study and analyze
the market first to identify customers taste and fashion and then manufacture garments
accordingly. It was also decided to increase expenditure on advertising, after sale service,

etc. Identify any two features a business environment by quoting the lines from the above
case.
(a) At which level of management the meeting of managers in Karodimal Ltd. was held.
(b) Identify any two impacts of government policy changes on business, quoting lines
from the above case.
(c) State the importance of understanding of environment by business managers in the
light of the above para.
Ans

(a) Features of business environment:(1)

Dynamic nature–Fashion and taste of the consumer is changing at a fast pace.

(2)

Uncertainty-It is very difficult for the company to predict future happening.

(3)

Complexity – It is difficult to know the extent of the relative impact of the
social, economic, political, technological or legal factor on decreasing in
demand of its products in the market.

(b) Top level management
(c) Impact of government policy change in business
(1)

Increasing competition – New competitors have entered the market with new
design.

(2)

More demanding customer- Customer demand is increasing.

(3)

Market orientation – It was decided that they would study and analyse the
market first to identify customer taste and fashion and then manufacture
garments accordingly. It was also decided to increase expenditure on advertising
after sale service etc.

(d) Business environment helps the manger in coping with rapid changes.
Q4.

Understanding of environment by business managers enables them not only to identify
and evaluate, but also to react to the forces external to their firm. In light of the statement,
explain by giving any five points why in the present day competitive market, it is essential
for a business enterprise to remain alert and aware of its environment.

Ans. Importance of business environment:
1.

Identify opportunities and get first mover advantage: Early identification of
opportunities help the firm to be the first to exploit them instead of losing them to
competitors.

2.

Identify threats and early warning signals: Environmental awareness can help
managers to identify various threats on time and serve as an early warning signal.

3.

Tap useful resources: A business firm assembles various resources called inputs like
finance, machines, raw materials, power and water, labour, etc. from its environment.

4.

Assist in planning and policy formulation: Since business environment provides both
opportunities and threats for the firm, its understanding and analysis can be the basis
for planning and policy formulation.

5.

Helps in coping with rapid changes: Managers must understand and examine the
environment and develop suitable courses of action to cope with rapid change in

business environment.
Q5.

The court passed an order that all school must have water purifier for the school children
as society in general is more concerned about quality of life.
Innovative techniques are being developed to manufacture water purifier at competitive
rates.
Incomes are rising and children at home are also drinking purified water.
The government is also showing positive attitude towards the water purifier business.
Identify the different dimensions of business environment by quoting lines from the above
details.

Ans. (1) Legal environment: The court passed an order that all schools must have water purifier
for the school children.
(2) Social environment: Society in general is more concerned about quality of life.
(3) Technological environment: Innovative techniques are being developed to manufacture
water purifier at competitive rate.
(4) Economic environment: Income is rising and children at home are also drinking
purified water.
(5) Political environment: The government is also showing positives attitude towards
the water purifier.
Q6.

The court passed an order to ban polythene bags as
(i)

The bags are creating many environment problems which affect the life of people
in general.

(ii)

Society in general is more concerned about quality of life.

The government decided to give subsidy to jute industry to promote this business.
Innovative techniques are being developed to manufacture jute bags at low rates. Incomes
are rising and people can afford to buy these bags.
Identify the different dimensions of business environment by quoting the lines form the
above particulars.
Ans: (1) Legal environment: The court passed an order to ban polythene bags.
(2) Social environment: The bags are creating many environmental problems which affect
the life of people in general. Social in general is more concerned about quality of
life.
(3) Political environment: The government decided to give subsidy to jute industry to
promote this business.
(4) Technological environment: Innovative techniques are being developed to manufacture
jute bags at low rates.
(5) Economic environment: Incomes are rising and people can afford to buy these bags.
Q6. Give the meaning of Demonetisation. Explain the features of it.
Ans: It is the act of removing a currency unit of its status as Legal Tender.

Features :
1. It is viewed as a Tax Administration Measure.
2. It has indicated that Tax Evasion will no longer be tolerated.
3. It led to channelizing savings into the formal financial system.
4. It aims to create a less-cash or cash-lite economy.
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Unit- 4 : PLANNING
Summary of the Chapter
Meaning: - Planning is deciding in advance what is to do, when and where is to do, how is to
do and by whom it should be done. It bridges the gap between where we are standing and where
we want to go.
Features of Planning:
DCP OF MP

Importance/benefits of planning

1. D- Decision making

(DRSODI)

2. C-Planning is continuous process

1.

D-Planning provides direction

3.

P-Planning is pervasive

2.

4.

O- Objective achievement

R-Planning
uncertainty

5.

F-Planning is Futuristic

3.

S-Establishing standard of controlling

6.

M-Planning is a mental exercise

4.

O- Reduces overlapping

7.

P- Planning is Primary function

5.

D-decision making

6.

I- Promotes Innovative Ideas

Planning process/steps involved in planning: SP-ICS-F
S- Setting objectives

P-Developing the planning premises

I-Identifying alternative courses of action

C-Evaluating alternative courses
S-Selecting an alternative
I-Implement the plan
F-Follow Up of action

reduces

the

risk

of

Limitations of planning: NCR-DTC
N- No guarantee of success: For achieving success management has to properly draw and
implement plans. Plans are required to be put into action. There is no guarantee that previously
tried and tested plans will lead to success.
C- Planning involves huge cost: When plans are drawn, costs are involved in their formation in
terms of effort, time and money. The cost incurred sometimes may not justify the benefits derived
from the plans.
R- Planning leads to rigidity: The plans are well defined and decide future course of action.
Thus managers may not be in a position to change them. Hence, there is rigidity and blind
following of plans.
D- Planning may not work in a dynamic environment: Business environment is dynamic and
constantly adopt itself to these changes. It becomes difficult to make plans where policies of a
country and economic conditions are not stable.
T- Time consuming process: planning is a blessing in facing a definite situation but because of
its long process , it cannot face sudden emergencies. Thus planning is time consuming and it
delay action.
C- Planning reduces creativity: Middle level managers are not allowed to deviate from plans or
act on their own. They only carry out order which leads to reduction of creativity and new ideas
in the manager.
Types of plan
(i) Single use plan
(ii) Standing plan
Objectives: Objectives are the end towards which the activities are directed. They are the end
result of every activity.
Strategy: It is a comprehensive plan to achieve the organizational objectives.
Policy: It can be defined as organization’s general response to a particular problem or situation.
In simple words, it is the organization’s own way of handling the problems.
Procedures: Procedures are required steps established in advance to handle future conditions.
Rules: Rules are norms regarding actions and non-actions of employees.
Programme: Programmes are the combination of goals, policies, procedures and rules. All these
plans together form a programme.
Methods: Methods are formalized way of doing routine and repetitive jobs.
Budgets: It is the statement of expected result expressed in numerical terms.
MCQ (15 QUESTION)
1. Rearrange the steps in the decision-making process logically.
A. Identification of a problem
B. Identification of decision criteria
C. Allocation of weights to criteria

D. Development of alternatives
E. Analysis of alternatives
F. Selection of an alternative
G. Implementation of the alternative
a. GFEDCBA
b. CDBAFEG
c. ABCDEFG

d. GCDABEF

Ans: c) ABCDEFG

2. State true or false
i. Managers when plan,
organise, lead and control
are called decision makers.
a. True
b. False

Ans. a) True

3. 3. Which of the following is an assumption of rationality to rationale decision
making?
a. Preferences are clear
b. Final choice will maximize pay off
c. The problem is clear and unambiguous
d. All of the above
Ans:d) All of the above
4. Is accepting solutions that are "good enough".
a. Bounded rationality
b. Satisfying
c. Escalation of commitment
d. None of the above

Ans: b) Satisfying

5. Making decisions on the basis of experience,
feelings and accumulated judgement is called as
a. Decision making
b. Structured problems
c. Intuitive decision making
d. None of the above
Ans: c) Intuitive decision making

6. Which software provides key performance indicators to help managers monitor
efficiency of projects and employees?
a. Management Information System
b. Business Performance Management
c. Enterprise Application Software
e. Online analytical Processing
Ans: b) Business Performance Management

7.

is a rule of thumb that managers use to simplify decision making.
a. Sunk costs b. Framing c. Heuristics
d. None of the above
Ans: c) Heuristics

8. State true or false.
Availability bias is when decisions makers tend to remember events that are most
recent.
a. True
b. False

Ans: a) True

9. Which of the following quality a manager must possess to succeed inplanning?
(a) Reflective Thinking
(b) Imagination
(c) Farsightedness
(d) All of these

Ans: d) All of these

10. Plan which is firstly discussed in business plan is mostly
a. marketing plan
b. financial planning
c. personnel plan
d. production plan
Ans: a) Marketing plan
11. First step in planning process is to
a. setting an objectives
b. Evaluate alternative
c. Determine strength and weakness
d. None of the above.

Ans: a) Setting an objectives
Very Short Answer Questions (1 mark)

Q 1. How does planning provide direction?
Ans: Planning provide directions by stating in advance what to do, how to do, when to do,
and who is to do it.
Q2.

The planning function of management is conducted at which level of management?

Ans: At all Three Levels.
Q3.

One of the functions of management is considered as a base for all other functions. Name
that Function.

Ans: Planning.
Q4.

A company needs a detailed plan for its new project- construction of shopping mall. What

type of plan is it?
Ans: Programme.
Q5.

In which type of plan the sequence to perform a job is determined?

Ans: Procedure.
Q6.

Which plans suggest action and non-action of employees?

Ans: Rules
Q7.

“No Smoking “: the statement is related to which type of plan?

Ans: Rule.
Q8.

Mc Donald does not give its franchise to any other company which is running food
business. This is related to which type of plan?

Ans: Policy
Q9.

What is meant by single use plan?

Ans. It is a plan developed for a one-time event or project.
Q10. What is meant by standing plan?
Ans. It is used for activities that occur regularly over a period of time.

Short Answer Questions (3-4 marks)Q
1. Differentiate between Objective and strategy as types of plan? Answer:

Basis

Objective

Strategy

Meaning

Objectives are an end-point which
to has to be achieved.

Strategies are comprehensive plans
achieve organizational objectives.

Natur

Flexible, changes with availability of
resources. Relevant resources.

Flexible, identifies required

Objective

Determined by the top management A department prepares it as per top
to align all departments accordingly. management.

Scope

Scope is wide as it covers all other
plans like policies, strategies, etc.,
and covers overall business.

2.

Scope
Limited to particular
departments or business

How does planning restrict creativity?

Ans. Planning in an activity which is done by top management usually the rest of the
organisation just implements these plans. The result is that middle management and other
decision makers are neither allowed to deviate from plans nor are they permitted to act
on their own. Thus planning restricts creativity.

Q3.

State how planning leads to rigidity?

Ans. Planning can become limiting or restriction for the business during some changes in
circumstances, which require quick decision that may go against the set rules and procedure
of a business. It can restrict an individual’s freedom, initiative and desire to be creative.
Q4.

Planning provide directions and reduces the risk for uncertainty. Explain?

Ans. The planning process clearly defines and maps out the guidelines for smooth operations
of a business in order to achieve their main goals / objective. By stating in advance how
work is to be done, planning provides direction to action. It ensures that objectives /goals
are clearly stated so that they act as a guide for deciding what action should be taken
and in which direction.
Planning enables a manager to look ahead and anticipate changes. By deciding in advance
the task to be performed, planning shows the way to deal with changes and uncertain
events. Thus, planning helps to reduce the risks of uncertainty by preparing forecasts.
Q 5. Planning facilitates decision-making and establishes standards for controlling. Explain
how?
Ans. Planning means deciding the most feasible course of action and resources (Human and
physical) required to reach a goal, in advance. Planning is a pre requisite for controlling
because planning suggests ways or a controlled design for attaining future goals through
controlling. For example, car manufacturers decide to control the production of cars for
consumers depending upon the calendar dates of festivals and accordingly control the
purchasing coasts of auto-components and raw materials, human resources, etc., by
planning ahead.
Q 6. XYZ ltd. has a plan of increasing profits by 20%. It has devoted a lot of time and money
to this plan. But the competition starts increasing, so it could not change its plan to beat
its competitors because huge amount of money had already been devoted to the predecided plan. It caused losses to the company.
Explain any two limitations of planning highlighted in the above case. Also, quote the
lines from it.
Ans. (i) ‘XYZ ltd. has devoted a lot of time and money to its plan.’
Planning is a time consuming process. It also involves huge costs.
(ii) ‘The competition starts increasing, so it could not change its plan to beat its
competitors because huge amount of money had already been devoted to the predecided plan.’
Planning leads to rigidity. Following a pre-decided plan, when circumstance change,
may not turn out to be in the organisation’s interest.
Q 7. In ‘Chak de India’ movie, Shahrukh Khan becomes the coach of the girls’ hockey team.
He knows that he has to prepare the girls for the international hockey matches and bring
the world cup after the winning. For this he prepares a long- team plan and thinks the
ways how to beat the competitors. He coaches the girls to play in different ways like
defensive, offensive, etc. At the outsets of a match he explains who will open the match,
and how the ball will be passed by one player to another step by step.
Identify four types of plans that are highlight in the above case, quoting the lines from it.

Ans. 1.

Objective -‘….bring the world cup after winning.’

2.

Strategy-‘For this he prepares a long-term plan and thinks the ways how to beat the
competitors.’

3.

Method -‘He coaches the girls to play in different ways like defensive, offensive,
etc.’

4.

Procedure-‘At the outset of a match he explains who will open the match, and how
the ball will be passed by one player to another step by step.’

Q 8. Zyesha Ltd. is a company which manufactures leather bags. The CEO of the company
wants to increase their sales and earn more profits. They consulted with a management
consultant who suggested the top management of the company to work hard in thinking
about the future in making business predictions and achieve the targets since the business
environment keeps on changing whether in terms of technological improvement, shifts in
consumer preferences or entry of new competitors in the market.
(a) Identify and state the concept of management discussed in the above para.
(b) State the characteristics /feature of business environment highlighted in the above para.
Ans. a)

Planning -It involves setting objective and developing appropriate courses of action
to achieve these objectives. Dreams (e.g. increase sales, earn more profits, etc.) can
be turned into reality only if business managers think in advance on what to do and
how to do it.

(c) Business environment is dynamic as it keeps on changing.
Long Answer Questions (5/6marks)

Q 1. Suhani a home science graduate from a reputed college has recently done a cookery
course. She wished to start her own venture with a goal to provide ‘healthy food’
responsible price. She discusses her idea with her teacher (mentor) who encouraged her.
After analyzing various options for starting her venture, they shortlisted the option to sell
readymade and ‘ready to make’ vegetable shakes and sattu milkshakes. Then, they both
weighed the pros and cons of both the shortlisted option.
(a) Name the function of management being discussed above and give any of its
characteristic.
(b) Discuss any three limitations of the function discussed in the case.
Ans. (a) Planning
Characteristic of planning
Planning focuses on achieving objective as specific goals are set out in the plans along
with activities under taken to achieve them. Planning has no meaning unless it contributes
to the achievement of pre –determined organizational goals /objectives.
(b) Limitations of planning
(i)

Planning leads to rigidity-once a well-defined plan is drawn, managers may
not be able to change it. They do not have flexibility to be able to cope with
the changed circumstances.

(ii)

Planning reduces creativity – planning is done by top management. Middle and

lower management neither allowed to deviate from plans not are they permitted
to act on their own. They only carry out orders. Thus, much of the initiative
or creativity inherent in them gets lost or reduced.
(iii)

Planning is a time-consuming process-sometimes plans to be drawn up takes
so much of time that there is not much time left for their implementation.

Q 2. Two years ago Mohit obtained degree in food technology. For some time he worked in a
company manufacturing Bread and Biscuits. He was not happy in the company and
decided to have his own bread and biscuits manufacturing unit. For this he decided the
objectives and targets and formulated action plan to achieve the same. One of his
objectives was to earn 50% profits on the amount invested in the first year. It was decided
that raw materials like flour, sugar, salt etc. will be purchased on two months credit. He
also decided to follow the steps required for marketing the products through his own
outlets. He appointed Harsh as a production manager who decided the exact manner in
which the production activities are to be carried out. Harsh also prepared a statement
showing the requirements of workers in the factory throughout the year. Mohit informed
Harsh about his sales target for different products, area wise for the fourth coming quarter.
While working on the production table a penalty of Rs.150 per day was announced for
not wearing the helmet, gloves and a pron by the workers.
Quoting lines from the above para identify and explain the different types of plans
discussed.
Ans. The different types of plans are:
(i)

Objective ‘One of his objectives was to earn 50% profit on the amount invested in
the first year.’
An objective is the end which the management seeks to achieve within a given time
period.

(ii) Policy-‘It was decided that raw material like flour, sugar, salt etc. will be purchased
on two month credit’.
Policy is a general guideline which brings uniformity in decision making for
achievement of pre determined objectives.
(iii) Procedure ‘He also decided follow the steps required for marketing the products
through his own outlets’.
OR
‘He appointed Harsh as a Production who decided the exact manner in which the
production activities are to be carried out’.
It consists of sequence of routines steps on how carry out activities. It details the
exact manner in which any work is to be performed.
(iv) Budget -‘Harsh also prepared a statement showing the requirement of workers in
the factory throughout the year.
OR
‘Mohit inform Harsh about his sales target for different products, area wise for the
forth coming quarter’.
A budget is a plan which state expected results of a given future period in numerical
terms. It may be expressed in time, money or physical units.
(iv) Rule:-‘ while working on the production table a penalty of Rs. 150 per day was

announced for not wearing the helmet, gloves and apron by the worker.’
A rule is a statement that specifies what is to be done or not to be done.
Q3.

Pan Parag and sons is a manufacturer of tobacco products. It decided to increase profits
by atleast25% in the next quarter. It has many options:
(i)

To increase the working hours of laboures without additional payment.

(ii) To employ children from the local community.
(iii) To sell its product outside the school and colleges.
(i) It opted the (ii) and (iii) options to achieve the target.
(a) Identify the function of management described in the above para.
(b) State the steps of the process involved in the function of management identified in
(a) quoting the lines from the above para.
(c) State any two values neglected by the organization.
Ans. (a) Planning.
(b)

Steps involved in planning process:
(i)

Setting organisational objectives: ‘…increase profits by at least 25% in the
next quarter.’

(ii)

Identifying and evaluating alternatives courses of action: ‘It has many
options: to increase the working hours of labourers without additional payment,
or to employ from the local community, or to sell its products sell outside the
schools and colleges.’

(iii)

Selecting the best possible alternatives: ‘It opted to employ children from
the local community, and to sell products outside the schools and colleges.’

(c) Values neglected:
 Child labour is banned. Bad effect on student’s health. Moral values.
Q 4. Lira Ltd. Is a company manufacturing designer sock. While making its plan, the company
takes into consideration the business environment. It constantly adapts itself to changing
environment by making changes in its plan, however it become difficult for the managers
of the company to accurately foresee future trends in the changing environment.
Competition in the market upsets its financial plans; then sales targets have to be revised
and, accordingly cash budgets also need to be modified since they are based on sales
figure.
(a) What characteristic features of business environment are highlighted in the above
lines? State any two.
(b) State and explain the limitation of planning highlighted in the above lines.
(c) Identify any two types of plans mentioned in the above para by quoting the lines
from it.
Ans. (a) (i)
(ii)

Business environment is dynamic as It keeps on changing.
Business environment is uncertain as it is difficult for the managers to
accurately foresee future trends in the environment.

(b) Planning may not work in a dynamic environment.
The organization has to constantly adapt itself to change in environment by making
changes in its plans. However, since planning cannot foresee everything, there may
be obstacles to effective planning.
(c) (i)

Strategy – ‘While making its plan, the company takes into consideration the
business environment.’

(ii) Budget – ‘Competition in the market upsets its financial plans; then sales targets
have to be revised … accordingly cash budgets also need to be modified since
they are based on sales figures.’
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Unit- 5 : ORGANISING
Summary of the Chapter
Organising - It refers to the process of defining and grouping the activities of an enterprise
and establishing authority relationship among them.
Organising Process- IDAE
1.

I- Identification and Division of Work

2.

D- Departmentation

3.

A- Assignment of duties

4.

E- Establishing reporting relationship.
Importance of Organising – BADO

1. B-Benefits of specialization
2. A-Adaptation to changes
3. D-Development of Personnel
4. O-Optimum utilisation of resources
Types of organisation1.

Formal Organisation – An organization which is deliberately created to achieve
organizational objectives

2.

Informal organisation – Natural grouping of people in organization to satisfy personal and
social needs of employees.

Organisation Structures1.

Functional Structure–Created on the basis of different functions.

Advantages of functional structure


Benefits of specialisation



Coordination is Established



Managerial Efficiency is Increased

Disadvantages

2.



Problem in coordination



Conflicts of interest



Less emphasis of overall objectives

Divisional Structure – Created on the basis of different products produced by business
Advantages


Product specialization



Easy to fix accountability



It facilitate Expansion and Growth

Disadvantages


Increase in cost



Ignore organizational interests

Delegation of Authority- Transfer of authority from superiors to his subordinates.
Elements1.

Authority

2.

Responsibility

3.

Accountability.

Decentralisation - It refers to the systematic transfer of authority throughout the organisation on
permanent basis.
Importance of decentralisation:
i)

Relief to top management

ii)

Develops initiative among subordinates

iii) Develops managerial talent for the future
iv) Facilitates growth
v)

Quick decision making

vi) Better control
MCQ QUESTIONS. (1 MARK)
1. Under what function of management the relationship between different posts (positions) is

explained?
(a) Planning (b) Communication

(c) Organisation (d) Supervision
2. Where lies the need of organisation?

(a) In business organisation (b) In non-business organisation
(c) In both (a) and (b)

(d) No where

3. Which organisation structure is consciously or deliberately established?

(a) Formal

(b) Informal

(c) Both (a) and (b)

(d) None

4. Which organisation structure is based on rules and procedures?

(a) Informal

(b) Formal

(c) Both (a) and (b)

(d) None

5. Which structure of organisation is helpful in locating the inefficient employees?

(a) Formal

(b) Informal

(c) Both the above

(d) None of the above

6. Which organisation structure does not have duplication of work?

(a) Formal

(b) Informal

(c) Both (a) and (b)

(d) None of these

7. Which of the following is not the disadvantage of formal organisation?

(a) Lack of initiative
(c) Lack of favoritism

(b) Delay in work
(d) Mechanical relationship

8. In which organisation structure do we find “group norms”?

(a) Formal
(c) Both (a) and (b)

(b) Informal
(d) None of these

9. Which of the following is not an element of delegation?

(a) Accountability

(b) Authority

(c) Responsibility

(d) Informal organisation

10. A network of social relationship that arises spontaneously due to interaction at work is called:

(a) Formal organisation (b) Informal organisation
(c) Decentralisation

(d) Delegation

11.Which of the following does not follow the scalar chain?

(a) Functional structure (b) Divisional structure
(c) Formal organisation

(d) Informal organisation.

12. A tall structure has a

(a) Narrow span of management

(b) Wide span of management

(c) No span of management

(d) Less levels of management

13. Centralisation refers to
(a) Retention of decision making authority
(b) Dispersal of decision making authority
(c) Creating divisions as profit centers
(d) Opening new centers or branches
14.For delegation to be effective it is essential that responsibility be accompanied with

necessary
(a) Authority (b) Manpower (c) Incentives (d) Promotions.
15. Span of management refers to
(a) Number of managers
(b) Length of term for which a manager is appointed
(c) Number of subordinates under a superior
(d) Number of members in top management

16. The form of organisation known for giving rise to rumors is called

(a) Centralised organisation

(b) Decentralised organisation

(c) Informal organisation

(d) Formal organization

17. Grouping of activities on the basis of product lines is a part of

(a) Delegated organization

(b) Divisional organisation

(c) Functional organisation

(d) Autonomous organization

18. Grouping of activities on the basis of functions is a part of

(a) Decentralised organisation
(c) Functional organisation

(b) Divisional organisation
(d) Centralised organization

Answers: 1. (c), 2. (c), 3. (a), 4. (b), 5 (a), 6. (a), 7. (c), 8. (b),9. (d), 10. (b), 11. (d), 12. (a), 13.
(a), 14. (a), 15. (c), 16.
(b), 17. (b), 18. (c).
VERY SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (1MARK)
Q1.

Define ‘organizing’ as a function of management.

Ans. It refers to the process of defining and grouping the activities of an enterprise and
establishing authority relationship among them.
Q2.

Give two advantages of functional organization.

Ans. a)
b)
Q3.

Benefits of specialization
Coordination is established

What is an organization chart?

Ans. Organization chart is a drawing which shows the relationship among the various posts
established in the organization.
Q4.

‘If we delegate authority, we multiply it by two; if we decentralize it, we multiply it by
many.’ Name the two concepts to which this statement is related.

Ans. a)
b)
Q5.

Delegation of authority
Decentralization

How ‘effective management’ is possible through delegation of authority?

Ans) Because it reduces the work load of a manager.
Q 6.

Miss Tyagi is working as the Production manager in a company. She divided the work
among her subordinates in her accordance with their interest and ability. Not only this,
she even gave them all the authorities to take decisions relating to their work. At the end
of the first month of the year, it was found that Mr. Rajeev had not achieved his target. He
was lagging far behind his target. Miss Tyagi asked him to give the reason within two
days why his performance was slow.

With which concept of management the conversation between Miss Tyagi and Mr. Rajeev
referred to in the above paragraph is related. Identify it.
Ans. Accountability
Q 7. There are 75 persons working in the Production Department of ‘Ganesh Pvt. Ltd.’ The

manager of this department, Mr.Neeraj ,is very punctual. He does not at all tolerate
reaching the office late and leaving it early. But so far as the mutual relations of the
employees are concerned, he is very liberal. All the employees of the department have
been instructed that they can communicate any time irrespective of the high or low
position of the employees concerned. The first specialty of Mr.Neeraj creates discipline
and on makes the atmosphere pleasant.
Identify the concept of management concerning the employees described in the above
paragraph.
Ans. Informal organization
Q8.

State the essence of authority.

Ans. Its essence is to get decisions implemented.
Q9.

Informal organization is not deliberately created. Then how it is created?

Ans. It emerges out of mutual relations and tastes.
Q10.

In order to successfully realize the objectives of an organization, first of all it is ensured
that which activities will have to be performed. In the list of activities, all the activities,
big or small, are included. But it is not possible to set up separate departments for all
activities. Some similar activities are put together in same department. In the same way
some necessary departments are set up. The reason for doing this is to exercise control
over unnecessary administrative expenses.
Identify the concept of management under which similar activities are put together and
departments are set.

Ans. Departmentalization
Q 11. Walnut Pvt. Ltd. has grown in size. It was a market leader but with changes in business

environment and with entry of MNCs its market share is declining. To cope up with the
situation CEO starts delegating some of the authority to the General Manager, who also
felt himself
Q 12. Overburdened and with the approval of the CEO disperses some of his authority to various

levels throughout the organization.
Identify the concept of management discussed above.
Ans. Decentralization
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (3 / 4 MARKS)
Q 1.

State any three advantages of informal organization.

Ans. a) Effective communication: In the absence of any definite course, it is an effective
system of communication. Messages can be quickly conveyed from one place to
another with the help of this system
b) Fulfils social needs: People having similarity of thoughts and ideas form a group of
their own. All the people in the group stand by one another in all the organizational
or personal matters.

c)

Fulfils organizational objectives in informal organization, there is no pressure of
formal organisation. In the informal organisation, the subordinates put their ideas
before the superiors without any fear or hesitation. It helps the superiors to
understand their difficulties and immediate solution of the problem is sought out.

Q 2. What is meant by Delegation? State any four points which highlight the importance of

delegation in an organization.
Ans. Delegation of authority is the process of entrusting responsibility and authority, and
creating accountability of the person to whom workor responsibility is handed over. It’s
importance are:
a) Effective management: Delegation of authority reduces the work load of a manager.
Mangers who practice delegation of authority are definitely better decision makers than
those who do not delegate authority.

Q 3.

b)

Motivation of employees :In the process of delegation of authority, both authority
and responsibility are delegate to their subordinates. This situation provides liberty to
work and take decisions on the part of subordinates. Through this; they exhibit their
talent and skill.

c)

Facilitation of work: Delegation of authority does not develop only one person or
division but facilitates the development of the organisation as a whole. As adequate
number of able employees are available in an organization to take decisions
expansion modernisation and diversification of a business can be done with full
confidence.

State any three characteristics of decentralization.

Ans. a)
b)
c)
Q 4)

It is an expanded version of delegation of authority.
It increases the significance of the role of subordinates.
It reduces the workload of senior officers.

‘Daivki hospital’ is a famous company which provides health services. It has a great
market share. Last year, in no time, several MNCs arrived. This fact caused a great fall in
the companies business. The whole responsibility of finding the solution of this problem
fell on the shoulders of General Manager. Now in order, to keep himself away from the
routine activities of the company, he gave some of his authorities to his departmental
managers. He gave them this freedom also that if they wanted, they could give some of
these authorities to their own subordinates. The departmental managers were already
feeling themselves overburdened with the workload. Therefore, they handed over some of
their authorities to their subordinates. As a consequence of this, on the one hand, General
Manager got time to solve the serious problems and, on the other hand, the feeling of
responsibility was aroused in the subordinates. Within a few days the growth rate of the
company started rising.
Identify the concept of management described in the paragraph given above and also
explain the two points of its importance spoken about here.

Ans. Here decentralization is described. Its importance becomes evident from the following
points:

Q 5.

a)

It reduces the workload of Top Management.

b)

It provides freedom to the subordinates in taking decisions

‘Organization is a machine of management’. Comment.

Ans. Organization is considered to be a machine of management. It is that machine in which no
part can afford to be ill-fitting or non functional. In other words if the division of work is
not done properly or posts are not created correctly the whole system of management
collapses.
Q 6.

Give the meaning of ‘divisional structure’ of organizing. State its four advantages.

Ans.

Divisional structure means division of the whole enterprise according to the major
products to be manufactured by it. Its advantages are:

Q 7.

a)

Development of divisional heads: The head of each division looks after all the functions
connected with their product. Hence, it helps in the development of varied skills in a
divisional head.

b)

Quick decision making: Every division is independent in itself. The divisional
manager can take any decision regarding his division independently without
consulting others.

c)

Easy expansion: For every product, a separate division is opened. If a company
wants to introduce a new product, it can be introduced easily without disturbing
existing division.

Decentralization is extending delegation to the lowest level. Comment.

Ans. Decentralization is an expansion of delegation of authority. Eg- if a chief manager of a
company assigns a job to the production manager for appointing employees needed for
his division on salary then this will be turned as delegation of authority. On the contrary,
if this authority for appointing employees is delegated to every departmental head then it
will be termed as decentralization.
Q 8.

‘Formal organization Is impersonal while Informal organization is personal.’Clarify.

Ans. In formal organization personal feelings are ignored and strict discipline is observed. It is
not the person but the work that happens to be important. In informal organization the
feelings of individual are kept in mind and nothing is imposed upon them.
Q 9. Distinguish between Delegation of Authority and Decentralisation
Ans.
Basis
a) Meaning

Delegation of Authority

Decentralisation

Sharing of the task with the subordinate and granting
authority in a prescribed limit by the superior is
Delegation

The systematic delegation to the lowest
level
of

Is called
management
decentralization
It becomes compulsory in
the large organisations

b) Nature

It becomes compulsory in all the
organizations as the complete task cannot
be performed by thesuperior

c) Freedo
m
inaction

Less freedom to the subordinate
Final authority lies with the delegator

More freedom given to the
subordinate.

Its purpose is reduction of workload of the
officer

The purpose is expansion of the
authority in the organization.

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (5/6 Marks)

Q1:Explain the concept of ‘Functional Structure’. Also, explain three disadvantages of functional
structure.
Ans. Functional structure refers to the division of the whole enterprise according to the major
functions to be performed by it. This is the simplest and the most prevalent form of
organizational structure. Under this all the functions of similar nature are divided in
different units which are called departments. Its disadvantages are:
a)

Ignorance of organizational objectives: Each departmental head will work according
to his sweet will. They always give more importance to their department objectives.
Hence organisational objectives suffer.

b)

Difficulty in inter departmental coordination: All departmental heads may work as
per their own wish. No doubt this facilitates coordination within the department but it
makes inter departmental coordination difficult

c)

Conflict of interest: Every departmental head wants to become a functional empire.
To satisfy their ego, every one demands maximum resources in their department.
This situation leads to conflicts among different departmental heads.

d)

Hurdle in complete development: This system is a hurdle in the way of the complete
development of the employees. Each employee specialises only in a small part of the
whole job.

Q2. ‘Safe service limited’ is a well known company for removing the routine problems of the
people. This company provides all types of big or small services; namely, Health services,
Complaints regarding electricity faults, etc. This company has opened its offices at
different places. The policy of the company is that women should be preferred to be
appointed as the Heads of every office. Besides, under this policy, some positions shall be
reserved for handicapped women also. The head of every office shall have the full
authority to take decisions concerning the activities of her office.
a)
b)

Which concept of management has been mentioned in the paragraph given above?
Write about two of the advantages of the concept identified in point ‘a’.

c)

Identify two of the values of the company.

Ans. a)
b)

c)
Q3.

Decentralization
i)

This reduces the workload of the top management.

ii)

Decisions can be taken very soon when the authority is given to all the
concerned managers.

i)

Women Empowerment

ii)

Feelings of equality

150 employees are working in a handloom company. There is the pre defined arrangement
of responsibility, authority and accountability in the company. As a result, the employees
have hardly any doubt about their roles in the company. But the employees of the
Marketing Department of the company are always very unhappy with a problem. The
problem is that several times they get orders from two officers simultaneously. The two
officers giving orders are the Marketing manager and the General Manager. In such a
situation, they are not able to understand to whose orders they should give priority – one

is their immediate boss and the other, a top officer of the company.
Several departments have been set up in this company; namely, Purchase, Sale,
Advertisement, Production, Stock, Research, Correspondence, Accounts, Finance and
Personnel. In this way, there are ten departments in all. In every department all the
modern facilities are available. The company’s Finance Manager says that the
Administrative Expenses of the company are rather too much. According to him, the main
reason for this is the existence of so many departments in the company.
a)

Identify the concepts of Management described in the paragraphs above.

b)

Which principle of Management is being violated in the company? Explain.

c)

How can the increasing Administrative Expenses of the company be checked?
Identify this concept.

d)

The answer given in point ‘c’ is related to which function of Management?

Ans. a)

Q4.

Organizing and Principles of Management.

b)

Here the Unity of command is being violated

c)

The check on the Administrative Expenses can be exercised by reducing the number
of departments. This concept is known as ‘Departmentalization’.

d)

It is related to the Organizing Function of Management.

Distinguish between Formal and InformalOrganization

Ans.
Basis

Formal Organization

Informal Organization

a) Creation

It is created by the Management in the form of
structure of authority

It is created spontaneously by
the mutual relations of the
employees.

b) Origin

It is established because of the rules
and policies of the organization

c)

Flow of
communication

d) Leadership
e) Nature
Q5.

Communication is defined. It moves
according to the chain of command.

It is established due to the
social relationship.
Communication can move in
any direction.

Because of the high rank, Managers are leaders
It is more stable

It is not stable and so is
temporary in nature.

‘Decentralization is an important philosophy that implies selective dispersal of authority’.
In the light of this statement, explain any four points of importance of ‘Decentralization.

Ans. Importance of Decentralization are:
(1) Develops initiative among subordinates: When lower managerial levels are given
freedom to take their own decisions they learn to depend on their own judgment
and develop solutions for the various problems they encounter. So, decentralization
policy helps to identify those executives who have the necessary potential to become
dynamic leaders
(2) Develops managerial talent for the future: Decentralisation gives the subordinates

with skills a chance to prove their abilities and creates reservoir of qualified
manpower that can be considered to fill up more challenging positions through
promotions.
(3) Quick decision making: In a decentralized organization, decisions are taken at levels
which are nearest to the points of action and there is no requirement for approval
from many levels. So, more accurate and faster decisions can be taken as the
subordinates are well aware of the realities of situations
(4) Relief to top management: Decentralisation leaves the top management with more
time which they can devote to important policy decisions as they decentralize
authority for routine operational problems. Further decentralisation diminishes the
amount of direct supervision exercised by a superior over the activities of a
subordinate because they are given the freedom to act.
Q6.
Aradhana and Gandharv are heads of two different departments in Yumko Ltd. they are
efficient managers and are able to motivate the employees of their respective departments to
improve performance. However, their drive to excel in their own sphere of activity instead of giving
emphasis on objectives of the enterprise has hindered the interaction between the departments
that Aradhana and Gandharv are heading. Often there are inter-departmental conflicts and they
have become incompatible. This has proved to be harmful in the fulfillment of the organizational
objectives. The situation has deteriorated to such an extent that the CEO of Yumko Ltd. has hired a
consultant Rashmi, to resolve the problem. After studying the situation closely, Rashmi found that
the problem has arisen due to inflexibility and a narrow perspective on the part of both Aradhana
and Gandharv. She is of the view that this situation is a result of the type of organizational structure
Yumko Ltd. Has adopted.
Identify the organizational structure adopted by Yumko Ltd. And state any three advantages of
the structure so identified.
(CBSE 2018)
Ans. Functional Structure is the organizational structure adopted by Yumko Ltd.
Advantages in detail
1. Benefits of specialization
2. Coordination is Established
3. Managerial Efficiency is increased

Notes:……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Unit - 6 :STAFFING
Summary of the Chapter

Staffing - Staffing is the process of management which is concerned with obtaining, utilising and
maintaining a satisfactory and satisfied workforce
Importance of staffing- D CGOP

1.
2.
3.
4.

Helpful in Discovering Competent personnel
Helpful in better performance
Helpful in Growth of organization
Optimum utilization of human resources

Staffing Process-MR SPOT PPC

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Estimating manpower requirements
Recruitment
Selection
Placement and orientation
Training and Development
Performance Appraisal
Promotion and career planning
Compensation

Element of staffing- RSTD

1.
2.
3.

Recruitment
Selection
Training and Development

Recruitment means searching for prospective candidates and stimulating them to apply for jobs in the
organization.
Sources of recruitment-

1.
2.

Internal sources – Promotion and Transfer. PT
External Sources – Direct recruitment, Casual callers, campus Placement, Employment Exchanges,
Private Placement agencies, Employee recommendation and Web Publishing.

DCC WEEP (DOUBT CLEARANCE CLASS LE LENGE TO RONA NAHI PADEGA)
Selection-It refers to the process of screening job applicants to ensure that the most appropriate
candidates are hired.
Selection Process- P SER SM

a)

Preliminary Screening

(b) Selection Tests
(c) Employment Interview
d)

Reference and Background checks

(e) Selection Decision
(f) Medical Examination.
Training and Development-Training refers to the process by which the aptitudes, skills and abilities
of employees to perform specific jobs are improved.

Development is the process by which the employees acquire skills and competences for handling
higher jobs in future.
Methods of training: (i) Apprenticeship training- It refers to that training method where the
trainee is put under the guidance of an expert to acquire higher level of skill. Generally electricians,
plumbers and iron workers are required to undergo this training.
Vestibule Training: Under this method, with a view to imparting training to new employees, a separate
training center is set up. An experienced and trained trainer is appointed as an in charge of this
centre. Machines, tools and other equipments are so arranged in this centre as to present a look of a
workshop.
Internship: It is a practical training of theoretical knowledge. Selected candidates carry on regular
studies for prescribed period and also work in some factory or office to acquire practical knowledge.
Induction: It means introducing the selected employees to his superiors, subordinates and
colleagues and familiarizing him with the rules and policies of the organization.
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS (1 Mark Questions)

1. Staffing is
a. Setting goals for the organization b. translation of plans into action
c. putting right people in right job
d. filling and keeping filled positions in the
organizational structure
Ans: c) Putting right people in right job
2. This explains the reason for increase in importance of staffing.
a. Increase in business operations
b. rapid advancement of technology
c. complexities in human behavior d. all the above
Ans: d) All the above
3. This determines the number and types of personnel required to perform the jobs
a. workforce analysis
b. workload analysis
c. selection
d. none of the above
Ans: a) Workforce analysis

4. Workforce analysis is a part of
a. recruitment process
b.training and development process

b. selection process
d. estimation of manpower requirement
Ans: d) Estimation of manpower requirement

5. This is not a part of recruitment process
a. estimate manpower requirement
b. rejects applications of unqualified candidates
c. invites applications from potential candidates d. identifies sources to find suitable candidates
Ans: b) rejects applications of unqualified candidates
6. This results in higher responsibilities and hike in salary
a. transfers
b. job rotation
c. promotion
d. none of the above

Ans: c) Promotion

7. It is not an internal source of recruitment
a. direct recruitment
b. transfers
c. promotions
d. all of the above

Ans: a)Direct recruitment

8. This source of recruitment selects fresh talent
a. direct recruitment
b. campus interview
c. promotions
d. all of the above Ans: b)Campus interview

9. The advantage of using internal sources for filling positions is
a. inducts fresh talent
b. gives wider choice
c. motivates existing employees
d. all of the above
Ans: c) Motivates existing
employees.

10. A test which measures emotions, reactions and maturity of an individual
a. intelligence test
b. trade test
c. personality test
d. aptitude test
Ans: c) Personality Test
11. A test to measure the level of existing knowledge and skills in a potential employee
a. intelligence test
b. trade test
c. personality test
d. aptitude test Ans: b) Trade Test
12. This test is not a part of selection tests
a. aptitude test
b. personality test
c. trade test
d. medical test

Ans: d) Medical Test

13. It helps to improve the aptitude of an employee
a. training
b. development
c. education
d. none of the above

Ans: b)Development

14. This method of training help workers learn while working with superiors
a. Apprenticeship training b. induction training
c. job rotation
d. coaching
Ans: a) Apprenticeship training
15. The training technique which duplicates the actual work environment
a. computer modeling
b. programmed instruction
c. vestibule training
c. internship
Ans: c) Vestibule training
VERY SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (1MARK)
Q1.

State how staffing ensure ‘continuous survival and growth of the environment’?

Ans.
Q2.
Ans.
Q3.

Through succession planning for managers
Write one importance of staffing
Filling job with competent Personnel
A company gets applications on and off even without declaring any vacancy. However as and
when the vacancy rises, the company makes use of such applications. Name the source of
recruitment used by the company.

Ans.

Casual callers

Q4.

Ramesh is working under the guidance of Harish, a carpenter for the last three years to learn the
different skills of this job. Name the method of training Ramesh is undergoing?

Ans.

Apprenticeship Training

Q5.

Give any one advantage of internal source of recruitment ?

Ans.

Employees are motivated to improve its performance.

Q6.

A newly appointed Personnel Manager is of the view that there is no need for training the
workers. Do you agree with this statement?

Ans.

No, I don’t agree with this statement. There is a great need for training the workers.

Q7.

Skype Industries make use of expensive and sophisticated equipments. So it created a duplicate
model of various equipments to train the employees. Write the method of training used by Skype
industries.

Ans . Vestibule training.
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (3 - 4 MARKS)
Q1.

Enumerate the three steps of staffing process?

Ans.1 (i) Estimating the Manpower requirements. As the first step of staffing, the need for required
number of employees of enterprises is estimated. At the time of determining the number of
persons required, the possibilities regarding internal promotion, retirement, and resignation etc.
are taken into consideration.

(ii) Recruitment: The process of recruitment includes the search of the various sources of
employees and encouraging them to send their application to the enterprise.

(iii) Selection.: Under this process, competent applicants are selected from a large number of
them. It is important to keep in mind that the ability of the applicant and the nature of work
must match.
Q2. Zenith Ltd. is a highly reputed company and many people wanted to join this company. The
employees of this organization are very happy and they discussed how they came in contact with
this organisation. A man said that he was introduced by the present sales manager.

(a) The above discussion is indicating an important function of management. Name the function
of management.

(b) The management function identified follows a particular process. Explain the step of this
process which is being use in the Para
Ans.2(a) Staffing

Q3.

(b) Recruitment.

Why is staffing considered an important function of management in all types of
organisation? .Give any four reasons

Ans3.(i)

Fulfilling jobs with competent personnel

(ii) Better performance
(iii) Expansion and Growth.
(iv) Optimum utilization of human resources.
Q4.
Ans :(i)

State any four benefits of training?
Systematic learning

(ii) Prepare future managers.
(iii) Increased Productivity.
(iv) Motivate the employees.
Q5. Ramesh is working under the guidance of Harish, a carpenter. For the last three years to learn the
different skills of this job. Name and explain the method of training Ramesh is Undergoing
Ans: “Apprenticeship Training -”. It refers to that training method where the trainee is put under the
guidance of an expert to acquire higher level of skill. Generally electricians, plumbers and iron
workers are required to undergo this training.
Q6. Max industries wants to hire a staff for its chemical division. The personnel Department lists out
following methods of recruitment

(a) Using naukri.com to search for prospective candidates.

(b) Consider voluntary applications received earlier from various job seekers. Identify the source
of recruitment and explain it.
Ans (a) Web Publishing. These days internet has become an important medium for recruitment. Special
websites have been created for the purpose of recruitment through internet
(a) Casual callers: In many reputed organizations some really talented and brilliant people
continue sending their applications from time to time with hope that whenever some need
arises, they may come across an opportunity for appointment
Q7.

“Some learning Opportunities are designed and delivered to improve skills and abilities of
employees, whereas some other are designed to help in the growth of individuals in all respects”.
Identify and explain the two concepts explained above.

Ans.

The two concepts are:-Training and Development.
Training and Development-Training refers to the process by which the aptitudes, skills and
abilities of employees to perform specific jobs are improved.

Q8.

Development is the process by which the employees acquire skills and competences for handling
higher jobs in future.
Manu, the chief manager in a company using highly sophisticated machines and
equipments, wants that every employee should be fully trained before using the machines and
equipments. Suggest and describe the best method of training that Manu can used for training
for its employees
Ans. The best method of training can be used here is “Vestibule Training”.
Under this method, with a view to imparting training to new employees, a separate training center is
set up. An experienced and trained trainer is appointed as an in charge of this centre. Machines,
tools and other equipments are so arranged in this centre as to present a look of a workshop.

Q9.

State three advantages of External sources of recruitment.

Ans.

1.

Fresh Talent : The entry of fresh talent into the organisation.

2.
3.
4.

Wider choice: The external sources provide a wider choice of personnel to choose from.
Qualified personnel: Required qualifications are available for the external sources.
Competitive Spirit: Competitive spirits is available by external source.
LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (5- 6 MARKS)

Q1.

Which functions of management helps in obtaining right people and putting them on the right
jobs? Explain any four points of importance of this function?

Ans. (a) Fulfilling job with competent Personnel: Staffing helps in selection of right person for right job.
The staff selected is according to need of the job which in result helps in smooth functioning of the enterprise
(b)- Better Performance : The staff selected is according to them need of the job. The person selected will
be expertise in his field resulting in better job performance with fewer chances of mistakes.
( c) Expansion and Growth An organization having capable employees will lead to the path of growth and
development. Able employees which are the real asset of the enterprise take their firm to the heights of
development.
(d) Improves Job Satisfaction and morale. A person when selected for right job tries to give his 100% in his
working. This is because he is fully satisfied with his job which is very much necessary. It will boost his
performance and he will prove to be the real asset of the firm.
Q2.

Explain the process of selection of employees in an organization

Ans (a) Preliminary Screening: First of all, the applications received during process of recruitment are
scrutinized. Scrutiny of application forms is made to verify whether the candidate fulfill all the
qualifications essential for the job. The preliminary screening is based on (i) preliminary

interview (ii) filling up the blank application form.

(b) Selection Tests In the selection process, selection test have an important place. Through
these test, ability and skill of the candidates are measured. These tests are divided into
following three categories:
i) Proficiency tests ii. Psychological tests iii. Other tests

(c)

Employment Interview: Having successfully cleared all the tests related to employment
by the candidate, he is called for the final interview. Its objectives are to see the looks of the
candidate, his way of talking, his conduct and temperament, his interest, presence of mind
and maturity etc.

(d) Reference and Background checks: After a candidate is selected successfully in the
interview then some information about him is gathered from those persons whose name
figures in the column of ‘References”. This information relates to the character, social relation,
background etc. of the candidate.

(e)

Selection Decision : Applicants who clear Selection Tests, Employment Interview and
Reference checks are selected. Prior to taking final selection decision, the opinion of the
manager concerned is sought.

f)

Medical Examination: Medical examination is done to check whether the candidate is fit to
carry on the responsibilities assigned to him and whether he is physically fir or not. The
selected candidate is suffering from any disease or not is also verified through medical
examination.

Q3 Blue Heavens Ltd Purchased a new Hi-tech machine From Germany for manufacturing high quality
auto components in an effective manner. But during the production process, the manager
observed that the quality of production was not as per standard. On investigation it was found
that there was lack of knowledge amongst the employees of using hi-tech machines. So, frequent
visit of engineers was required from Germany. Suggest what measures can be done to develop
the skills and abilities of employees of producing hi-tech machines.
Ans3. Training of employees. Advantages of Training.

1.

Increase in capacity and efficiency: Through training, one learns the art of doing
special job methodically. It increases the skill and efficiency of the employee

2.

Increase in market value: Trained employees have a better market value. Increased market
value means that other organization is always willing to employ trained personnel at higher
remuneration.
Fewer accidents: Reduction of accidents is not only beneficial to the organization,
it also protects the life of the workers. By learning the art of operating the machine the rate
of accident can be minimized.

3.

4.

a

Job satisfaction: In the life of an employee, job satisfaction is most important. It means that
whatever job he is performing, he should be fully satisfied with it.

Q4.

Explain the methods of training.

Ans.

Training is imparted to the employees through two methods
On the job method of training: Under this method the trainers are asked to do a particular job on
a machine or inn a workshop. They are taught the techniques of operating a machine or using tools
and equipments by an experienced employee or a special supervision
Main methods of on the job training are:

a)

Induction training

b)

Apprenticeship Programme

c)

Internship training

Off the job method of training : Under this method, training is imparted to the trainees at a
particular place other than the place of work. This training is given in special seminars, classers
etc. During the course of this training, both the theoretical and the practical information is
conveyed to the trainee.
The main method of off the job training is Vestibule Training: Under this method, with a view to imparting
training to new employees, a separate training center is set up. An experienced and trained trainer is
appointed as an in charge of this centre. Machines, tools and other equipments are so arranged in this centre
as to present a look of a workshop.

Notes:
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Unit- 7 :DIRECTING
Summary of the Chapter
Directing-It refers to instructing, guiding, communicating and inspiring people to achieve common
objectives.
Elements of directing.
1.

Supervision

2.

Leadership

3.

Motivation

4,

Communication

Supervision.-Supervision refers to the direct and immediate guidance and control of
subordinates in the performance of their task.” Or To watch over the routine activities of
workers.
Motivation-: It refers to that process which encourage people to work for the attainment of a
desired objective.
Maslow’s Need Hierarchy Theory1. Basic Needs
3. Affiliation or Social needs
5. Self actualization needs

2.
4.

Safety and Security Needs
Esteem needs

(ii)

Non-Financial Incentives

Types of incentives(i) Financial Incentives

Leadership-It refers to influence others in a manner to do what the leader wants them to do.
Leadership Stylesa.

Autocratic Leadership Style

b.

Democratic leadership Style

c.

Laissez Faire Leadership Style.

Communication-Transferring the ideas, thought, facts etc from one person to another.
Type of Communications:
(i) Formal Communication
(ii) Informal Communications
Barriers in communication
(a) Semantic Barriers: This barrier is related with the words, signs and figures used in the
communication. Sometimes they cannot convey the same message which they want to It can
be
(i)

badly expressed message

(ii) symbols and words with different meaning
(iii) Faulty translation

(b) Physiological or Emotional barriers: The importance of communication depends on the
mental condition of both the parties. A mentally disturbed party can be a hinder in communication. It
can be

(i)

Premature evaluation

(ii) lack of attention
(iii) Distrust
(c)

Organizational barriers: Organizational structure affects the capability of all the
employees as far as the communication is concerned. Some major hindrances are
(i)

Organizational policies

(ii) Rules and regulations
(iii) complexity in organizational structure
(iv) Organizational facilities
(d) Personal barriers : This barrier is related with personal attitude of employees as well as
employer. They fear challenge of authority, lack of confidence in subordinates etc.
Employees are some time not willing to communicate, lack of proper incentive.

Multiple Choice Question (One Marks)

Q1:

Which one of the following is not an element of direction?
a. Motivation

Q2:

b. Communication

c. Abraham Maslow

Promotion

c. Job Security

b. Stock incentive
d. Employee Participation

Ans: b) Stock incentive

Which of the following is not an element of communication process?
a. Recording
b. Communication
Ans: b) Communication.

Q5.

d. Peter sticker

Which of the following is a Financial incentive?
a.

Q4.

d. Supervision Ans. a) Delegation

The motivation theory which are classified needs in hierarchical order is developed by.
a. Fred luthans b. Scott
Ans: c) Abraham Maslow

Q3:

c. Delegation

C. Channel

d. Receiver

Grape vine is
a. Formal Communication

b. Barrier to Communication

c. Lateral Communication

d. Informal Communication Ans: d) Informal Communication

Q6.

Status comes under the following type of barriers
a. Semantic barriers
b. Organizational barrier C. Non semantic
Ans: b) Organisational Barrier

d. Psychological barrier

Q7.

The software company promoted by Narayana Murthyis

Q8.

a. Wipro
b. Infosys
c. Satyam
d.HCL
Ans: b) Infosys
The highest level need in the need hierarchy of Abraham Maslow is
a. Safety need

b. Belongingness need

c. Self-actualization need

d. Prestige need
Q9.

Ans: c) Self Actualization need

The process of converting the message into communication symbols is known
a. Media

Q10.

Q11.

Q12.

Q13.

Q14.

b. Encoding

c. Recording

c. Feedback Ans: b) Encoding

Two way communication technique is used under
A. Laissez Faire

B. Democratic style

C. Autocratic style

D. None of these

Ans: b) Democratic Style

Under which style of leadership there is no delegation of authority
A. Democratic

B. Autocratic

C. Laissez Faire

D. None of these

Ans: b) Autocratic

Which of the following is not a leadership style?
A. Free-rein
B. Autocratic
C. Democratic
D. Dictatorship
Ans: d) Dictatorship
Self Actualisation Needs are concerned with
A . Autonomy status
B. Recognition
C. Growth and Self-fulfillment D. None of these
Ans: c) Growth and Self -fulfillment
Basic Physiological Needs are concerned with
A. Shelter
B. Hunger
C. Thirst D. All of These
Ans: d) All of these
Very short answer type Question (1 mark)

Q1:

What is meant by Directing?

Ans: It refers to instructing, guiding, communicating and inspiring people to achieve common
objectives.
Q2:

What is meant by ‘Motivation’?

Ans: It refers to that process which encourage people to work for the attainment of a desired
objective.

Q3:

What is Informal Communications?

Ans: It refers to the communication within an organization that is officially sanctioned.
Q4

How Supervision is helpful in maintaining discipline?

Ans: Through close eye and timely guidance of the employees.
Q5:

Give an example of ‘employee recognition programmes’ as in non-financial

incentive?
Ans: Displaying employee’s achievements on the notice board or company’s news letter.
Q6

Give any two Characteristics of ‘Organizational Climate’ that influence the behavior of
individuals and act as non-financial incentives.

Ans: Characteristics of ‘Organisational Climate’ that influence the behavior of individuals are
1)

Individuals Autonomy

2)

Reward orientation

Q7: Kritika is posted at lower level management at ‘libra cosmetics pvt. Ltd.’ The daily sale of
the company is about Rs.50 lakhs only. She has given her responsibility that the
production work of the company should continue uninterrupted. The managing director
has asked her to focus her attention especially on the speed and quality of production she
is doing her efficiently. Her reputation is that of a successful leader. She takes every
decision after discussing it with all the concerned persons. Her subordinates are happy
with her.
Identify the leadership style adopted by kritika.
Ans: Democratic leadership style.
Q8:

The chief Executive Officer– CEO of ‘Shriram ltd. ’ sent the message to all the
departmental Managers: “With effect from today, whatever communication they have to
do, they will do so in writing. ”This communication reached all the departments. In the
company, this order began to be followed. Within a few days the unfavorable
consequence of this order became apparent. Mainly the speed of work became slow. In
this context, who so ever went to the CEO to give a suggestion, he ignored all others.
Identify two of the barriers in the communication stated in the paragraph given above.

Ans: 1.

Organisational barrier

2.

Personal Barrier

Q9: Everyday a new problem crops up at ‘BALCO Engineering Udyog Limited.’ A meeting of
the managers was held regarding this situation. After a lot of discussion they arrived at
this conclusion that the root-cause of all the problems was the company’s weak
communication system. Hence, if the communication system was improved, they could be
relieved of the problems to a great extent. With this aim in view, the company invited a
specialist in communication system. In his lecture, he mainly asserted that it was most
necessary to ascertain whether the receiver had taken the communication in the right
sense.
Identify the solution suggested by the communication specialist in order to remove the
barriers in the communications.
Ans: Ensuring proper feedback.

Short answer type question (3/4 marks)

Q.1.

The managing director of ‘Narula tyre pvt. Ltd.’ held a meeting of the departmental
managers. It was attended by all the five departmental managers. In the meeting the
managing director said that besides doing their current work efficiently, they had also to
make it capable of shouldering more responsibility in future. For the realization of this
objective, he invited the suggestions of all of them. He said that on the basis of
suggestions of all of them the decision to do so would be taken. The managing director
prepared a plan on the basis of suggestions received. Out of the five managers three of
them carried out the plan, but two of them did not care for it.
(a) Identify the factor of staffing describe in the paragraph above.
(b) Two of the managers didn’t carry out of the plan. On the basis of this fact, can we
take it that the communication process has been incomplete? Explain.
(c) What leadership style is being referred here?

Ans: (a) Employee development/Promotion and Career Planning.
(b) No, it can’t be taken that the communication process have been incomplete, because for
the completion of communication process, only to understand the message is
necessary, not acting up on it.
(c) Democratic leadership style.
Q.2.

In a company, the employees is connected with one another, from the highest to the
lowest in a straight hierarchy. Their order is has follows: General
Manager>Departmental manager>Deputy departmental manager>Supervisor>Foremen>
workers. The communication among all of them is taking place as follows. The General
Manager held the meeting of all the employees of the company and said, We should delete
the word ‘I’ from our vocabulary and in its place we should substitute the word ‘WE’.
Some of the employees of the company were explaining the company’s policies to some
others and were giving orders. Similarly, some employees were sending the reports of
their work, while some others were busy in complaining.
(a) Which principle of management has been highlighted by the General Manager in his
message to the employees?
(b) What sort of Formal Communication is taking place here? Explain with examples.

Ans: (a) Espirit De Corps.
(b) Vertical communication: It is of two types:
i) Downward Communication: Policies and orders fall in this category.
ii) Upward Communication: Reports and complaints fall in this category.
Q.3. ‘Anvi Pvt. Ltd.’ has divided its business into four departments; namely, marketing,
Finance, Production, and Personnel. The finance manager has to arrange finance for the
following year. With this aim, he asks the Marketing Manager of how much worth he would be
able to sell goods in following year. The reason for asking such a question was to make an estimate
of purchases and production. Similarly, he asked the Personnel Manger to prepare an
estimate of the expected number of the employees and the remuneration to be paid to
them. The Financial Manager shared all the information received with Mr Rawat, the

senior finance Manager. Thus, both jointly prepared the cash budget.
(a) What type of organizational structure is being adopted by this company?
(b) What type of formal communication would you call the conversation which took
place between the heads of different departments?
(c) What type of formal communication is the conversation which took place between
the two officials of the Finance Department?
Ans : (a) Functional Organizational Structure
(b) Horizontal Communication
(c) Vertical Communication
Q.4.

Usually we see that on the occasion of Diwali people buy a large number of gifts. ‘Ambe
Electronics limited’ wants to take advantage of this habit of people. It decided to prepare
a big range of attractive gifts. All the employees of the company co-operated fully to
implement this decision. One day some of the employees were chatting together in the
canteen. One of them, Mr Ravindra had secret and enjoyable information about one of his
colleagues. He was telling them all as he stood amidst them. All of them were enjoying
themselves the information he shared with them.
(a) Identify this factor of business Environment.
(b) In which method of communication comes the chatting going on in the canteen?
Describe this method.
(c) To which main type of communication belongs the method referred to in point ‘b’?

Ans: (a) Social Environment.
(b) Gossip Chain
(c) Informal communication.
Q.5.: Describe the Process of communication.
Ans: 1)

Q6.

Sender/Communicator.

2)

Message

3)

Encoding.

4)

Media/Transmission.

5)

Decoding.

6)

Feedback

State any three non- monetary

incentives.
Ans. Three non-monetary incentives are:
(a) Job Enrichment — is a method of motivating employee by making the task to be
performed by him more interesting and challenging. The job in itself serves as a
source of motivation to the employee and brings out the best in him.
(b) Suggestion System — Is a system where suggestions regarding the work procedure,
environment are solicited from employees. This increases their participation &

importance in the working of the enterprise and hence motivates them.
(c) Job Security - refers to making the employee feel safe in his job positions. He is not
threatened by transfers or removal from service and hence performs to the best of his
abilities

Q.7: Explain the difference between formal communication and informal communication.
Ans: The difference between formal communication and informal communication are as follows:
Basis

Formal Communication

Informal Communication

1.Channel

1. It
follows formal or
established line of command.

1. It is a based on informal
relationship and arises as a result

2.Nature

2.Rigid

of personal social or group
relations Between people.
2. Flexible

3. Speed

3. The speed of communication
is usually slow

4.Need

4. It serves
needs.

organizational

3. It transmits Information Swiftly.
It serves organizational as well as
4. individual needs to socialize with
others.

Long answer type Question (5/6 marks)

Q.1:

Explain the formal communication network? Write its Feature.

Ans: It refers to the communication within organization that is officially sanctioned.
Features:
(a) Written and oral. It can be both in written or oral. Daily works are handed through
oral communication while the policy matters require written communication.
(b) Formal Relations : This communication is adopted among those employees where
formal relations have been established by the organization. The sender and the
receiver have some sort of organizational relation.
(c) Prescribed path: The communication has to pass through a definite channel while
moving from one person to another For example to convey the feelings of a worker
to the manager, their foreman’s help has to be sought.
(d) Organisational message. This channel is concerned with the authorized organizational
messages only and the personnel messages are out of its jurisdiction.

Q.2:

Mr Ekant Miglani, after completing his studies of B.B.A is working in the Production
Department of jai chemicals limited’. There are fifty persons working at different posts in
this Department. He tries hard to keep a watch over the Routine Activities of all the
employees. He observed one of the employees, Bholo ram and a few others working on
machines. They were running the machines in a wrong manner. The machines were very
sophisticated. Mr Miglani at once explained the right method of working to them. He
wanted to solve this problem of the employees for good. He called a meeting of his
subordinates. He took this decision that the company will have to organize training of
the employee immediately. They also decided all the employees will drop a suggestion
each in the suggestion-box daily, so that the different activities of the department may
be improved speedily. It was announced that the employees giving valuable suggestions
shall be rewarded. On the basis of the above paragraph answer the following question:
(a) Which method of training of the employees will be suitable to be adopted here?
Explain.
(b) Which style of leadership is being followed by Mr Miglani?
(c) Which method of motivation will be decided to be adopted in the meeting of
employees?

Ans: (a) Here the Vestibule training Method will be suitable to be adopted. Under this training
method a separate training centre is set up. In this centre factory like atmosphere or circumstances
is/are created and the employees are trained to work on sophisticated machines.
(b) Democratic Leadership Style.
(c) Employee Recognition Programme.
Q.3 Five students of BBA took part in a discussion. The subject of their discussion was: “Why
do people get motivated to do anything?” The main portions of their discussion are as
under: The first student said, “People work because they want to deposit wealth enough to
protect themselves from diseases and to be relieved of the tension of old age.”
The second student said, “People work because they want to arrange food, cloth and
shelter for themselves at any rate.”
The third student said, “People work because they want to reach the top of the field in
which they are. They, therefore, put in untiring efforts.”
The fourth student said, “People work, so that when they have money, people will become
friendly with them and they will stand by them through think and thin.”
The fifth student said, “People work, so that they may get respect in the society and that
they may be recognize as exceptional persons.”
(a) The discussion given above relates to which function of management?
(b) The five friends spoke about the different needs of people as the basis of their doing
work. Identify these needs.
Ans: (a) Motivation
(b) First friend: Safety Needs
(c) Second friend: Physiological Needs

(d) Third friend: Self Actualization Needs
(e) Fourth friend: Social Needs
(f) Fifth friend: Esteem Needs
Q.4: Describe five importance of directing?
Ans: (1) Through directing, managers not only tell the people what they should do, when they
should do and how they should do, but also see that their instructions are
implemented in proper direction
(2) As the superiors direct the actions of employees towards the predetermined goals, it
results in unity of direction and achievement of organizational goal.
(3) It is well known fact that employees are having lot of individual differences such as
differences in levels of authority, types of job, interest, attitude, aptitude etc. But,
the directing function integrates and co-ordinates the efforts of all the employees in
such a way that every individual effort contributes to the organizational performance.
(4) Through directing, managers not only tell the people what they should do, when they
should do and how they should do, but also see that their instructions are
implemented in proper direction
(5) As the superiors direct the actions of employees towards the predetermined goals, it
results in unity of direction and achievement of organizational goal.
Q.5:
Ans:

Explain the barriers of effective communications?
(a) Semantic Barriers: This barrier is related with the words, signs and figures used
in the communication. Sometimes they cannot convey the same message which they
want to. It can be (i) badly expressed message (ii) symbols and words with different
meaning (iii) Faulty translation and soon
(b) Physiological or Emotional barriers : The importance of communication depends
on the mental condition of both the parties . A mentally disturbed party can be a
hinder in communication. It can be (i)premature evaluation (ii) lack of attention
(iii) distrust
(c)

Organizational barriers: Organizational structure affects the capability of all the
employees as far as the communication is concerned. Some major hindrances are
(i) organizational policies (ii) Rules and regulations (iii) complexity in organizational
structure (iv) organizational facilities

(d) Personal barriers: This barrier is related with personal attitude of employees as
well as employer. They fear challenge of authority, lack of confidence in subordinates
etc. Employees are some time not willing to communicate, lack of proper incentive
and so on.
Q.6:

Discuss six monetary Incentives.

Ans. The incentives that have a monetary and financial benefit are called financial incentives.
They area)

Profit sharing: It has been accepted that the profit earned by the firm is also due to
the effort put by the workers. So they have a full right to receive a share in it. It is
an effective incentive which satisfies the workers.

b)

Co-partnership: Under this system, employees share the capital as well as the profits.
Under employees stock option plan the workers are given shares. They are also given
Bonus shares and they share the ownership of the firm. It motivates them as they
share the profits too.

c)

Productivity linked wages: Under this system, a sales person is guaranteed a minimum
wage as well as commission on sales. A commission plan motivates him to work
better.

d)

Suggestion system: Valuable suggestions are accepted and the most valuable ones
are also rewarded with cash money.

e)

Retirement benefits: Every employee wants his future to be secured. The firm
provides retirement benefits, pension, provident fund, gratuity etc.

Perks: various perks such as housing, car allowance foreign trips etc can be given to the
managers to boost up his morale.
Q.7.

Explain various leadership styles.

Ans. Autocratic leadership: An autocratic leader gives orders and expects that they are obeyed.
He determines the policies for the group without consulting them. All decision making
power is centralized with the leader.
Democratic leadership: In this style, the leader consults with his subordinates on proposed
actions and decisions and encourages them to participate in decision making. This
improves the attitude of the employees towards their jobs and increases their morale.
Laissez faire leadership: This style gives a high degree of freedom to his subordinates.
Group members work themselves as per their own choice and competence. Such a leader
avoids use of power. He exist as a contact man with the outsiders to bring information
and the resources the group requires for accomplishing the job.
Notes:------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Unit- 8 : CONTROLLING
Summary of the Chapter
1.

Meaning of controlling: Comparing actual performance with standards and finding
deviations if any and taking corrective action.
Actual Performance = Standards = No deviation
Importance of controlling-

2.

1.

Maximum utilization of resources.

2.

Improve efficiency and effectiveness.

3.

Helpful to take corrective action.

4.

Helpful to attain organizational objectives.

Process of Controlling:
1.

Setting performance standards: Standards are the Criteria against which actual
performance would be measured. Standards serve as bench marks. They can be set in
both quantitative as well as qualitative.

2.

Measurement of actual performance: Performance should be measured in an objective
and reliable manner.

3.

Comparing actual performance with standards: in this step actual performance is
compare with the set standards and deviations are being found.

4.

Analyzing deviations: Major deviation or minor deviation and analyzing the causes of
deviation.

5.

•

Critical point control: Focus only on Key Result Areas (KRAs).

•

Management by Exception: Concentrate only on major deviations
only.

Taking corrective action: When deviations go beyond the acceptable range, especially
in the important areas, it demands immediate managerial attention so that deviations do
not occur again and standards are accomplished.

Relationship between Planning and Controlling:
Planning and controlling are inseparable twins of management. Planning initiates the process
of management and controlling completes the process. Plans are the basis of control and
without control the best laid plans may go astray. Planning is clearly a prerequisite for
controlling. It is utterly foolish to think that controlling could be accomplished without
planning.

MCQ. (1 mark)
1. An efficient control system helps to:
(a) Accomplishes organizational objectives
(b) Boosts employee morale
(c) Judges accuracy of standards
(d) All of the above
2. Controlling function of an organization is
(a) Forward looking
(b) Backward looking
(c) Forward as well as backward looking
(d) None of the above
3. Management audit is a technique to keep a check on the performance of
(a) Company
(b) Management of the company
(c) Shareholders
(d) Customers
4. Budgetary control requires the preparation of

(a) Training schedule (b)Budgets

(c)Network diagram (d) Responsibility centres

5. Controlling is needed at which level of management?

(a) Top level (b) Middle level (c) Lower level

(d) All level

6. Controlling is related to:

(a) Results

(b) Individuals (c)Things

(d) Managers

7. First step in controlling process is:

a)
b)
c)
d)

Taking corrective action
Analysing the deviations
Determining standards
Measurement of actual performance.

8. Cost at Rs. 100 per unit is an example of which standard?
(a) Quantitative (b) Qualitative
(c) Both

(d) None of these

9. Which standard is associated with production?
(a) Quality (b) Quantity (c) Quality and Quantity (d) Labour
10. Strike is which type of cause of deviation?
(a) Uncertain conditions (b) Human cause (c) Various hindrances (d) Defective standards
11. Which function of management is controlling?
(a) First

(b) Second

(c) Third

(d) Last

12. ‘Planning in the absence of controlling is meaningless’. What does this statement indicate in

respect of both?
a) Only planning is essential
b) Only controlling is essential
c) both are essential
d) Both are unnecessary
13. Which of the following is associated with the marketing standard?
(a) sales expenses

(b) Capital expense

(c) Quantity

(d) Dispute rate

14. Which of the following qualities the standard should have?
(a) Achievable

(b) Measurable
15. What type of nature the control has?
(a) Positive approach
(b) Negative approach
(c) Both of the above
(d) None of these

(c) Flexible

(d) All of these

Ans:1 d, 2 c, 3 b, 4 b, 5 d, 6 a, 7 c, 8 a, 9 c, 10 b, 11 d, 12 c, 13 a, 14 d, 15 c
Very short answer questions (1 Mark)

Q1.

Which two standards will you suggest for production department?

Ans.

(i)

Q2.

Why is it said that ‘planning is meaningless without controlling?

Quality

(ii ) Quantity.

Ans. Because in the absence of controlling nobody will take it seriously to work according to
the plans and hence, the plans will fail.
Q3.

In which situation the need of taking corrective action arises?

Ans. In case of negative deviation.
Q4.

Name the two situations in which corrective action is not required.

Ans.

(i)

Q5.

What should be the ‘focus point’ for a manager while controlling as controlling at each
and every step is not possible?

Zero deviation

(ii) positive deviation.

Ans. Focus point for a manager While Controlling should be the‘ key result areas’.
Q6.

In controlling process standards were set according to the efficiency of the average
employee which value has been kept in mind while setting the standards?

Ans. (i) Increase in the morale of the employees.
(ii) Improving the quality of production.
Q7.

In a company, employees achieved quantitative standard but could not attain qualitative
standards which values have been ignored here?

Ans. i)
ii)

Production of inferior quality goods.
Exploitation of consumers.

Q8.

State any one advantage of ‘critical-point control' and ‘management by exception’.

Ans. By taking care of important deviations both time and efforts are saved.
Q9.

Give meaning of the term ‘deviation’ as used in the control function of management?

Ans. Deviation refers to the difference between actual performance and standard work.
Q10. Which two steps in the process of control are concerned with compelling events to
conform to plan?
Ans.

(i) Setting performance standards and
(ii) Taking corrective action.
Short answer Question (3/4 marks)

Q1.

Explain the principal of ‘critical-point control’ and ‘principal of management by
exception’?

Ans. (i) principal of critical-point control: it refers to that concept of management which holds
instead of all activities the management should focus its attention on only
important activities.
(i)

Principal of management by exception: it refer to that principal of organizational
control which holds that only significant deviations (i.e., exceptions) should be
brought to the top management attentions.

Q2.

Explain two causes of deviations and corrective action to be taken?

Ans. Cause of deviations(i) Human causes: The efficiency of the employees is the chief cause among the human
cause.
(ii) Uncertain events: It includes strikes lockouts, shortage of raw material, entry of
many competitors in the market, etc.
Corrective Action
(i)

Corrective action should be taken only after a careful inquiry into the causes of
deviations.

(ii) If the wrong standards had been determined, they should be modified.
Q3.

After setting the performance standards the next step in the controlling process is the
‘measurement of actual performance’. Explain this step in the process of controlling?

Ans. The second step in the process of controlling is the measurement of actual performance.
The measurements of actual performance is done on the basis of predetermined
standards. The measurement of actual performance tells the manager whether the work
has been done according to the plan or not.
Performance should be measured in an objective and reliable manner which includes
personal observation, sample checking. Performance should be measured in same terms
in which standards have been established, this will facilitate comparison.
Q4. Michel john is a sole proprietor in Nicrobar. He has started trade after getting M.B.A.
degree. he is fully familiar of management. He starts his business with the planning
function of management. He desires that all his activities should conform to planning. To
this effect, he has adopted a system that keeps a constant watch on the business

Consequently, there is zero possibility of adverse results. It can, therefore, be said that this
method is directly related to the results. Mr. John also believes that this method applies
not only to any one level of management but to all the levels as well.

Ans.

a)

Identify the function of management referred to in the aforesaid paragraph.

b)

Describe any two importance's of the functions of management as identified
under point (a) above.

(a) Controlling
(b) Two importance of controlling are as under:

Q5.

(i)

Controlling helps in achieving goals: Controlling helps to achieve the goals of the
organization by actual work performance with the standards.

(ii)

Controlling increases efficiency: Controlling increases efficiency through optimum
utilization of all the resources, such as Man, Machine, Material and money.

“Prakash limited” is accompany manufacturing electrical goods Smt. Ruby is its managing
director. By virtue of her wise directions, the company has achieved great heights. A
management institute one day invited her for a lecture. There she got an opportunity to
dialogue with the students of management studies. She narrated to them the story of her
success. She told them two main things, First: the employee should know that their work
is being evaluated and progress report prepared. Second, optimum use of physical
resources should be made possible.

Ans.

a)

Identify the above said function of the management.

b)

On the basis of the aforesaid paragraph write two point regarding the importance of
the function of management as identified in point (a) above.

(a) Controlling

(b) Two importance of controlling are as under:
(i)
(ii)

Controlling helps in achieving goals: Controlling helps to achieve the goals of the
organization by actual work performance with the standards.
Controlling increases efficiency: Controlling increases efficiency through optimum
utilization of all the resources, such as Man, Machine, Material and money.

Q6. Love and kush are two friends. both are MBA (final year) students. One day, their
professor called them to class stage for a surprise Test. He told that one of them will
establish relationship between any two functions of management then the other one, will
establish reverse relationship between the same two functions. Both will have to give
justification for the relationship explained by them. It was a test carrying 50 marks. But
the students were Intelligent and skillful. Love was the first to speak.
Love said that in his opinion of the functions of management selected by him one is
always looking ahead (future) and the other is looking back (past).
No sooner did love express his opinion, than Kush identified the function selected by (love).
In his reply, Kush said that the one function stated by love to have been looking ahead was
in his opinion, looking back and the other one stated by him (love) to have been looking
back was looking ahead.

(a) Identify the functions of the management discussed in the above paragraph.
(b) Justify the contrary relations of management functions as viewed by love and Kush.
Ans. (a) Planning and controlling.
(c) Plans are prepared for future and involve looking ahead. On the contrary, controlling
is like a postmortem of past activities to find out deviations from the standards. In
that sense controlling is a backward looking function. However, it should be
understood that planning is guided by past experiences and the corrective action
initiated by control function.
Q7.

Explain any three feature of controlling?

Ans. (i) Controlling is a fundamental management function:
(ii) Pervasive function:
(iii) Controlling is a continuous activity:
Long Answer Questions (6 Marks)

Q1.

Explain the various steps in the process of controlling?

Ans. Steps in the process of controlling
[1] Setting Performance Standards: Standards serve as criteria against which actual
performance would be measured. It can be both in terms of quantitative and
qualitative.
[2] Measurement of Actual Performance: Performance should be measured in an
objective and reliable manner.
[3] Comparison of Actual Performance with Standards: in this steps actual
performance are compared with standard such comparis on reveals deviations.
[4] Analyzing deviations: This step compels events to conform to plans. Deviations are
the errors or weakness which may occur in the process of achievement of goals and
the manager has to rectify them. The acceptable range of deviations must be
determined.
[5] Taking Corrective Action: It is necessary to identify the exact deviation to take
corrective action. This step compels events to conform to plans.
Q2.

Explain the relationship between planning and controlling?

Ans. Relationship between Planning and Controlling:Planning and Controlling, both are major and interdependent functions of management.
On one hand, planning provides the base for controlling, on the other hand controlling
Ensures that plans are successfully converted in to reality. The relationship between
planning and controlling can be analyzed in two parts: 1)

Interdependence

2)

Difference

Interdependence: One of the famous management experts had said that, “Planning is meaningless
without controlling and controlling is blind without planning.” Planning provide the base

for controlling. It means that planning sets the objectives, decide the future course of action for the
firm. It provides the basic framework for all other activities of management including controlling.

In the same way controlling process cannot be performed, until and unless we have
planned something in advance. If the standards are not determined, there is no justification
left for controlling.
Difference:Planning and Controlling both are opposite looking functions because plans are always
made for future, whereas controlling is a backward looking function in which at the
completion of process, manager tries to find whether it has been done according to plan
or not. Planning is the first function of management. All the other function follows it,
whereas controlling is the last function, which follows all the other functions of
management.
Q3.

Mr. Jai Prakash Gupta is the general manager of “ Bhagwati Udyog pvt. Ltd.” With a
view to running his business in a careful manner, he divided all the activities into seven
departments. These Departments were: purchase, Marketing, production, personnel,
finance, Accounting and Correspondence. Later on, he realized that accounting and
correspondence department can be merged into finance department. Thus, all business
activities were divided into five departments. Mr. Gupta is now thinking on the lines as
to which are the department, out of these five that will have significant role in the success
of the business, After complete analysis, he concluded that marketing, production and
finance were the department on which success of the business depended, It meant that
even of some shortcoming occurred in the departments of purchase and personnel, it would
not affect much the success of the business, Thereafter, Mr. Gupta determined deviation
tolerance limits of these three main departments. It meant that if deviation of these
departments remains within this tolerance limit, then it will be looked after by the
concerned manager. However, in case the deviation is beyond this limit that same will
be brought to the notice of General Manager.
(a) Identify two function of the management referred in the above paragraph (b) Describe
the relevant concepts of identified functions.

Ans: (a) Organizing and controlling
(b) (i)
(ii)

Concept related to organizing-Under it, second step of organizing process
i.e., departmentalization is involved.
Concept related to Controlling-Following two concepts are related to
controlling

(a) Critical point control- it is the concept of management which holds instead of all
activities the management should focus its attention on only important activities.
Management by Exception- it refer to that principal of organizational control which holds that only
significant deviations (i.e., exceptions) should be brought to the notice of management.

Part - B
Business Finance and Marketing
Unit - 9 : FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Summary of the Chapter
Business Finance-It refers to funds required for carrying out business activities.
Financial Management- It includes decisions relating to procurement of funds, investment of
funds in long term and short term assets and distribution of earning to the owner.
Objective of Financial Management:-Maximize wealth of equity shareholders which means
maximizing the market price of equity shares.
Financial Decisions- (ACRONYM-FDI-F-FINACING, D-DIVIDEND, I-INVESTMENT)
A) Investment decision-It is concerned with investment of firms fund in different assets (Fixed
assets and current assets)
Long Term or Capital Budgeting Decision- Related to decisions taken to invest in the fixed
assets.
Factors Affecting –
1.

Cash flow positions

2.

Return on investment

3.

Investment criteria.

B) Financing decision- It deals with determination of sources of finance, amount to be raised
from each Source.
Factors Affecting1.
3.

Cost
Tax Rate

2.
4.

Risk
Cash flow position

C) Dividend decisions- It refers decisions related to amount of profit to be distributed among
shareholders and amount of profit to be retained in the business for financing.
Factors Affecting1. Amount of earning
3. cash flow position

2.
4.

Stability of earning
Taxation policy

Financial planning-is the process of estimating the funds requirement, specifying the
sources of fund and utilizing them in an optimum manner.
Objective of financial Planning1.

To ensure availability of funds whenever required

2.

To ensure unnecessarily finance is not raised.

Capital Structure – Refers to proportion of debt and equity used for financing the operations
of business.

Factors Affecting–
1.

Cash flow positions

2.

Return on investment

3.

Tax rate

4.

Cost of Debts

5.

Control

6.

Risk

7.

Stock market condition.

Fixed Capital–it refers to money invested in the fixed assets, which is to be used over a long
period of time.
Factors Affecting –
1.

Nature of business

2.

Scale of operations

3.

Choice of technique

4.

Growth prospectus

Working Capital – it refers to money invested in the current assets, which is to be used over
a short period of time.
Factors Affecting–1-Nature of business 2-Scale of operations 3-Production cycle 4-Seasonal
factors.
MCQ (1 Mark)

The Cheapest source of finance is:.
a. Debenture
b. Equity share capital
c. Preference share
d. Retained earnings
Ans : d) Retained earnings
2. A decision to acquire a new and modern plant to upgrade an old one is a
a. Financing decision
b. Working capital decision
c. Investment decision
d. None of the above
Ans : c) Investment decision
3. Other things remaining the same, an increase in the tax rate on corporate profit will
a. Make the debt relatively cheaper
b. Make the debt relatively the dearer
c. Have no impact on the cost of debt
d. We can’t say
Ans : a) Make the debt relatively cheaper
4. Companies with a higher growth potential are likely to
1.

a. Pay lower dividends
b. Pay higher Dividends
c. Dividends are not affected
d. none of the above

Ans: a) Pay lower dividends
5. Financial leverage is called favourable if:
a. Return on investment is lower than the cost of debt.
b. ROI is higher than the cost of Debt
c. Debt is easily available.
d. If the degree of existing financial leverage is low.
Ans: b) ROI is higher than the cost of debt
6. Higher debt – equity ratio results in:
a. lower financial risk
b. higher degree of operating risk
c. higher degree of financial risk
d. higher EPS.
Ans: c) higher degree of financial risk
7. Higher Working capital usually results in:
a. higher current ratio, higher risk and higher profits
b. lower current ratio, higher risk and profits
c. higher equity, lower risk and lower profits
d. lower equity, lower risk and higher profits.
Ans: a) higher current ratio, higher risk and higher profits.
8. Current assets are those assets which get converted into cash:
a. within six months
b. within one year
c. between one year and three years
d. between three and five years.
Ans: b) within one year
9. A fixed asset should be financed through:

a. a long term liability
b. a short term liability
c. a medium term liability
d. a mix of long and short term liabilities
Ans: a) long term liability
10.Current assets of a business firm should be financed through:
a. current liability only
b. long term liability only
c. Fixed liabilities only
d. Both types (i.e., long and short term liabilities)
Ans: a) Current liability only.
Very short questions (1 mark)

Q. 1. Management has to decide whether a new and modern plant should be replaced with the old
one. Which type the financial decision is it.
Ans. Investment Decision.
Q.2.

A company wants to establish a new unit in which a machinery of worth Rs.10 lacs is
involved. Identify the type of decision involved in financial management?

Ans. Capital Budgeting decision or investment decision.
Q.3.

A decision is taken to raise money for long-term capital needs of the business from
certain sources. What is this decision called?

Ans.

Financing decision.

Q.4.

What is meant by ‘Financial Risk’?

Ans . Financial risk refers to inability to meet fixed financial charges like interest payment,
preference dividend and repayment obligations.
Q.5.

What kind of decisions involves distributions of profit to share holders?

Ans.

Dividend Decisions.

Q.6

Which type of dividend policy should be followed by a company having growth opportunities?

Ans. Conservative dividend policy, i.e. such company should pay less dividend.
Q.7.

Identify, why the requirement of Fixed Capital for a trading concern are different from
that of a manufacturing organization.

Ans. Trading concern requires less fixed capital as compared to manufacturing organization because

trading concern requires relatively much less investment in fixed assets.
Q.8.

Ankit adopted a new policy in his business: Purchase computer on credit and sell them for
cash. Will it affects the requirement of working capital?

Ans. Yes, it will reduce the need of working capital as the debtors due to cash sales and there is
less investment in inventory due to credit availed.
Q.9.

For optimal procurement of funds, a finance manager identifies different available sources
and compares those in term of cost and associated risks. Identify and define the concept
highlighted in the above lines.

Ans. The concept is financial management and is concerned with management of flow of funds
and involves decisions relating to procurement and investment of funds, in long term and
short term assets and distribution of earning to the owner.
Q.10. How do ‘Growth Opportunities’ as a factor affect dividend decision? State.
Ans. Companies having growing opportunities in near future declare lesser dividend as
compared to companies, which do not have any growth plans.
Q.11. State how ‘Growth Prospects’ affect the working capital requirements of a company?
Ans. The firms which have sufficient possibilities of growth prospects in future require more
working capital. However, for companies with lesser prospects, less working capital is
needed.
Short Answer Type Questions (3/4 marks Each)

Q 1.

What are the objectives of financial management for an organization? Give any three
reasons in support of your answer.

Ans. 1.
2.
3.
4.
Q2

Financial management helps in determination of total funds required.
Helps in allocation of fund for fixed assets and current assets.
Helps in determination of sources to raise fund for the organization.
Wealth maximization

What do you mean by Financial planning? Explain its two importance.

Ans. Financial planning is the process of estimating the funds requirement, specifying the
sources of fund and utilizing them in an optimum manner.
Importance of financial Planning-

Q 3.

Ans.

1.

To ensure availability of funds whenever required–financial needs are anticipated
and then the sources of availability of finance are allocated.

2.

It helps the company to prepare for the future-It forecasts what may happen in
future under different business situations and decide what must be done in each
situation.

Financial decision is concerned with selection of fixed assets in which funds will be
invested by the business? Identify the decision and explain any three factors affecting the
decision.
Long term Investment decision/Capital Budgeting Decision-It is concerned with
investment of firm’s fund in different fixed assets like buying of machinery.

Factors Affecting –

Q.4.

1.

Cash flow position of the company-Before considering an investment option,
business must carefully analyse the net cash flow expected from the investment
during the life of the investment. Investment should be made if net cash flow is more.

2.

Return on investment-Investment should be done in the projects which earn the
higher rate of return. It should be calculated on the basis of expected return of the
projects.

3.

Investment criteria-Before taking decision, each investment opportunity must be
compared by using the various capital budgeting techniques. These techniques
involve calculation of rate of return, cash flow during the life of investment, cost of
capital etc.

‘Sarah Ltd.’ is a company manufacturing cotton yarn. It has been consistently earning
good profits for many years. This year too, it has been able to generate enough profits.
There is availability of enough cash in the company and good prospects for growth in
future. It is a well managed organization and believes in quality, equal employment
opportunities and good remuneration practices.
It has many shareholders who prefer to receive a regular income from their investments. It
has taken a loan of Rs.40 lakhs from IDBI and is bound by certain restrictions on the
payment of dividend according to the terms of loan in agreement.
The above discussion about the company leads to various factors which decide how much
of the profits should be retained and how much has to be distributed by the company.
Quoting the lines from the above discussion identity and explain any four such factor.

Ans. Dividend Decision-It refers decisions related to the amount of profit to be distributed
among shareholders and amount of profit to be retained in the business for further growth
of the business..
Factors affecting dividend decision:
(i)

Stability of Earnings: It affects dividend decision as a company having stable
earnings is in a position to declare higher dividends.

(ii) Cash Flow Position: A good cash flow position is necessary for declaration of
dividend. ‘There is availability of enough cash in the company’.
(iii) Growth prospects: If a company has good growth opportunities, it pays out fewer
dividends. ‘Good prospects for the growth in the future’.
(iv) Shareholders’ Preferences: Shareholders ’preference is kept in mind by the
management before declaring dividends. ‘It may have shareholders who prefer to
receive regular income from their investments’.
Long Answer Type Questions (5/6 marks)

Q1.

What is the Capital structure? Explain any five factors affecting the choice of capital structure?

Ans. Capital structure refers to mix sources of long term finance. Sources of finance include
Share capital, Borrowed fund and Retained earnings. The appropriate proportion of funds
is made in such a manner that it can give more benefit or return to the shareholders.

Factors affecting the choice of capital structure
1.

Cash Flow Position: Size of projected cash flows must be considered before issuing
debt, to ensure that it has sufficient cash buffer after meeting its fixed cash
obligations.

2.

Interest Coverage Ratio (ICR): The interest coverage ratio refers to the number of
times earnings before interest and taxes of a company covers the interest obligation.

3.

Debt Service Coverage Ratio (DSCR):Debt Service Coverage Ratio takes care of
the deficiencies referred to in the Interest Coverage Ratio(ICR).

4.

Return on Investment(RoI):If the RoI of the company is higher, it can choose to
use trading on equity to increase it EPS, i.e., its ability to use debt is greater.

5.

Cost of debt: A firm’s ability to borrow at a lower rate increases its capacity to
employ higher debt. Thus, more debt can be used if debt can be raised at a lower rate.

Q2. What do you mean by Working capital? Explain any four factors affecting the requirement
of working capital.
Ans. Working capital refers to the amount which is invested in current assets. This fund also
needed for payment of daily expenses, payment of current liabilities etc. this investment
facilitate smooth business operation.
Factors affecting the requirement of working capital .

Q3.

1.

Nature of business:-the requirement of working capital depends on the nature of
business. Manufacturing business requires more amount of working capital because
it takes lot of time in converting raw material into finished goods while trading
business requires less amount of working capital.

2.

Scale of operation:-Business operating on larger scale requires more funds to
maintain the high quantum of inventory, debtors or meet day to day expenses as
compared to small scale business.

3.

Business Cycle:-Different phases of business cycle affect the requirement of
working capital by a firm. In case of boom, there is increase in production and scales
leading to the increased requirement for working capital whereas the requirements
for working capital reduce during depression.

4.

Seasonal factors: - many businesses may have high level of activity during specific
period of time which may be referred as season time. Therefore, during peak season
the level of activity is high , leading to increased need of working capital as
compared to the capital during lean period.

Which decision is concerned with rising of finance using shareholders’ funds or borrowed
Funds ? Identify and describe the financial decision involve in this decision. Explain any
four factors affecting that decision.

Ans. Financing decision:- This decision concerned with raising of finance using shareholders
fund or borrowed fund. It involves identification of various sources of finance and the
quantum of finance to be raised from long term and short term sources.

Factors affecting the financing decision.
1.

Cost: - cost of raising fund influences the financing decisions. A prudent financial
manager selects the cheapest source of finance.

2.

Risk: - Debt capital is most risky and from the point of view of risk it should not be
used.

3.

Floatation cost: - From the point of view of floating costs, retained profit is the most
appropriate source. Therefore, it should be made.

4.

Cash Flow position:-If the cash flow position of the company is good, the payment
of interest on the debt and the refund of capital can be easily made. Therefore, in
order to advantage of cheap finance, debt can be given priority.

Q4. What do you mean by fixed capital? Explain any four factors affecting the requirement of
fixed capital.
Ans. Fixed capital refers to the amount which is invested in fixed assets of the business enterprise.
This capital is used to acquire Land & Building, Plant and Machinery, Furniture etc. This
capital is raised from the long term sources of finance.
Factors affecting the requirement of fixed capital .
1.

Nature of business:-The requirement of fixed capital depends on the nature of
business. Manufacturing business requires heavy amount of fixed capital to invest in
the fixed assets like-Land & Building, Plant and Machinery, Furniture etc, where as
trading concern business require less capital.

2.

Scale of operation:-Business operating on larger scale requires larger amount of
fixed capital as they need heavy and bigger machinery and equipments. However,
firms operating at small scale need relatively lesser fixed capital.

3.

Choice of Technique- Production technique adopted by business also influences the
requirement of fixed capital. Companies using capital-intensive technique require
more fixed capital as larger investment is needed in the plant and machinery as it
relies less on manual labour.

4.

Growth prospects-Companies with growth plans in future need more fixed capital
as more investment in the plant and machinery is needed to increase the production
capacity. In other situation requires less fixed capital.

Unit – 10 : Financial Market
Summary of the Chapter
Financial Market: This market refers to that market where financial securities are exchanged.
Functions of Financial Market
1. Facilitates Price Discovery
2. Provides Liquidity Financial Assets
3. Reduce the cost of transactions
4. Mobilise savings and channelize them into most productive uses.
Types of Financial Market1.

Capital Market–
Where long term securities are sold and purchased.

2.

Money Market : Which deals in short term securities i.e. whose maturity period is less
than 01year.
Types of capital market1. Primary or new issue market
2. Secondary Market (Stock Exchange)

Primary or new issue market-It refers to that market in which securities are sold for the first
time for collecting long term capital.
Secondary Market-Where already issued securities are sale and purchase,
Various methods of floating capital1.

Public Issue- Under this method, the company issues a prospectus and invites the general
public to purchase shares or debentures.

2.

Offer for Sale-Under this method, Firstly the new securities are offered to an intermediary
at a fixed price. They further resell the same to the general public.

3.

Private Placement-The Company sell securities to the institutional investors or brokers
instead of selling them to the general public.

4.

Right Issue – When an existing company issues new securities, First of all it invites its
existing shareholders.

5.

Electronic Initial Public offer (e-IPO’s) – Under this method ,companies issue their
securities through the electronic medium (i.e. internet)
Money Market –This is the market in which short term securities are trades.

Instruments: (TC4)
1. Treasury Bill (T-bills)
3. Call Money:
5. Commercial Bill (Trade Bill)

2. Commercial Paper
4. Certificate of Deposit(CD):

Depository:-A Depository is an institution which holds the shares of an investor in electronic
form. It act as bank where investors can open a securities account and deposit the electronic

form of securities. At present, there are two depository institutions in India:
NSDL – National Securities Depository Limited.
CDSL – Central Depository Services Limited.
D’MAT/ Demat Account:-D’Mat Account refers to that account which is opened by the investors
with depository participant to facilitate trading in shares.
Stock exchange- The stock exchange is a market in which existing securities are bought and
sold.
Functions of stock exchange
1.

Providing Liquidity and Marketability to Existing Securities

2.

Pricing of Securities:

3.

Safety of Transactions:

4.

Contributes to Economic Growth:

5.

Spreading of Equity Cult:

6.

Providing Scope for Speculation:

Trading procedure in the stock exchange1.

Selection of broker and signing of broker- client agreement, submitting other details including
PAN (mandatory)

2.

Opening Demat Account or ‘beneficial owner’(BO) account with depository participant(DP)

3.

Placing the order with broker and confirmation slip issued to investor by broker.

4.

Broker will in-line match the share and best price available.

5.

When the price will match order will be executed electronically and a trade confirmation slip
will be issued to the investor.

6.

Within 24 hours, contract Note will be issued by the broker containing details of the transaction.
it is legally enforceable and helps to settle disputes.

7.

Investor has to deliver the shares or pay cash for the shares. This is called the pay- in-day.

8.

Cash is paid or securities are delivered on pay-in-day , which is before T+2 day.

9.

On T+2 day, exchange will deliver shares or make payment to the other broker. This is called
pay-out day. The broker will make payment to the investor within 24 hours of pay-out day.

10. The broker can deliver directly to demat account.

SEBI (The Securities Exchange Board of India)- The Securities Exchange Board of India was
established in 1992 to protect the interest of investors and to regulate and control the trading of
financial securities.
Objectives of SEBI1.

Regulation of stock exchange- It regulates stock exchanges so that efficient services may
be provided to all the parties operating there.

2.

Protection to the Investors- SEBI protects interest of investors from wrong information
given by the company and reducing the risk of delivery and payment etc.

3.

Checking the Insider TradingFunctions of SEBI1.
2.

Regulatory Functions
Development Function

3.

Protective Functions

MCQ (1 mark)
1. Primary and Secondary Markets
a. Compete with each other
b. Complement each other
c. Function independently
d. Control each other
Ans: b) Complement each other
2. Total number of stock exchanges in India are
a. 25
b. 21
c. 22
d. 23
Ans: a) 25
3. The settlement cycle in NSE is
a. T+5
b. T+3
c. T+2
d. T+1
Ans: c) T+2
4. National Stock Exchange in India was recognized as stock exchange in the year.
a. 1992
b. 1993
c. 1994
d. 1995
Ans: b) 1993
5. Treasury Bills are basically
a. an instrument to borrow short term funds
b. an instrument to borrow long term funds
c. an instrument of capital market
d. none of the above.
Ans: a) an instrument to borrow short term funds.
6. Certain instruments of money market is short self-liquidating & used to finance credit sales
name the instruments:
a. Call Money
b. Certificate of Deposit
c. Commercial Bill
d. Treasury Bill
Ans: c) Commercial Bill
7. Educating the investor is the ____________ function of SEBI.
a. Protective
b. Regulatory
c. Both the a and b

d. developmental.
Ans: a) Protective
8. Which of the following falls in the category of Zero Coupon Bond?
a. Treasury Bill
b. Commercial Paper
c. Certificate of Deposit
d. Commercial Bill
Ans: a) Treasury Bill
9. Which of the following is the method of collecting capital?
a. Public offer
b. Offer for sale
c. Private Placement
d. All of the above
Ans: d) All of the above.
10.Which of the following takes advantage of the internal trading?
a. All shareholders
b. All Debenture holders
c. People having secret information of the company
d. All the employees
Ans: c) People having secret information of the company
Very Short Type Questions – (1 Mark)

Q.1.

You are a finance expert. One of your friends come to you and tells you that the capital
market and the money market are one and the same, whereas you differ with him. How
would you convince him? Give any four reasons.

Ans. I will convince my friend by telling him the point of difference between capital market
and money market.
Q.2.

“All securities can be traded in the stock exchange.”Do you agree?

Ans. No, I do not agree with the given statement. Securities of only those companies can be
traded in the stock exchange, which have completed its listing requirement.
Q.3.

Why do money market instrument are more liquid as compare to capital market
instrument?

Ans. Monet market instrument are more liquid as compare to capital market instrument due to
presence of Discount Finance House of India (DFHI) in money market. DFHI provides a
ready market for money market instrument and that is why, these instruments enjoy higher
liquidity.
Q.4) Due to various malpractices and exploitation of investors in the securities market, the
Indian Government established a separate regulatory body to protect the investors and to
develop and regulate the securities market. Identify the regulatory body set up by the
government.
Ans. Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI).
Q.5.

Supriya’s grandmother who was unwell, called her and gave her a gift packet. Supriya
opened the packet and saw many crumpled share certificate inside. Her grandmother told
her that they had been left behind by her late grandmother. As no trading is now done in
physical form, Supriya wants to know the process by adopting which she is in a position

to deal with these certificates.
(i) Identify and state the process.
(ii) Also give two reasons to Supriya why dealing with shares in physical form had been
stopped.
Ans. (i) Dematerialization: It is a process where securities held by the investors in physical
form are cancelled and the investors give an electronic entry or number so that she/
he holds it as an electronic balance in an account.
(ii) Problems with dealing in physical form: (a) Theft; (b) Transfer delays.
Q.6.

What is meant by ‘Allocative Function’ performed by financial market?

Ans. Allocative function of financial market refers to linking the savers and investors by
mobilizing funds between them.
Q.7.

Which bearer document is issued by a bank against deposit kept by the companies and
institutions for a short period?

Ans. Certificate of Deposit.
Q.8.

Name the two methods of floating new issues in the primary market.

Ans. (I) Offer through prospectus; (ii) Private Placement.
Q.9.

What is meant by right issue?

Ans. Right issue refers to a method in which company offers the new shares to its existing
shareholders in proportion of shares already held by them.
Q.12. State any one objective of setting up of Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI).
Ans. To regulate stock exchange to promote their orderly functioning.
Short Answer Type Question (3 or 4 marks)

Q1. Mr. Rohit is a holder of financial securities in Futura limited. He wants to sell his securities
to purchase new securities of another company. You are required to suggest him the
markets where he can sell his securities and describe the concept. Explain two function of
that market.
Ans.

Financial Market: This market refers to that market where financial securities are
exchanged.
Functions of Financial Market
1.

Facilitates Price Discovery: - The price of any goods or services is determined by
the forces of demand and supply. Like goods and services, the investors also try to
discover the price of their securities. The financial market is helpful to the investors
in giving them proper price.

2.

Provides Liquidity Financial Assets:-This is market where the buyers and the sellers
of all the securities are available all the times. This is a reason that it provides
liquidity securities. It means that they invest their money, whenever they desire, in
securities through the medium of financial market. They can also convert their
investment into money whenever they so desire.

Q2.

What do you mean by the SEBI? Explain its objectives.

Ans. The Securities Exchange Board of India was established in 1992 to protect the interest
of investors and to regulate and control the trading of financial securities.
Objectives of SEBI1.
2.

3.

Q3:

Regulation of stock exchange- It regulate stock exchanges so that efficient services
may be provided to all the parties operating there.
Protection to the Investors-SEBI protects interest of investors from wrong
information given by the company and reducing the risk of delivery and payment
etc
Checking the Insider Trading-It means the buying and selling of securities by those
persons (Directors, Promoters etc) who have some secret information about the
company and who wish to take advantages of this secret information. SEBI check
insider trading.

What is Primary or New issue market? Explain various methods of floating capital.

Ans. It refers to that market in which securities are sold for the first time for collecting long
term capital.
Various methods of floating capital.- (ACRONYM-POORE)
1.Public Issue- Under this method, the company issues a prospectus and invites the
general public to purchase shares or debentures.
2.Offer for Sale-Under this method, Firstly the new securities are offered to an
intermediary at a fixed price. They further resell the same to the general public.
3.Private Placement-The company sell securities to the institutional investors or
brokers instead of selling them to the general public.

Q4.

4.

Right Issue – When an existing company issues new securities, First of all it invites
its existing shareholders.

5.

Electronic Initial Public offer (e-IPO’s) – Under this method, companies issue their
securities through the electronic medium (i.e. internet)

What do you mean by the Depository? Explain

Ans. Depository:-A Depository is an institution which holds the shares of an investor in
electronic form. It act as bank where investors can open a securities account and deposit
the electronic form of securities. At present, there are two depository institutions in India:

Q5.

1.

NSDL – National Securities Depository Limited.

2.

CDSL – Central Depository Services Limited.

What do mean by the DeMat account? Explain.

Ans. DeMat (Dematerialization) Account refers to that account which is opened by the investors
with depository participant to facilitate trading in shares.
Q6.

What are the functions of SEBI? Explain.

Ans.

Functions of SEBI(i)

Regulatory Functions-These functions aim to regulate the functioning of the stock

exchange. It includes registration of brokers, Investment schemes, and regulation of
stock bankers.
(ii) Development Function-These functions aim to promote the development of stock
exchange. It includes registration of brokers, Investment schemes, and regulation of stock
bankers. It includes training of intermediaries of the securities market.

(iii) Protective Functions- These functions aim to protect interest of investors, controlling
insider trading, unfair trade practice etc.
Long Answer type Questions (5 or 6 marks)

Q1.

Which financial market meets the short term financial requirement of business? Identify
concept and Explain instruments of that market.

Ans.

Money Market Instruments:

Q2.

1.

Treasury Bill (T-bills): It is basically an instrument of short-term borrowing by the
Government of India maturing in less than one year. They are also known as Zero
Coupon Bonds.

2.

Commercial Paper: It is a short-term unsecured promissory note, negotiable and
transferable by endorsement and delivery with a fixed maturity period. It is issued
by large and credit worthy companies to raise sort-term funds at lower rates of interest
than market rates. It usually has a maturity period of 15days to one year.

3.

Call Money: It is a short-term finance repayable on demand, with a maturity period
of one day to fifteen days, used for inter-bank transactions. It is a method by which
banks borrow from each other to be able to maintain the cash reserve ratio.

4.

Certificate of Deposit (CD): It is an unsecured, negotiable short-term instrument
in bearer form, issued by commercial banks and development financial institutions.
It can be issued to individuals, corporations and companies.

5.

Commercial Bill (Trade Bill): It is a short-term, negotiable, self-liquidating
instrument which is used to finance the credit sales of firms. The bill can be
discounted with a bank if the seller (drawer) needs funds before the bill maturity.

Give the meaning and definition of Stock exchange? Explain the functions of stock
exchange.

Ans. Meaning-The stock exchange is a market where existing securities are bought and sold.
Definition-The securities contract (regulation) act, 1956 defines “a stock exchange as an
association, organization, body of individuals, whether incorporated or not, established
for the purpose of assisting, regulating and controlling of business in buying, selling and
dealing insecurities”.
Functions of stock exchange
1.

Providing Liquidity and Marketability to Existing Securities: It gives investors
the chance to disinvest and re-invest. This provides both liquidity and easy
marketability to already existing securities in the market.

2.

Pricing of Securities: Share prices on a stock exchange are determined by the forces
of demand and supply. A stock exchange is a mechanism of constant valuation

through which the prices of securities are determined.

Q3.

3.

Safety of Transactions: The membership of a stock exchange is well regulated and
its dealings are well defined according to the existing legal frame work. This ensures
that the investing public gets a safe and fair deal on the market.

4.

Contributes to Economic Growth: A stock exchange is a market in which existing
securities are re-sold or traded. Through this process of disinvestment and reinvestment savings get channelized into their most productive investment avenues.
This leads to capital formation and economic growth.

5.

Spreading of Equity Cult: The exchange can play a vital role in ensuring wider
share ownership by regulating new issues, better trading practices and taking effective
steps in educating the public about investments.

6.

Providing Scope for Speculation: The stock exchange provides sufficient scope
within in the provisions of law for speculative activity in a restricted and controlled
manner.

Describe procedure to trade securities in a Stock Exchange.

Ans. Trading Procedure:The procedure for purchase and sale of securities in a stock exchange involves the following steps:

1.

Selection of broker and signing of broker- client agreement, submitting other details including
PAN (mandatory)

2.

Opening Demat Account or ‘beneficial owner’(BO) account with depository participant(DP)

3.

Placing the order with broker and confirmation slip issued to investor by broker.

4.

Broker will in-line match the share and best price available.

5.

When the price will match order will be executed electronically and a trade confirmation slip
will be issued to the investor.

6.

Within 24 hours, contract Note will be issued by the broker containing details of the transaction.
it is legally enforceable and helps to settle disputes.

7.

Investor has to deliver the shares or pay cash for the shares. This is called the pay- in-day.

8.

Cash is paid or securities are delivered on pay-in-day , which is before T+2 day.

9.

On T+2 day, exchange will deliver shares or make payment to the other broker. This is called
pay-out day. The broker will make payment to the investor within 24 hours of pay-out day.

10. The broker can deliver directly to demat account.

Unit - 11: MARKETING MANAGEMENT
Summary of the Chapter
Marketing management: It deals with planning, organizing and controlling the activities related
to the marketing of goods and services to satisfy the consumer’s wants. Its aim to achieve the
organizational goals at minimum cost by: 1.

Analysing and planning marketing activities

2.

Implementing the marketing plans.

3.

Setting control mechanism

Marketing management philosophy/Concept
(i) Product concept
(ii) Production concept
(iii) Selling concept
(iv) Marketing concept
(v) Social concept
Functions of marketing
1.

Marketing research

2.

Marketing planning

3.

Product planning development

4.

Packaging and labeling, Branding.

5.

Customer support services

6.

Storage and warehousing

7.

Transportation

8.

Promotion

9.

Standardization and grading

10. Pricing Fixing
Marketing mix
Marketing mix includes all those activities, rules, procedures etc. which requires attaining success
in the market.
Elements of marketing mix:
1.

Product Mix-Product mix includes all those decisions, Activities, procedures which are
related to the product such as features, quality, packaging etc.

2.

Price Mix–It includes all those factors which are considered while determining of the price
of the product.

3.

Place Mix–It includes those activities which are related to movement o f goods from the

manufactures to the consumers and thus creates place utility.
4.

Promotion Mix- - Promotional techniques are used to create product awareness amongst
the potential target customers and persuade them to purchase the product. Like- advertising,
personal selling, publicity and sales promotion etc. Channels of distribution, Physical
distribution

Product Mix
Packaging -Refers to the act of designing and producing the container, box or a wrapper of a
product.
Levels of Packaging –
1.

Primary Packaging-It refers to the product’s immediate container. Like-toothpaste tube.

2.

Secondary Packaging- It refers to the additional package, which provides additional layer
protection to the product. Like- Card board box for toothpaste.

3.

Transportation Packaging-it refers to further packing, which is necessary to protect the
product in the process of transportation and storage.

Functions of packaging.1.

Product identification

2.

Product protection

3.

Facilitating use of the product

4.

Product promotion

Branding
Branding is the process of giving a name of or a sign or a symbol to a product. Such as Polo,
LG etc.
Qualities of a good brand name1.

Short-Brand name should be short so that anyone can remember, spell it.

2.

Relevant to the functions- Name of the product should be relevant to the product’s
functions and suggest the producer’s benefits and qualities.

3.

Adaptable to packing of labeling- Brand name should be adaptable to packing of labeling
requirement.

Advantages of branding:
a)

Brand name helps in advertising in easier way

b)

Brand name establishes the permanent identify of the product.

c)

Brand name promotes repurchasing.

d)

Competition becomes easier with the help of brand loyalty.

Price: It is the worth of a product or service in monetary terms. This money represents the
Sum of values that consumers exchange for the benefit so far having or using the product or service.
Factors considered before fixing price are
a)

Cost of product– It includes the total cost of producing, distributing and selling the product
like- Fixed Cost, variable costs, Semi-variable cost.

b)

Competition in the market-Competitors prices and their anticipated reaction must be
considered before fixing the price o f a product.

c)

Utility and Demand of the product- The maximum price a buyer is willing to pay is the
value of the utility of the product and minimum price a seller is willing to offer is the cost
of the product.

d)

Pricing Objectives1- Price Maximization, 2-Obtaining market shares, 3-Surviving in a competitive market etc.
Place mix: It refers to a set of decisions that need to be taken in order to make the product
available to the consumers for purchase and consumption.

Channels of distribution.—
a)

Direct Channel (Zero level) – In this channel manufacturer sells his product directly to
the consumers without using any intermediary. Like-Bata, Amway etc.

b)

Indirect Channel – When manufacturer involves one or more intermediary to sell or
distribute their product to the customers. Indirect distribution network are1.

One Level Channel –This channel of distribution involves one intermediary to transfer
of goods from manufactures to the consumers.
Manufacturer-————————Retailer————————Customer

2.

Two Level Channel –This channel of distribution involves two intermediaries to
transfer of goods from manufacture to the consumers.
Manufacturer -—Wholesaler——————Retailer————————Customer

2.

Three Level Channel –This channel of distribution involves three intermediaries to
transfer of goods from manufacturer to the consumers.
Manufacturer -—Agent——wholesaler ————Retailer——————Customer
Promotion mix: It is concerned with activities that are undertaken to communicate
with both customers and participate in the channel of distribution such that sales goals
are realized.
Elements of Promotion Mix1-Advertising 2-Personal Selling 3- Sales Promotion 4-Publicity
Advertising: It is defined as any paid form of non-personal presentation or promotion
of ideas, goods or services by an identified sponsor.
Merits:

1)
3)

Limitations: 1)
3)

Mass reach
Expressiveness

2)
4)

Enhancing customer satisfaction
Economical

Less forceful
Inflexibility

2)
4)

Lack of feed back
Low effectiveness

Sales promotion: It refers to short term use of incentives or other promotion activities that seek
to stimulate interest.
Public relations-Public relations are the deliberate, planned and sustained effort to establish and
maintain understanding between an organization and its public.

Role of public relations:
h)

More credible.

iii) Image building

ii ) Economical Medium
iv) Boosts the sales of the organization.

Various public relation tools to shape the public image if the organisation
a)

News

b)

Speeches

c)

Events

d)

Written Materials

e)

Public service activities
MCQ (1 mark)

1. point of view lays stress upon customer’s welfare.
(e) Production (b) Product (c) Marketing (d) Social Marketing

Ans: d) Social Marketing
2. Sales promotion is helpful in making

effective.
(c) Advertisement (b) Personal selling (c) Both the above (d) Publicity
Ans: c) Both the above

3. Which of the following is a sales promotion activity?

a) Rebate (b) Discount (c) Product Combination (d) All the above
Ans: d) All the above
4.

develop relationship.

(a) Publicity (b) Advertisement (c) Sales Promotion (d) Public relation
Ans: d) Public relation
5.Customer’s satisfaction alone can ensure success. Which marketing concept holds this
view?
(a) Production concept (b) Product concept (c) Marketing concept (d) Selling concept
Ans: c) Marketing Concept

6.

Which of the following is a factor of marketing mix?
(a) Product (b) Price (c) Promotion (d) All the above
Ans: d) All the above

Under which philosophy of marketing, efforts are made to bring down the cost of production
to the minimum?
7.

(a) Production concept (b) Product concept (c) Marketing concept (d) Selling concept
Ans: a) Production concept
8. Under which concept the companies push for the betterment of the quality of their
products in their efforts for marketing?
(a) Production concept (b) Product concept (c) Marketing concept (d) Selling concept
Ans: b) Product concept
9.
is objection to advertisement.
(a) Undermines social values (b) Decrease in price (c) Knowledge on various products
(d) Improvement in Quality of Product
Ans: a) Undermines social values
10. Which of the following is the example of Dunlop?
(a) Branding (b) Brand (c) Brand Name (d) Brand Mark
Ans: c) Brand Name
11. ‘Products are not purchased but sold’, with which
point of view is this statement associated?
(a) Product (b) Sale (c) Production (d) Marketing

Ans: b) Sale
12. The collection of utilities is known as

.

(a) Purchaser (b) Seller(c) Product (d) Market
Ans: c) Product
13. Which of the following is the function of marketing?
(a) Promotion (b) Physical Distribution (c) Transport (d) All the above
Ans: d) All the above
14.Cardbox of Shaving Cream is the example of?
(a) Primary Packaging (b) Secondary Packaging c) Transport Packaging (d) None of the above
Ans: b) Secondary Packaging
15.Selling goods by producer to consumer involves which channel?
a) one level b) two level c) three level d) zero level
Ans: d) zero level
16.Marketing mix does not include
a) product b) place c) promotion d)People
Ans: d) People

17. Nisha, a school bag manufacturer decided to improve the product for profit
maximization and thus added a water bottle holder to the existing design. Identify the
marketing management philosophy adopted by Nisha
a) Product concept b) Production concept. c) Selling concept d) Marketing concept
Ans: a) Product concept
18.Vasvi purchased a bottle of pickle from the local grocery shop. The information

provided on the bottle was not clear. She fell sick on consuming it. She filed a case
in the District forum under the Consumer Protection Act and got the relief. Identify
the important aspect neglected by the marketer in the above case.
a) Packaging b) Branding c) labelling d)Pricing
Ans: c) Labelling
19.Mr. Rajiv, the sales executive of ABC Ltd. possess good marketing techniques, his

techniques involve oral presentation of message, convincing the customer with face to
face interaction, etc. Name the element of marketing mix under which the above
technique fall:
a) Promotion b)Product c) Price d d) Place
Ans: a) Promotion
20.Mansi, a shoe manufacturer for school students, decided to maximize profits by

producing and distributing shoes on a large-scale and thus reducing the average cost of
production. Identify the marketing management philosophy adopted by Mansi.
a) Product concept b) Production concept. c)Selling concept d) Marketing concept
Ans: b) Production Concept
Very Short answer Type questions (1Mark)

Q.1 “It is necessary that goods and services must be made available to the customer at the right
place, in right quantity and at the right time’. Name the concerned element of marketingmix.
Ans. (a) The concerned element is Place mix.
Q.2.

‘Automobiles Ltd. Offered to sell their new bikes at about Rs.4, 000 less than the usual
price’. This is an example of one of the techniques of sale promotion. Name the
technique.

Ans. The given techniques of promotion mix are‘ Rebate’.
Q.3

“Money spent on advertisement is not a waste but an investment”. Do you agree with this
view? Give reason in support of your answer.

Ans. Yes’ I agree with the given statement. Advertising is a medium through which a large
number of people can be reached over a vast geographical area.
Q.4

A toy car free with‘Maggi Noodles’ is an example of one of the techniques of sales

promotion. Name the techniques
Ans. The given technique is ‘Product Combinations’.
Q.5

Which distribution channel should be used in case the buyers are widely dispersed?

Ans.

Indirect Channels.

Q.6

Nisha, a school bag manufacturer decided to improve the product for profit maximization
and thus added a water bottle holder to the existing design.
(i)

Identify the marketing management philosophy adopted by Nisha ; and

(ii) Explain the philosophy on the basis of:
(a) Main focus and
(b) Means and End.
Ans. (i) Product Concept.
(ii) (a)
Main focus of this concept is on product quality.
(b) Means: Through better quality ; Ends: Profit through product quality.
Q.7

Mansi, a shoe manufacturer for school students, decided to maximize her profit by
producing and distributing at large scale and thereby reducing the average cost of
production.
(i)

Identify the marketing management philosophy adopted by Mansi.

(ii) Explain this philosophy on the basis of:
(a) Main Focus;
(b) Means and Ends.
Ans. (i) Production Concept.
(ii) (a)
(b)
Q.8

Main focus of this concept is on quantity of product.
Means: Through availability and affordability of product; ends: Profit through
mass production.

Jasdeep, a dealer in school uniforms, decided to maximize his profit by using different
aggressive promotional efforts.
(i)

Identify the market management philosophy adopted by Jasdeep.
(a)

Explain this philosophy on the basis of; Main Focus;

(b)

Means and Ends.

Ans. (i) Selling Concept.
(ii) (a)
(b)

Main focus of this concept is on selling existing product.
Means: Through selling and promotional efforts; Ends: Profit through sales
volume.

Q.9

It is necessary that goods and services must be made available to the customers at the
right place, in the right quantity and the right time. Name and explain the concerned
element of marketing Mix given above.

Ans. Name - Place / physical Distribution- The physical handling and movements of goods from
place of production to the place of distribution is referred to as physical distribution.

Q.10 ATV manufacturing company is spending substantial amount of money to persuade target
customers to buy its T.V. sets through advertisements, personal selling and sales promotion
techniques. Identify the element of marketing mix referred here.
Ans. Promotion / Promotion Mix.

Short Answer type Question (3 or 4 marks) Q
1. What is difference between selling concept and marketing concept?
Ans.
Points

Marketing Concept

Main Focus Attracting consumers

Consumer satisfaction

Means

Various marketing activities

Ends
Q2.

Selling Concept

Advertising, personal selling and
sales promotion

What do you mean by marketing management?

Profit through consumer
satisfaction

Marketing management: It deals with planning, organizing and controlling the activities
related to the marketing of goods and services to satisfy the consumer’s wants. Its aim
to achieve the organizational goals at minimum cost by:-

Q3

1.

Analysising and planning marketing activities.

2.

Implementing the marketing plans.

3.

Setting control mechanism.

Which marketing concept take care of social, ethical and ecological aspect of marketing?
Describe the concept.

Ans. Societal Marketing Concept- This concept states that a business organization must adopt
marketing concept in such a manner that it fulfills the needs and wants of potential
customers.
Q4

What do you mean by the Branding? Explain Three qualities of a good brand name.

Ans. Branding is the process of giving a name of or a sign or a symbol to a product. Such
as Polo, LG etc.
Qualities of a good brand name-

Q.5

1.

Short-Brand name should be short so that anyone can remember, spell it.

2.

Relevant to the functions- Name of the product should be relevant to the product’s
functions and suggest the producer’s benefit s and qualities.

3.

Adaptable to packing of labeling- Brand name should be adaptable to packing of
labeling requirement.

Elder Pharmaceuticals is a leading company engaged in manufacturing cough syrups. The
company packs the syrup first in glass bottle and then in a cardboard box. As the syrup
is demanded all over the world, 20 boxes of syrups are packed in corrugated boxes and
distributed to various chemist and hospitals.

(i) Identify the three levels of packaging highlighted in the given case;
(ii) What is the basic purpose of packing the cardboard boxes in corrugated boxes?
Ans. (i) The three levels of packaging are:
(a)

Primary Package (glass bottle);

(b)

Secondary packaging (cardboard box);

(c)

Transportation packaging (corrugated box)

(ii) The basic purpose is to protect the product in the process of transportation and
storage.
Q6

What is public relation? Explain it s role.

Ans. Public relations are the deliberate, planned and sustained effort to establish and maintain
understanding between an organization and its public.
Role of public relation:
i.

Press relations- Public relation department is in contact with the media to present
the organization’s picture in positive manner in press.

ii.

Product publicity- Public relation department manages the sponsoring of sports and
cultural event s to create the publicity of the new product to be launched.
Long Answer Type Questions (5/6 Marks)

Q1

Explain the functions of marketing?

Ans.

Marketing functions:
1.

Marketing research-This refers to study of market so that customers needs, desires
and preferences can be identifies and product can be design and developed as per
their requirement.

2.

Marketing planning-The marketing plan involves laying out specific strategies to
increase market share, promotion program and increase production capacity to meet
increased demand.

3.

Product planning development- A good design improves the quality of the product
and makes it attractive and competitive in the target market. Development of product
as per requirement of customers.

4.

Packaging and labeling- Packaging refers to designing the package for the products
and labeling refers to designing the label to be put on the package. Both plays an
important role in marketing the product.

5.

Branding- Branding refers to giving a name, sign or symbols to the product. Brand
name provides business an identity and distinguishes its product from that of its
competitors.

6.

Customer support services- These services related to handling customers after goods
are sold them Its main aim is to maintain good relationship with customers.

7.

Storage and warehousing-For smooth flow and regular supply of goods business
need to maintain appropriate stock level and thus require warehousing or storage

facilities.
8.

Transportation – Transportation facilitates movement of goods from the
manufacturer to the consumers and thus creates place utility.

9.

Promotion- Promotional techniques are used to create product awareness amongst
the potential target customers and persuade them to purchase the product. Likeadvertising , personal selling , publicity and sales promotion etc.

10. Standardization and grading- Standardization refers to producing products with
predetermined specifications and grading classified the product into different groups
on the basis of size, quality etc.
11. Price Fixing – Price of the product affects the success or failure of a product in the
market. Demand of the product is inversely related to its price. The marketers
analyses all the factors, while setting prices.
Q2

What do you mean by Packaging? Explain level and functions of packaging.

Ans. Packaging refers to the act of designing and producing the container, box or a wrapper
of a product.
Levels of Packaging –
1.

Primary Packaging- It refers to the product’s immediate container. Like- Toothpaste
tube.

2.

Secondary Packaging- It refers to the additional package, which provides additional
layer protection to the product. Like-Cardboard box or toothpaste.

3.

Transportation Packaging-it refers to further packing, which is necessary to protect
the product in the process of transportation and storage.

Functions of packaging.-

Q3

1.

Product identification – Packaging helps in identification of the product out of various
products. It contains brand, features of the product etc.

2.

Product protection – Packaging protects the products from spoilage, damage, leakage,
pilferage, humidity etc.

3.

Facilitating use of the product-The size and shape of the package should be
convenient to open, handle and use for consumers.

4.

Product promotion – Packaging acts as a good salesman as it promotes the product
and increases it sale.

What do you mean by the price? Explain factors affecting price determination.

Ans. Price: It is the worth of a product or service in monetary terms. This money represents
the sum of values that consumers exchange for the benefits of having or using the product
of service.
Factors considered before fixing price are
(i)

Cost of the product:- Cost of the product is the main component of the price . No
company can sell its product or service at less than the cost of the product. A Fixed

and variable cost are to be considered for determining the price.
(ii) The utility and demand for the product: - Intensive study for the demand for
product and service in the market is to be undertaken before the fixation of the price
of the product. If demand is relatively more than supply, higher price can be fixed.
(iii) Extent of competition in the market:- It is necessary to take into consideration
prices of the product of the competing firms prior to fixing the price. In case of cut
throat competition it is desirable to keep price low.
(iv) Government & Legal Regulation:- If the price of the commodity and service is to
be fixed as per the regulation of the govt., it should also be borne in mind.

Unit - 12 : CONSUMER PROTECTION
Summary of the Chapter
Meaning: Consumer protection means protecting the interest of consumers.
Importance of consumer
protection. From consumer s
point of view
1.

Consumer Ignorance: Most of the consumers are not aware of their rights and relief
available to them. It is therefore necessary to educate them and create awareness
among them.

2.

Unorganized Consumers: There is need to organize consumers in the form of
consumer association who would take care of their interest.

3.

Wide spread exploitation of consumers: Unscrupulous and unfair trade practices,
such as defective and unsafe products, hoarding and black marketing etc. are
wide spread. Consumers require protection against such malpractices.

From Business Point of view:
1.

Long term Interest: It is in the long term interest of the business to satisfy customers.
When customers are satisfied business gets repeate sales and its customers increase.

2.

Use of society’s resources: Business firms use resources of the society. Therefore
they are under an obligation to supply products and services which are in public
interest.

3.

Social Responsibility: A businessman has responsibility towards various groups.
Customer is one of the important groups because firms earn money by selling goods
and services to them.

4.

Government Intervention: If businessman wants to avoid intervention of government
then they should not involve in unfair trade practices. Firms should voluntarily serve
the needs and interests of customers.

5.

Moral Justification: It is a moral duty of every business firm to take care of
customer’s interest. It must avoid all types of unscrupulous and unfair trade
practices.
Scope of Consumer Protection Act : The act applies to all goods and services of
any kind other than for commercial purposes provided by the sector – private, public
or co-operative. It also covers public utility services. Any ultimate consumer or
registered association of consumers, state and central Govt. can file a complaint
under this act. Complain can be filed either personally or by post. There is no fee
for filing a complaint.

Consumer’s Rights:
1.

Right to safety: It is a consumer’s right to be protected against goods and services
which are hazardous to health and life.

2.

Right to be Informed: A consumer has a right to have complete information about
the quality, quantity, price of goods, ingredients etc

3.

Right to Choose: Every consumer has the right to choose the goods from a variety
of products at competitive prices.

4.

Right to be heard; The consumer has the right to file a complaint and to be heard in
case of dissatisfaction with products services.
5. Right to Seek Redressal: The consumer has a right to get relief in case the product
or services falls short of his expectation
6. Right to consumer Education: The consumer has a right to acquire knowledge and
to be a
well-informed consumer throughout life.
Redressal Agencies
Basis

District Forum

State Commission

National Commission

Composition

A President and two

A President and two
other members

A President and four
other
members
including one women

other members
Compensation Up to Rs.20 Lakhs
claim

Above 20 lakhs but

Appeal
Go to state
commission against order

Go to national
commission within
30 days.

within

Upto one crore

above one crore
Go to Supreme Court
within 30 days.

Ways and Means of Consumer protection:

Self
Regulations


Business
Associations

Consumer’s Responsibilities:


Consumer
organisation
s


Consumer
Awareness


Government

1.

Be aware about various goods and services available in the market so that
an intelligent and wide choice can be made.

2.

Read labels carefully so as to have information about prices, net weight,
manufacturing and expiry dates etc.

3.

Ask for cash memo on purchase of goods and services. This would serve as a
proof purchase made.

4.

Be honest in your dealing. Choose only from legal sources and discourage
unfair practices like black marketing, hoarding etc.

5.

File a complaint in appropriate consumer forum in case of a short coming in the
quality of goods purchased or services availed.

6.

Respect the environment. Avoid waste, littering and contributing to pollution.

Role and functions of consumer organizations and NGOs

1.

Educating to Consumers

2.

Collecting data on different products and Testing them

3.
4.

Filing suit on behalf of consumers
Helping Educational institutions

5.

Promoting network of consumer association.

6.

Extending support to Government

NGOs: Non-Government Organizations are those organizations which aim at
promoting the welfare of the people with non-profit concept. They are taking up
various aspects of consumer exploitation.

MCQ(1 mark)
1. To provide protection to the consumers against the improper behaviour of the
producers
and sellers is called

.

(a) Consumers Protection Act
(b) Consumer Protection
(c) Consumer Welfare
(d) Consumer Education
Ans: b )Consumer Protection
1. When a single consumer fails to get his rights protected, he seeks the help of .

(a) Trade Union (b) Consumer Association(c) Labour Union (d) None of the above
Ans: b) Consumer Association

2. Don’t purchase in haste’, this is an important

of the consumer.
(a) Responsibility (b) Right (c) Act (d) All the above
Ans: a) Responsibility

3. The consumer organisations collect the samples of the products for

.
(a) Sell them b) Check them c) Get bribe from the sellers (d) Distribute them among the
poor
Ans: b) Check them

4. Disputes of

amount are settled at the level of District Forum?

(a) Up to rupees ten lakh
(b) Up to rupees thirty lakh
(c) Up to rupees fifty lakh
(d) Up to rupees twenty lakh

Ans: d) Up to rupees twenty lakh
5. Which of the following Acts is related to the Consumer 'sprotection'?
(a) Consumer Protection Act,1986
(b) Indian Companies Act,1956
(c) Indian Partnership Act
c) Indian Contract Act

Ans: a)Consumer Protection Act,1986
6. Who, of the following, cannot be considered a consumer?
(a) A person who buys things to further sell them consideration.
(b) A person who gets things without consideration.
(c) A person who uses things without the permission of the purchasers.
(d) All the above

Ans. d) All the above
7. Who of the following cannot file a complaint?
(a) Individual consumer
(b) Consumer association that has not been recognised
(c) Central government
(d) State government

Ans: b)Consumer association that has not been recognised
8. Which of the following is a consumer organization?

(a) Common Cause, New Delhi (b) Voice, New Delhi
(c) Consumer Forum, Udipi (d) All of these
Ans: d) All of these
Very Short Answer Type Questions (1 mark)

Q.1

Government is actively advertising for ‘Jago Grahaks Jago’. Which consumer
right is highlighted in the given statement?

Ans. Right to consumer education.
Q.2

The approach of Caveat Emptor has been changed to Caveat Venditor. What do
the two approaches mean? Why such a radical change has taken place?

Ans. The approach of Caveat Emptor means let the buyer beware and approach of caveat
venditor means let the seller be ware. The change has taken place because a
consumer
is said to be a king in the current competitive market and all the
marketing efforts of a firm revolve around him.
Q.3

If the market has enough qualities and varieties of product at competitive prices,
then buyer have an opportunity of wise selection. Identify the consumer right
discussed.

Ans. Right to choose
Q.4

Identify the products to which the following quality certification marks are
associated. Also mention the name of quality mark.

Ans. (i) food products (FPO marks);

(ii) Electrical appliances (ISI mark);
(iii) Jewellery (Hallmark);
(iv) Environmental friendly products (Eco mark);
(v) Agriculture products(Agmark).
Q.5

Mili went to a shopkeeper to buy vegetable oil. The shopkeeper forced her to buy
a particular brand out of various available brands. Which right of Mili has been
exploited?

Ans. Right to choose.
Q.6

Ramesh purchased medicines without noticing a date of expiry. He did not obtain
cash memo. Do you think, Ramesh will be able to protect himself by loss caused
due to expired medicine?

Ans. No Ramesh will not be able to protect himself as he didn’t obtain the proof of
purchase,
i.e. cash memo.
Q.7

Mention the quality mark which a consumer should look for while purchasing
the following products:
(i) Electrical goods; (ii) Jewellery;
(iii) Agriculture products;
(iv) Food products;
(v) Environmental friendly

products. Ans.

(i)

ISI marks;

(ii)

Hallmarks; (iii) Agmark;
(iv) FPO mark;
Q.8

(v) Eco mark.

Why consumer protection is important for consumers? Give any one

reason. Ans. It is important because of ‘consumer ignorance’.
Q.9

Which act provides for the setting up of three tier

machinery? Ans.
Q.10

Consumer Protection Act,1986.

Which consumer right entitles the consumer to get relief in case the product or
service falls short of his expectation?

Ans. Right to seek redressal.
Q.11

Name the right, Which suggests that a consumer has a right to register his

dissatisfaction? Ans. Right to be heard.
Q.13 Which can serve as the proof of purchase made, for filing a complaint against
defective product?
Ans. Cash memo.
Q.14 Rita wants to buy a packet of juice. As an aware customer how can she be sure
about the quality of juice she plans to buy?
Ans. Rita should look for FPO Mark on the packet of juice.
Q15

Pragya brought an iron of a reputed brand for Rs. 1,500 but it caused an electric
shock while it was being used Pragya wants to exercise her‘ Right’.

Identify the ‘Right ‘under which he can be protected.
Ans. Right to Safety.
Short Answer Question (3/4 Marks)

Q 1 Harishankar purchase a book for Rs. 250. Later on, he found that MRP of book was
Rs. 200 only and the shopkeeper had put a sticker of Rs. 250 on the original
MRP. Answer the following question:
(i) Which right of Hari shankar is violated in the given case?
(ii) Can he recover the extramoney?
(iii) Whether any option is available against the bookseller?
Ans. (i) Right to be informed is violated;
(ii) Yes, Harishankar can recover extra money of Rs.50;
(iii) Harishankar also has more option:

Q2

(a)

He can ask for refund of money after returning the book;

(b)

He can also sue bookseller for unfair practices.

What is the role of consumer organizations and non-government organizations?

Describe. Ans.

Role of consumer organizations and non-government organizations-

7.

Educating to Consumers

8.

Collecting data on different products and Testing them

9.

Filing suit on behalf of consumers

10. Helping Educational institutions
11. Promoting network of consumer association.
12. Extending support to Government
Long Answer Type Questions (5 or 6 marks)

Q1

What is the concept of consumer protect give importance of consumer protection.

Ans. Meaning: Consumer protection refers to protecting the consumer against anticonsumer trade practices by the producers or sellers.
Importance of consumer protection.
From consumers point of view
1.

Consumer Ignorance: Most of the consumers are not aware of their rights and
relief available to them. It is therefore necessary to educate them and create
awareness among them.

2.

Unorganized Consumers: There is need to organize consumers in the form
of consumer association who would take care of their interest.

3.

Wide spread exploitation of consumers: Unscrupulous and unfair trade
practices, such as defective and unsafe products, hoarding and black
marketing etc. are wide spread. Consumers require protection against such

malpractices.
From Business Point of view:
1.

Long term Interest: It is in the long term interest of the business to satisfy
customers. When customers are satisfied business gets repeat sales and its
customer base increase.

2.

Use of society’s resources: Business firms use resources of the society.
Therefore they are under an obligation to supply products and services which
are in public interest.

3. Social Responsibility: A businessman has responsibility towards various
groups.
Customer is one of the important groups because firms earn money by selling
goods and services to them.
Q2
•

•

•

•
•
•

What are Rights of consumers ? Explain.
Ans. Right to safety: It is a consumer’s right to be protected against goods and services
which are hazardous to health and life. Ex- Electrical Appliances which are not ISI marked
might cause serious injury.
Right to Information: A consumer has a right to have complete information about the
quality, quantity, price of goods, ingredients etc. which he intends to purchase. Thus
manufacturer must mention complete information about the product.
Right to Choice: Every consumer has the right to choose the goods from a variety of
products at competitive prices. The marketers must allow consumers to make a choice from a
wide variety of product.
Right to be heard: The consumer has the right to file a complaint and to be heard in case of
dissatisfaction with a product services.
Right to Seek Redressal: The consumer has a right to get relief in case the product or
services falls short of his expectations.
Right to consumer Education: The consumer has a right to acquire knowledge and to be a
well-informed consumer throughout life.

Q3
What remedies are available to consumers in consumer’s
protection Act-1986?
Ans.
Under this Act, remedies available to consumers are as
follows:
To remove the defect in goods or deficiency in service.
1.

To replace defective product with a new non defective product.

2.

To refund the price paid for the product ..

3.

To pay reasonable compensation for loss or injury suffered by the consumer
due to negligence of the opposite party.

4.

To discontinue unfair or restrictive trade practice and not to repeat in the future.

5.

Not to offer hazardous goods

for sale. Q4. What is the responsibilities
of

consumers?

responsibilities-

Ans.

Consumer

1.
2.

Consumer must exercise his rights: They must beaware of their rights while
buying.
Consumers should buy only standard goods like ISI/AGMARK goods only.

3.

Filing complaint for the redressal of genuine grievances.

4.

Consumer must be quality conscious/should not compromise on quality.

5.
6.
7.

Consumers should l earn the rights associated with products and services.
Donot forget to get receipt and Guarantee/ Warranty Card.
Consumers should read labels carefully.

8.

Consumers should be honest in their dealings .They should buy only legal
goods.

9. Consumers should respect environment. Avoid waste, littering and
contributing to pollution.
10. Consumers should form consumer societies.
Q5.

What are the ways and means of consumer’s protection?

Ans. Ways and Means of Consumer protection

Q6.

a)

Self regulation by business: Every firm insists to have a strong consumer base
which means that more and still move people should buy their products. This
is possible only when the consumer carefully satisfied with the products of
the firm.

b)

Business Associations: Business associations prepare a code of conduct
for businessmen.

c)

Consumer Awareness : Consumer should protect himself

d)

Consumer organizations: these organizations can force business firms to
avoid malpractices and exploitation of consumers.

e)

Government: Interests of the consumers are protected by the government by
enacting various legislations. Consumer protection Act 1986 is an important
legislation by
the government to provide protection to the affect a
consumer.

Explain the redressal machinery under the consumer protection

Act,1986. Ans.

The redressal machinery under the consumer

protection Act,1986a)

b)

District forum: According to consumer protection Act state government can
set up one or more district forum in each district.
1)

District forum hears disputes involving a sum upto Rs.20Lacs.

2)

It can file appeal against it with the state commission within 30days.

State commission:
1)

State commission redresses grievances involving a sum exceeds Rs. 20
lacs and up to Rs. 1crore.

2)

It can file an appeal before the national commission within 30days.

c)

National commission:
1)

It is appointed by the Central Government

2)

It has the jurisdiction to hear complaints involving a sum exceeding
Rs.1crore.

3)

It can file an appeal with the Supreme Court within 30 days

KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA SANGATHAN
Sample paper - 1 (solved)

Time allowed: 3 hours

Maximum Marks:80

General instructions:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

All questions are compulsory.
Question numbers 1 to 12 are multiple choice type questions carrying 1 mark
each, right option has to be chosen.
Question numbers 13 to 20 are very short answer questions carrying 1 mark each,
to be answered in one sentence.
Question numbers 21 to 25 are short answer questions carrying 3 marks each. , to
be answered in about 75 words.
Question numbers 26 to 28 are also short answer questions carrying 4 marks
each, to be answered in about 150 words.
Question numbers 29 to 31 are long answer questions carrying 5 marks each, to
be answered not exceeding 150 words each.
Question numbers 32 to 34 are also long answer questions carrying 6 marks each,
to be answered not exceeding 200 words each.
Attempt all parts of a question together.
Section A

1. Management is:
a) An activity b) A Process c)A Tradition d) A Myth

(1)

Ans: b) A Process.
2. The directing process does not include one of the following:
a) Leadership b) Planning c) Motivation d)Communication
Ans: b) Planning

(1)

3. In which year ‘The Consumer Protection Act’ was introduced?
a) 1982
b)1986
c)1988
d)2000

(1)

Ans: b)1986
4. Principles of management can be applied to:
a)
Big organization
b) Small organization
c)
Government organization
Ans: d) All Organisations

(1)

d)All organizations

5. Which of the following is the first step in the staffing process?
a) Orientation b) Development c)Manpower planning d)Recruitment

(1)

Ans: c) Manpower planning

6. Function of management that ensures the activities in an organization are performed
as per plans.
a) Planning b) Directing c) Organizing d) Controlling
(1)
Ans: d) Controlling
7. Treasury bills are basically:
a) An instrument to borrow short-term funds
b) An instrument to borrow long term funds
c) An instrument of capital market
d) An instrument of Secondary Market

(1)

Ans: a) An instrument to borrow short-term funds
8. The adjustments to the changing environment relate to one of the following
characteristics of planning:
a) Precision b) Universality
c) Forecasting
d)Flexibility

(1)

Ans: d) Flexibility
9. On which concept is the approach of wealth maximization based?
a) Cash flow
b) Social Responsibility
c) Present value of wealth
d) Profitability

(1)

Ans: c) Present value of wealth
10. Jewellery is an example of ______________.
a) Convenience Product
b) Durable product

(1)

c) Shopping Product
d) Non-durable Product
Ans: b)Durable Product
11. Centralization refers to:
(1)
a) Retention of decision making authority
b) Dispersal of decision making authority
c) Creating divisions as profit centers
d) Opening new centers or branches
Ans: a)Retention of decision making authority
12. ____________ refers to the withdrawal of currency from circulation which is done to
ambush black market currency and unaccounted money.
(1)
a) Devaluation
b) Decentralization
c) Denomination
d) Demonetization
Ans: d) Demonetization

13. “Successful organizations do not achieve their goals by chance but by following a
deliberate process.”
Identify the process highlighted here.
(1)
Ans. Process highlighted in the statement is ‘Management’
14. Distinguish between Delegation and Decentralization on the basis of freedom of
action.
(1)
Ans.
Basis

Delegation

Decentralisation

Freedom of Action

More control by superiors

Less control over

hence less freedom to

executives hence

take own decisions

greater freedom
of action.

15. Distinguish between Authority and Responsibility on the basis of Origin.
Ans:
Basis

Authority

Responsibility

Origin

Arises from

Arises from

formal position

delegated authority

16. Name the on-the-job method of training that is used to give training to plumbers.
Ans. Apprenticeship programmes can be used to give training to the plumbers.
17.
Mohit purchased a smart phone for Rs.30,000 from a mobile phone
seller on his verbal commitment that the smart phone will be replaced in case of
any defect, within a span of six months. The phone started creating technical
issues in spite of proper maintenance and upkeep of the phone. The seller denied
taking any action on the complaint made by Mohit. Name the redressal agency
under the Consumer protection Act where Mohit can file his complaint.
(1)
Ans. No, Mohit cannot file a complaint against the seller in the consumer court
as he does not have cash-memo. He had purchased mobile on the verbal commitment
only.
18. ‘The size of assets, the profitability and competitiveness are affected by one of
the financial decisions.’ State the decision involved with reference to the given
statement.
(1)
Ans: Capital budgeting decision involves allocation of funds to different projects
or assets with long term implications.
19. In an organization, employees always feel that they are under enormous
unnecessary stress, as the manager does not provide any information about future
plans but simply instructs them what to do. He also does not listen to any of the
suggestions given by the subordinates. Identify the type of leadership style
followed by the manager in the above situation.
(1)
Ans: Autocratic style of leadership is being followed by the manager in the given
situation.
20. Mr. Mohan , Financial manager of Excel Ltd., has prepared the annual statement of
Proposed expenditure to be presented in the Annual General Meeting. Identify the
type of plan formulated by the financial manager.
(1)
Ans: Budget is the type of plan formulated by the financial manager.
Section-B
21. State any three points of importance of directing function of management.
(3)
OR
State any three measures to overcome the communication barriers.

Ans: Importance of directing: (Any three Importance)
i)
Directing helps to initiate action in the organization towards attainment of
desired objectives. Directing integrates employees’ efforts in the organization
in such a way that every individual effort contributes to the organizational
performance.
ii)
Directing guides employees to fully realize their potential and capabilities by
motivating and effective leadership.
iii)
Directing facilitates introduction of needed changes in the organization.
iv)
Effective directing helps to bring stability in the organization.
OR
Measures to overcome communication barriers:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)

Clarify the ideas before communication.
Communicate according to the needs of the receiver
Consult others before communicating.
Be aware of the languages, tone and content of messages.
Convey things of help and value to listeners.
Ensure proper feedback.
Communicate for present as well as future.
Follow up communication
ix)
Be a good listener (Any three)

22.
Sanjay decided to start a desert cooler manufacturing business. He sets the
target of earning 20% profit on sales in the first year. He was very much concerned
about the future prospects of the business, which were uncertain. For this, he gathered
information from the potential market and analysed that the demand for wall mounted
coolers is increasing day by day. He used this information as the base for future
planning. On the basis of the gathered information, he called a meeting in
the following week to find new methods to achieve the objective.
a) Identify the function of management involved in the above case.
b) Enumerate the next two steps, which have been followed by Rahul that are related
to the process of one of the functions of management.
(3)
Ans: a) Planning
b) (i) Identifying alternative courses of action.
(ii) Evaluating alternative courses of action.
23. “ The overall objective of SEBI is to protect the interest of investors and to
promote the development of, and regulate the securities market.” In light of
the given statement, state any three objectives of SEBI.
(3)
Ans: Objectives of SEBI (any three)
1. To regulate stock exchanges and the securities industry to promote their orderly functioning.
2. To protect the rights and interests of investors, particularly individual investors and to guide
and educate them.
3. To prevent trading malpractices and achieve a balance between self regulation by the
securities industry and its statutory regulation.

4. To regulate and develop a code of conduct and fair practices by intermediaries like
brokers, merchant bankers etc., with a view to making them competitive and professional

24. ‘Delegation is not a process of abdication.’ Comment.

(3)

Ans: The given statement is true as delegation helps a manager to extend his area of

operation as without it his activities would be restricted to only what he himself can do.
However,
delegation does not mean abdication; the manager shall still be accountable for the assigned
task.
25. Mr. Rishi is into transport business. His buses are hired by schools for transportation
of students.
He is willing to expand and diversify his business to inter-state transportation
purposes.
Enumerate any six factors that will affect the fixed capital requirements.
(3)
Ans :Factors affecting fixed capital requirements are: (any Six)
i) Scale of operations
ii) Financing alternatives
iii) Growth prospects
iv) Nature of business
v) Diversification
vi) Level of collaboration
vii) Technology Up gradation
viii) Financing alternatives.
Section-C
26. The Government of India has recently come up with an amendment to section
6 of the payment of Wages Act 1936, to allow employers of certain industries
to make payment through various electronics modes of payments. The
amendment will be applicable to all the public sector undertakings for
wages disbursement using e-payment options. This is another milestone in the
direction to further push to cashless economy. Identify and explain any two
dimensions of business environment which relate to the above mentioned
case.
(4)
Ans: The various dimensions of business environment which relate to the above

mentioned case are stated below:
a) Political Environment: Political environment includes political conditions
such as general stability and peace in the country and specific attitudes that
elected government representatives hold towards business.
b) Legal Environment: Legal environment includes various legislations passed
by the Government administrative orders issued by government authorities,
court judgments as well as decisions rendered by various commissions and
agencies at every level of the government centre, state or local. It is imperative
for the management of every enterprise to obey the law of the land.

c) Technological Environment includes forces relating to scientific
improvements and innovations which provide new ways of producing goods
and services and new methods and techniques of operating a business (any two)
27. State any four differences between Primary market and Secondary market.
OR
Differentiate between Capital Market and Money Market on the basis of:
a) Liquidity
b) Duration
c) Expected Return d) Safety
(4)
Ans:
Primary Markets

Secondary Markets

There is sale of securities by
new companies or further
(new issues of securities by existing
companies to investors).
Securities are sold by the
company to the investor directly
(or through an intermediary)
The flow of funds is from
savers to investors,
i.e., the primary market
directly promotes capital formation
Only buying of securities
takes place in the primary market,
securities cannot be sold there.
Prices are determined and
decided by
the management of the company
There is no fixed geographical location.

There is trading of existing shares only

Ownership of existing securities is
exchanged between investors
Enhances encashability
(liquidity ) of shares
i.e., the secondary market
indirectly promotes capital formation.
Both the buying and
the selling of securities
can take place on the stock exchange.
Prices are determined by forces
of demand and supply.
Located at specified places.

OR
Basis

Capital market

Money Market

Liquidity

Capital market securities are considered
liquid but less liquid than money
market securities

Money market securities

Duration

enjoy higher degree of liquidity

Capital market deals

Money market deals with

with medium and

short term securities.

long term securities
Expected

The investment in

The investment in

return

capital market yield

money market yield less

higher return due to

return due to short duration

longer duration
Safety

Capital market
securities are riskier than

mMoney market securities are comparatively safer than
capital market securities

money market instruments
28.
Siji paul buys a packet of dry cake from a cake shop without asking for the
bill. The pack does not bear any information other than the name of the shop. After
reaching home she finds the cake to be stale.
a) Identify the consumer right that has been violated.
b) State any three responsibilities that a consumer must keep in mind while
purchasing any good.
(4)
Ans: a) Right to information
b) Consumer responsibilities (any two)
i) Be aware about various goods and services available in the market so that an intelligent
and wise choice can be made
ii) Buy only standardized goods as they provide quality assurance. Thus , look for ISI
mark on electrical goods, FPO mark on food products, Hallmark on Jewelery etc.,
iii) Learn about the risks associated with products and services, follow manufacturer’s
instructions and use the products safely.
iv) Read labels carefully so as to have information about prices, net weight, manufacturing and
expiry dates, etc.,

v) Assert yourself to ensure that you get a fair deal
vi) Be honest in your dealings. Choose only from legal goods and services
and discourage unscrupulous practices like Black-marketing, hoarding etc.,

vii) Ask for a cash memo on purchase of goods or services. This would
serve as a proof of the purchase made.

Section – D
29. State any five functions performed by the manager who is working at the middle level
management.
OR
State any five characteristics of Coordination.
Ans: Following are the functions performed by the Middle level Manager:
a) Interpret the policies framed by top management
b) Ensure that their department has the necessary personnel
c) Assign necessary duties and responsibilities to them.
d) Motivate them to achieve desired objectives.
e) Cooperate with other departments for smooth functioning of the organization
OR
Characteristics of Coordination:
i) Co-ordination unifies unrelated or diverse interests into purposeful work
activity.
ii)
The purpose of coordination is to secure unity of action in the
realization of a common purpose. It acts being a binding force between

v)
vi)

departments and ensures that all action is aimed at achieving the goals of the
organization.
iii)
Coordination is not a one-time function but a continuous process. It
begins at the planning stage and continues till controlling.
iv)
Coordination is required at all levels of management due to the
interdependent nature of activities of various departments. It integrates the
efforts of different departments and different levels.
Coordination is the responsibility of all managers at the top, middle and lower
level.
Coordination is the deliberate function of management. (any five)

30.
Trimax Ltd., is engaged in manufacturing high end luxury pens. The target
production is 900 units daily. The Company had been successfully attaining this target
until three months ago. Over the last few months, it has been observed that daily
production varies between 800 – 850 units.
i)
Identify the function of management, has been highlighted in the above
context .
ii)
Discuss the first four steps involved in the process of the function identified
above.
(5)
Ans: i) Controlling
ii)Following are the first four steps involved in the controlling process:
a) Setting performance standards: Standards are criteria against which actual
performance would be measured.
b) Measurement of Actual performance: performance should be measured in an
objective and reliable manner. There are several techniques for measurement of
performance.
c) Comparing Actual Performance with Standards: This step involves comparison of
actual performance
with the standard. Such comparison will reveal the deviation between actual and
desired results.
d) Analysing deviation: Some deviation is expected in all activities. It is
therefore, important to determine the acceptable range of deviations. Also
deviations in key areas of business need to be attended more urgently as compared
to deviations in certain insignificant areas.
31.
Sharanya Sunil joined as the human resource director of Saraswati Vidyalaya,
a senior secondary educational institute. She observed that the school had an
experienced medical team on its payroll. They regularly offered useful suggestions
which were neither appreciated nor rewarded by the school authorities. Instead the
school outsourced the task of maintenance of health records of the students and
paid them a good compensation for their services. Because of this, the existing
medical team felt disheartened and stopped giving useful suggestions.

a) Identify the communication barrier discussed above
b) State the category of this communication barrier.
c) Explain any other three communication barriers of the same category.
(5)
Ans. a) The communication barrier discussed above paragraph is lack of proper
incentives.
b) It is a personal barrier.
c) Other communication barriers of the same category are:
i) Fear of challenge of Authority
ii) Lack of confidence of superior on his subordinates
iii) Unwillingness to communicate.
OR
Naren Ltd., is a large and credit – worthy company manufacturing automobiles for
the Indian market. It now wants to cater to the other market and decided to invest in
new machines. For this, it requires long-term finance. It decides to raise funds by
issuing equity shares. The issue of equity shares involves huge floatation cost. To
meet the expenses of floatation cost the company decides to tap the
money market.
a. Name and discuss the money market instrument the company can use for the
above purpose.
b. What is the duration for which the company can get funds through this
instrument?
c. State any other purpose for which this instrument can be used.
d. Name any other Money Market instrument.
(5)
Ans: a. Commercial paper – it is a short term unsecured promissory note, negotiable
and transferable by endorsement and delivery with a fixed maturity period.
b. 15 days to one year
c. It is used to provide short term funds for seasonal and working capital needs of
business.
d. Certificate of deposit or any other money market instrument.
Section-E
32. Differentiate between functional structure and divisional structure.
OR
Distinguish between Formal organization and Informal organization.
(6)
Ans:
Basis

Functional Structure

Divisional structure

Formation

Formation is

Formation is based

based on functions

on product lines

supported by functions
Specialisation

Functional specialisation

Product specialization

Responsibility

Difficult, as each

Easy to fix responsibility for performance.

functional manager has to
report to the top
managment
Managerial Development

Difficult, as each

Easier, autonomy as well as

functional manager

chance to perform multiple

has to be report to

functions helps in managerial
development

the top management.
Cost

Coordination

Functions are not

Duplication of resources

duplicated hence

in various departments,

economical

hence costly.

Difficult for a

Easy, because all

multiproduct company

functions related to
particular product are
integrated in one.

OR
Basis

Meaning

Origin
Authority

Formal Organisation

Informal Organisation

Structure of authority
relationship

Network of social
relationships arising

created by the

out of interaction

management

among employees.

Arises as a result of

Arises as a

company rules

result of social

and policies

interaction.

Arises by virtue of

Arises out of

position in

personal qualities

management
Behavior
Flow
communication

It is directed by rules

There is no set
behavior pattern

Communication takes place

Flow of communication is not through

through the

a planned route.

scalar chain

It can take place in

any direction.
Nature

Rigid

Flexible
Leaders may or may not be

Leadership

Managers are leaders

managers.
They are chosen

by the group (Any Six)
33.
A public transport corporation has hired 2000 buses for the different
routes for the passengers of metropolitan city. In order to fill vacancies, it
advertised in the newspaper and number of applicants applied for the same. The
company has to now undertake the process of selection to identify and select the
best. Explain the first six steps involved in the process.
(6)
Ans: Following are the steps involved in the selection process:
i)
Preliminary Screening: Preliminary screening helps the manager
eliminate unqualified or unfit job seekers based on the information supplied
in the application forms. Preliminary interviews help reject misfit for
reasons , which did not appear in the application forms.
ii)
Selection Tests: An employment test is a mechanism (either a paper
and pencil test or an exercise) that attempts to measure certain
characteristics of individuals. These characteristics range from aptitudes,
such as manual dexterity, to intelligence to personality.
iii)
Employment Interview: Interview is a formal, in-depth conversation
conducted to evaluate the applicant’s suitability for the job. The role of the
interviewer is to seek information and that of the interviewee is to provide
the same. Though , in present times, the interviewee also seeks information
from interviewer.
iv)
Reference and background checks: Many employers request names,
addresses and telephone numbers of references for the purpose of verifying
information and gaining additional information on an applicant.
v)
Selection decision: The final decision has to be made from among
the candidates who pass the tests, interviews and reference checks. The
views of the concerned manager will be generally considered in the final
selection because it is he/she who is responsible for the
performance of the new employee.
vi)
Medical Examination: After the selection decision and before the
job offer is made, the candidate is required to undergo a medical fitness
test. The job offer is given to the candidate being declared fit after the
medical examination.
34.
Luvit Ltd., was engaged in the business of making handmade chocolates.
Lately, the business was expanding due to good quality and reasonable prices. As
the demand was increasing, Luvit Ltd., decided to explore due to good quality and
reasonable prices. As the demand was increasing, Luvit Ltd decided to explore

bakery products as well. In order to make bakery products the company directed
its workforce to work overtime but this resulted in multiple problems. Due to
increased pressure the efficiency declined and the workers had to take orders from
more than one superior. Workers were overburdened and their health was also
affected.
Gradually the quality of the products begins to decline and market share also went
down. The company realized that they had implemented changes without waiting
for the required infrastructure.
Identify and explain the principles / techniques of Taylor/Fayol referred to in the
above para.
(6)
Ans:
i)
Unity of Command: According to Fayol there should be one boss for
every individual employee. If an employee gets orders from two superiors at
the same time the principle of unity of command is violated. The principle of
unity of command states that each participant in a formal organization should
receive orders from and be responsible to only one superior. Fayol gave a lot
of importance to this principle.
ii)
Fatigue Study: A person is bound to feel tired physically and mentally
if she/he does not rest while working. The rest intervals will help one to regain
stamina and work again with the same capacity. This will result in increased
productivity. Fatigue study seeks to determine the amount and frequency of
rest intervals in completing a task.
OR
Explain in brief techniques of scientific management.
Ans: F.W.Taylor developed the following techniques of scientific
management or mechanisms to put scientific management into practice:
i)
Functional
Foremanship:
Taylor
suggested
that
specialization should be introduced at the supervisory level. It states
that the task of supervision is divided into several specialized
functions and each function is entrusted to a specialist foreman. The
techniques of functional foremanship is an extension of the
principle of division of work or specialization but it violates the
principle of unity of command.
ii)
Standardization and simplification of work: Standardization of
work refers to the process of setting standards for every business
activity, e.g., standardization of process, raw material, time, product
etc., Simplification of work aims at eliminating unnecessary diversity
of products. It results in saving of cost of labour, machines and tools.
iii)
Work study: Work Study is a systematic objective and critical
examination of all factors relating to work so as to maximize
efficiency. It includes the following techniques:

a) Method study: Method study refers to finding out one of best ways
of doing a particular job.
b) Motion Study: The objective of motion study is to identify
wasteful or unnecessary motion and eliminate them to determine
the best way of doing a particular job.
c) Time study: The Objective of time study is to determine the
number of workers to be employed, frame suitable incentive
schemes and determine labour costs.
d) Fatigue study: It seeks to determine the amount and frequency
of rest intervals required in completing a task.
iv) Differential piece wage system: This technique is the strongest motivation
for the workers to reach standard performance because in this
technique incentive is directly linked with productivity.
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Section A

S.No

1

QUESTIONS

A purchase manager of a company has to purchase 500 tonnes of raw material. Apart
from the other suppliers in the market, his son also supplies that raw material. The
manager purchases the raw material from the firm of his son at a rate higher than the
market rate, which principle of management has been violated by this situation?

MARKS

1

(a) Unity of command (b) Unity of direction (c) Subordinating personal interest to
general interest (d)Equity
Ans: c)Subordinating personal interest to general interest
2

The violation of which principle of management results in ‘disorderly flow of
information’?
(a) Scalar Chain (b) Unity of Command (c) Authority and Responsibility (d) Stability
of employees
Ans: a)Scalar Chain

1

3

Reducing the role of Public Sector and increasing the role of Private Sector fall
sunder
.

1

(a) Liberalisation (b) Privatisation (c) Liberalisation and Privatisation (d)
Globalisation
Ans: b) Privatisation

4

Under which environmental effect, IBM and Coca-Cola had to leave India?
(a) Political

(b) Social

(c) Economic

(d) Technical

1

Ans: a) Political
5

“In case the debts are not paid within a month interest at a definite rate will be
levied.” To what element of planning does this saying pointout?

1

(a) Policy (b) Rule (c) Procedure (d) Budget
Ans:b)Rule
6

1

Where lies the need of organisation?
(a) In business organization

(b) In non-business organisation

(c) In both (a) and (b)

(d) No where

Ans: (c) In both (a) and (b)
7

1

Centralization refers to
(a) Retention of decision making authority (b) Dispersal of decision making authority
(c) Creating divisions as profit centers

(d) Opening new centers orbranches

Ans: a)Retention of decision making authority
8

1

Span of management refers to
(a) Number of managers

(b) Length of term for which a manager is appointed

(c) Number of subordinates under a superior
in top management superior

(d) Number of members

Ans: c)Number of subordinates under a superior
9

is helpful in finding out a competent employee.
(a) Planning

(b) Staffing

1

(c) Both the above

(d) Organisation

Ans: b)Staffing
10

Recruitment process starts with

.

(a) Strike

(b) Lockout

(c) Demand of employees

(d) Invitation to interested people

1

Ans: d) Invitation to interested people
11

is included in Internal Source of Recruitment.
(a) Promotion

(b)Transfer

(c) Both (a) and (b)

(d) None of these

1

Ans: c) Both (a) and (b)
12

What type of the process selection is?
(a) Positive

(b) Negative

(c) Qualitative

(d) Quantitative

1

Ans: b) Negative
13

According to which principle of management, all similar activities for the fulfilment of
one object must be kept under one authority.

1

Ans . Centralisation According to which principle of management, all similar activities for
the fulfilment of one object must be kept under one authority.
14

State an example of Monetary Motivation.

1

Ans: Bonus
15

‘Controlling in the absence of planning is blind’ what does this statement indicate in
respect of both?

1

Ans : Both are essential
16

When does the measuring of actual performance become meaningful?

Ans: When the standards have been set.

1

17

1

What is meant by MBE?

Management by Exception

18

State any two factors affecting Fixed Capital Requirement.

1

Ans: Nature of Business and Scale of Business
19

Which investment decisions are difficult to be changed?

1

Ans: Fixed Capital Decision

20

Money market deals in

1

securities.

Ans: Short Term

Section _B

21

Explain the next three steps in the process of controlling after setting up of target
(standard).
Ans:
i.
ii.
iii.

Measuring of performance
Comparing performance against standard
Analyzing deviations
OR

Control is backward looking and planning is forward looking. Explain.
Ans: Control means a review of performance fixed in planning process whereas,
planning means, deciding future course of action.
22

Pankaj a shoe manufacturer for school students decided to use indirect channel of
distribution
to sell his product. Briefly explain the different forms of indirect channel available for
him.

Ans: i) One level Channel
ii) Two level Channel

3

iii) Three level Channel
23

List different types of Leadership style
Ans: Autocratic style, Democratic Style and Free Rein Style

24

What is meant by non-monetary incentives? Explain any two types of non-monetary
incentives which contribute to the performance of employees.
Ans: Incentives which cannot be calculated in terms of money are known as NonMonetary incentives.
Types of Non-Monetary Incentives:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

25

Status
Organizational climate
Career advancement
Job enrichment
Employees recognition
Job security
Employees participation/Employees empowerment

ABC company is facing a lot of problems these days . it manufactures electric goods like
washing machines, refrigerators and air conditioners etc. the company’s margins are
under pressure and the profits and market share are declining. The production
department blames marketing for not meeting sales targets and marketing blames
production department for producing goods, which are not of good quality meeting
customer’s expectations. The finance department blames both production and
marketing for declining return on investment and bad marketing.
What quality of management do you think the company is lacking ? State any two
points of essence of it.
Ans: Coordination
Importance of co-ordination:

26.

i.

Growth in size of the organization

ii.

Functional differentiation

iii.

Specialization

Financial market plays an important role in the allocation of scare resources in and

economy by performing many important functions. Explain any four such functions.
Ans:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Mobilization of savings and channelizing them into more productive use
Facilitates Price discovery
Provides Liquidity to financial assets
Reduces the cost of transactions

27. Management function cannot be carried out efficiently due to barriers of
communication. Explain
any four organizational barrier of communication in the light of this statement.
Ans: Organizational barriers of communication: - 1) Organizational policy 2) Rules and
regulations 3) Status difference 4) Complex organization. 5) Organizational facilities
28.

During Boom period, Sohan Industries (Water cooler industries) decided to reduce the
rest interval of workers from 45 minuetes to just 10 minutes. However due to heavy
work load and reduction in time of rest interval, efficiency of workers went down and it
led to fall in production level, instead of rising.
Which technique of scientific management should be followed by Sohan Industries?
Also state the technique.
ii.
What should be done by the company to make the technique effective?
Ans: Fatigue Study. It refers to determining the amount and frequency of rest-intervals
required to revitalize an employee while performing the job.
To make this technique, the co should determine the amount and frequency of rest
intervals not randomly, workers should be observed by noting down the time.

OR

Name and explain the principle of management being violated in the following cases :i) Sachin receives order from the planning incharge as well as the production incharge.
Mr. Rohit, the HR manager, grants one of his assistant 15 days paid leave but rejected
the leave application of other assistant who was appearing in an exam.
Ans: Principle of management violated
1) Unity of command 2) Principle of Equity (Explanation to be given)

Section-D

29.

What is meant by recruitment? Explain any five external sources of recruitment of
employees.

Ans: Recruitment: - Recruitment means inducing or attracting more and more
candidates to apply for vacant job positions in the organization.
External sources of recruitment
1) Direct recruitment 2) Casual callers 3) Media advertising
4) Employment exchange 5) Placement agencies 6) Campus recruitment
7) Recommendations from present employees 8) Labour contractor
9) Factory gate

30.

Sudhir Gupta and Jagat Gupta have decided to start a business of stationery. They
have identified the following main activities which they have to perform:a) Purchase of raw material b) Purchase of machinery c) Production of stationery d)
Arrangement of finance

e) Sale of stationery

f) Selection of employees

g) Identifying the areas where they can sell their product.

In order to facilitate the work they create four managerial positions to look after
1.Production 2. Finance 3.Marketing 4.Personnel

Identify the function of management Sudhir Gupta and Jagat Gupta performed in the
above given statement.
(A) Explain the steps followed in the process of this function of management.

Ans. Function of management:-Organizing.
Organizing process

(1) Identification and division of work.
(2) Grouping the jobs and departmentalization.
(3) Assignment of duties.
(4) Establishing reporting relationship.

OR
An auto company, C Ltd is facing a problem of declining market share due to increased
competition from other new and existing players in the market. Its competitors are
introducing lower priced models for mass consumers who are price sensitive. For
quality conscious consumers, the company is introducing new models with added
features and new technological advancements.
Questions.
i.

Prepare a model business plan for C Ltd meet the existing challenge. You need
not to be very specific about quantitative parameters. You may specify which
type of plan you are preparing.
ii.

Identifying the limitations of such plan.

iii.

How will you seek to remove these limitations?

Ans: Strategy as a type of plan made by C Ltd.
The various steps of planning prepared by the Co are
a. Set-up its objectives
b. The Co can cut down its prices without compromising the quality
c. Use sales promotion tools

Limitations of such plan- a costly process, time consuming process, may not work in
dynamic environment.
For overcome the limitations the following measures can be taken:
I can keep a strict watch on time limit.
II Properly monitor the environment.
3 You are a mobile manufacturer and you have introduced a new brand of mobile in the
1

market.
What are the factors those you consider while determining the price of your product?
Ans: Following factors should be kept in mind while determining the price of mobile :1) Pricing objective. 2) Product cost. 3) Extent of competition in the market.
4) Customer demand and utility 5) Government and legal regulations
6) Marketing method used.
OR
Explain any five factors affecting Working Capital Requirement.

Ans: Five factors affecting requirement of working capital are as follows :1) Length of operating cycle 2) Nature of business 3) Scale of operation
4) Business cycle fluctuations 5) Seasonal factors 6) Technology and production cycle
7) Credit allowed 8) Credit availed 9) Operating efficiency
10) Availability of raw material
11) Level of competition 12) Inflation 13) Growth prospectus
(Any Five to be explained)

Section E

Explain any five points which highlight the importance of controlling function of
management.

Ans: Importance of controlling :1. Helps in achieving organizational goal. 2. Judging accuracy of standard. 3. Making
efficient use of resources. 4. Improving employees' motivation. 5. Ensures order and

discipline. 6. Facilitates coordination in action. 7. Controlling helps in improving the
performance of the employees. 8. Controlling helps in minimizing the errors.
OR
Explain any three financial and any three non-financial incentives used to motivate
employees of a company?
Ans: Explanation of financial incentive

(3 Marks)

a. Pay and allowances
b. Bonus
c. Profit Sharing
d. Co partnership/ stock option
e. Retirement benefits
f. Productivity linked wage incentives
g. Perquisites
Explanation of non-financial incentive

(3 Marks)

a. Status
b. Organizational climate
c. Career advancement opportunity
d. Job enrichment
e. Employee recognition programmes
f. Job security
g. Employee participation
h. Employee empowerment
Explain the redressal mechanism available to consumers under the Consumer
Protection Act, 1986.
Mr. Kabir is a finance manager of XYZ Ltd. The directors have asked Mr. Kabir to
determine the amount of working capital requirement for the company. Explain any
six factors those should be considered while determining the working capital
requirement for the company.
Ans: Three-tier redressal mechanism are:
i.
ii.
iii.

District forum
State commission
National commission
OR

6

The director of a company want to modernize its plant and machinery by making a
public issue of shares. They wish to approach stock exchange, while the finance
manager prefers to approach a consultant for the new public issue of shares.
Advise the directors whether to approach stock exchange or a consultant for new
public issue of shares and why? Also advise about the different method swhich the
company may adopt for the new public issue of shares.
a. Ans: It is advised the director to approach a consultant for new issue of

shares as it is not possible through stock exchange. In stock exchange
buying and selling of previously issued securities is done.
b. New public issue of shares is the activity of the primary market. So, the
director should approach the consultant.
c. Different methods for new public issue of shares are: offer through
prospectus, offer for sale, private placement, right issue, e-IPO

Metlapp Networks and Technologies Ltd. is a leader in technology innovation in the
United States, creating products and solutions for connecting the world. It has,, a
large research and development team which invented the first smart watch, named
as W-7. The watch besides showing the time, also monitors few health parameters
like heart beat, blood pressure etc. While in search of markets abroad, the company
found that in India, the reform process was underway with the aim of accelerating the
pace of economic growth. The company decided to take advantage of simplified
export procedure and removal of quantitative as well as tariff restrictions in India. It
set up its office in Jamnagar with a view to capture the Indian market. In a short span
of time, the company emerged as a market leader. Success of the company attracted
many other players to enter the market. Competition resulted in reduction in prices,
thereby benefiting the customers.

1. In the above paragraph, two major concepts related to government policy

have been discussed. Identify and explain these concepts.
2. Also, explain briefly any three impacts of these concepts on Indian business
and industry.
Ans: Liberalisation and globalisation

Increasing competition, More demanding customers, Rapidly changing technological
environment
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Section A
1.Management is :
(A) An Activity

(B) A Process

(C) A Tradition

(D) A Myth

Ans. (B) A Process

1

2.The directing process does not include one of the following :
(A) Leadership

(B) Planning

Ans. (B) Planning

(C) Motivation

(D) Communication

`

1

3.In Which year ‘The Consumer Protection Act’ was introduced?
(A) 1982

(B) 1986

Ans. (B) 1986

(C) 1988

(D) None of the above

1

4.Principles of management can be applied to :
(A) Big organisation

(B) Small organisation

(C) Government organisation

(D) All organisations

Ans. (D) All organisations

1

5.Which of the following is the first step in the staffing process?
(A) Orientation

(B) Development

(C) Manpower planning

(D) Recruitment

Ans. (C) Manpower planning

1

6.Function of management that ensures the activities in an organization are performed
as per plans.
(A) Planning

(B) Directing

(C) Organising

(D) Controlling

Ans. (D) Controlling

1

7.Treasury bills are basically :
(A) an instrument to borrow short-term funds (B) an instrument to borrow long-term funds
(C) an instrument of Capital market

(D) none of the above

Ans. (A) an instrument to borrow short-term funds

1

8.The adjustment to the changing environment relate to one of the following
characteristics of planning :
(A) Precision

(B) universality

(C) forecasting

Ans. (D) flexibility

(D) flexibility
`

1

9.On which concept is the approach of wealth maximisation based?
(A) Cash Flow

(B) Social Responsibility

(C) Present value of wealth

(D) Profitability

Ans. (C) Present value of wealth

1

10.Which of the following best indicates the importance of understanding business
environment?
(A) Identification of opportunities

(B) Coping with rapid changes

(C) Improvement in performance

(D) All of these

Ans. (D) All of these

1

11.“Retention of more authority helps in managerial development.” This statement
is related with:
(A) Centralisation

(B) Delegation

(C) Decentralisation

(D) All of above

Ans. (C) Decentralisation

1

12.Jewellery is an example of _____________.
(A) Convenience Product

(B) Durable Product

(C) Shopping Product

(D) Non-durable Product

Ans. (B) Durable Product

1

13.“Planning promotes innovative ideas.” How?
Ans. Planning promotes innovative ideas as it encourages new ideas that can take shape of
concrete plans.
1

14.‘Wealth-maximisation’ is the primary objective of financial management. Explain.
Ans. Wealth-maximisation is concerned with the procurement of funds and is reflected in
the market value of the firms shares.
1

15.You have an advertising agency. A manufacturer of consumer products like Soap, Tooth
paste has come to you to help him in the promotion his products. Convince him how
advertising can assist in giving boost to his sales.
Ans. Advertising helps in creating awareness about the product in consumers. It helps in
persuasion and provides information. Leads to market Expansion.
1

16.What does pyramid form of level of management suggest?
Ans. It indicates that as the management level increases up, the total number of personal
found at each level decreases.
1

17. State how ‘Staffing ‘ improves job satisfaction and morale of employees.
Ans. Staffing deals with the placement of right people at right job and provides training,
development promotions etc to its employees.
1
18.Your mother purchased a washing machine for Rs.10,000 from an authorized dealer
of the manufacturer with an oral guarantee that the machine will be replaced with the
new one if any of its parts become defective within three month from the date of
purchase. The motor of the machine was burnt within 15 days of its purchase. On
complaining, the seller refused to replace the machine. Name the redressal agency
under the Consumer Protection Act where your mother can file the complaint.
Ans. Consumer Forums.

1

19.Pratibha Ltd. Decides to advertise to its products on radio and newspapers.
What type of plan it is?
Ans. Objective.

1

20. Is planning and controlling inversely related?
Ans. No, Planning and controlling are interrelated and dependent on each other.

1

Section B

21. Distinguish between Delegation and Decentralisation on the basis of the following:
a. Purpose,

b. Scope, c. Status

and

d. Nature

Ans:
Basis
Scope

Purpose

Delegation
Limited as superior
delegates powers to
subordinates on individual
basis
Important in all concerns
whether big or small

Decentralization
Decision making is shared by the
subordinates

Becomes more important in large
concern

3

Status
Nature

It is a process followed to
share tasks
Routine function

It is the result of the policy decision of
the top management
Important decision of an enterprise

22. Give the meaning of Business Environment. Explain any three features of Business
Environment.
3
Ans: Business Environment is the sum total of all external and internal factors, that
influence a business.
Features:
a.
b.
c.

Totality of external forces
Complexity
Uncertainty

23. Anil, a consumer purchased medicines without noticing the date of expiry. He also did
not obtain the cash memo. Do you think he will be able to protect himself by the loss
caused due to expired medicine? Give reasons to support your answer.
3
Ans: Anil will not be able to protect himself by the loss caused due to expired medicine
because he did not fulfil his responsibility on following ground:

i) He did not go through the packing specifications mentioned on the label of the packet
ii) He did not obtain the cash memo from the seller.
24. These days the development of a country is also judged by its system of transferring
finance from the sector where it is in surplus to the sector, where it is needed the most to
give strength to the economy, SEBI is undertaking measures to develop the capital market.
In addition to this there is another market, in which in secured and short term debt
instruments are actively traded every day. These markets together help the savers and
investors in directing the available funds into their most productive investment
opportunity.
3
i. Name the function being performed by the market in the above case
ii. Name the market segment other than the capital market segment in which in secured
and short
term debt instruments are traded. Also give any one difference between the two.
Ans: i. Allocative function
ii.

Money Market

iii.
Maturity period of capital market is more than one year and Money market securities
is for
one year.
25. Ayush Agro Foods Ltd., is a famous multinational company. Mr. Venugopal is the
Finance Manager. He is making efforts to increase the market value of capital invested by
the equity shareholders. He already knows it can be possible only when price of the shares
increases and price of the shares increases only if financing, investment and dividend
decisions are taken optimally. He did the same and achieved success.
Which objective of financial management has been referred to here? Explain.

3

Ans: When business managers try to maximize the wealth of their firm, they are actually
trying to increase the company’s stock price, as the stock price increases, the value of the
firm increases along with the shareholders wealth.
OR
What is meant by financial management? Explain three decisions involved in Financial
Management.
Ans: Financial Management is concerned with optimal procurement of funds as well as the
usage of the finance.
Decisions involved in financial management:
Financing decision
Investment decision
Dividend decision

Section C

26. State any four points of importance of staffing function of Management
4
Ans:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Effective use of technology and other resources
Optimum utilization of human resources
Building higher morale
Motivation of human rights (With explanation)
OR

Explain any two methods of “On the job training”

a. Job rotation
b. Apprenticeship

(with explanation)

27. Explain any four factors which affect the fixation of the price of a product.
4
Ans:
a.

Demand for the product

b.

Degree of competition in the market

c.

Government regulations

d.

Marketing methods used

e.

Objectives of pricing. (with explanation)

28. Vishal asked for a bottle of Mineral water from a shopkeeper. The MRP printed on the
bottle was Rs.12 only, whereas the shopkeeper was charging Rs.35/-. In spite of many
arguments the shopkeeper was not ready to sell the bottle for less than Rs.35/-. Vishal was
in need of it and had no option except to buy it.
As an aware consumer, name and explain the right which Vishal can exercise.

4

Ans: As an aware customer Vishal can exercise his right to be heard
The consumer has the right to file a complaint and to be heard in case of
dissatisfaction with the goods or services. It is because of this reason that many
enlightened business firms have set up their own consumer services and grievance
cells. Many consumer organizations are also working towards this direction and
helping consumers in Redressal of their grievances.

Section D
29. The Process of Organising involves a series of steps in order to achieve the
desired goals.
Explain these steps involved in organizing.

Ans: Steps involved in the process of organizing:
a) Identification and division of work
b) Grouping the jobs and departmentalization

5

c) Assignment of duties
d) Delegation of authority
e) Coordinating activities
f) Establishing reporting relationships (With explanation)
30. A company is manufacturing soft toys, it wants to increase its profits. Christmas
season is
approaching, so it hopes for increase in sales. The Company has three choices:
a) It makes a deal with Disney Ltd and manufactures its merchandise
b) It uses low quality raw material and sells the soft toys
c) It focuses on developing good quality soft toys and increases advertising

The company decides to choose option b)
a. Identify the function of Management involved.
b. Mention the steps involved in the process by quoting the lines from the question
c. To complete the process of the function identified in (a), what are the next two
steps
that the company needs to undertake?
5
Ans: a. Planning
a. Identifying alternative courses of action & Evaluating alternative courses
and selecting an alternative

b.

Implementing the plan and follow up action
OR
Explain any four steps of Planning process.
Ans: Steps in the process of Planning:

a.
b.
c.
d.

Setting up of objectives
Planning premises
Identifying alternative courses of action
Evaluating alternative courses of action

31. Controlling provides direction to all activities and effort for achieving organizational
goals. Which point of importance of controlling is referred here? Discuss it briefly
5
Ans: Controlling ensures that all the activities in an organization are performed as per
plans.

Importance of controlling can be highlighted by the following points
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

It helps in achieving the organizational goals
It helps in judging the accuracy of standards
It facilitates efficient use of resources
It provides direction to all activities and thus it facilitates coordination
OR

Explain the term Controlling. Clarify the importance of controlling by taking any four
points.
Ans: Controlling is the important function of Management, it helps to check the errors and
take the corrective action. It is necessary to ensure that the desired results are achieved
Importance of Controlling:
a.
Accomplishing Organizational goals
b.
Judging the accuracy of standards
c.
Making efficient use of resources
d.
Improving employee motivation (with explanation)
Section E
32. What is SEBI? Explain its functions.

6

Ans: Securities exchange board of India is set up to protect the interest of the investors and
to develop and to regulate the securities market

Functions of SEBI
i.
Regulatory functions
ii.
Protective functions and
iii.
Development functions (with listing and explanation)
33. “Co-ordination is the essence of management” explain this statement.
Ans: “Co-ordination is the essence of Management”:
a.
b.
c.

Reconciliation of goals
Total Accomplishment
Economy and efficiency
d.
Good personal relations (With Explanation)OR

Explain in brief techniques of scientific management.
Ans: F.W.Taylor developed the following techniques of scientific management
i.

Functional foremanship

ii.
iii.
iv.

Standardization and simplification of work
Work study –method study, motion study, time study and fatigue study
Differential piece wage system (With explanation)

34. Madhavi Ltd., believes that the members of an organization should have a drive to work
towards fulfilment of common organizational goals. Team work and integration of efforts
of all employees is expected, as every employee and every department depends on each
other for information and resources to complete their task.
a.
Identify the function of Management, discussed in the above case study
b.
State any three features of the function identified above in the case study
c.
Identify and explain the characteristic of management, which is reflected in the case
study.
6
Ans:
Directing function of management
a.
Features of directing:
i. Directing initiates action
ii. Directing takes place at every level of management
iii. Directing is a continuous process
iv. Directing flows from top to bottom
b.
The characteristic of management, which is reflected in the case is ‘Management is a
group
activity’
OR
Explain semantic barriers of communication.
Ans: Semantic barriers to effective communication:
Badly expressed message
Technical Jargaon
Faulty translations
Words with different meaning
Unclarified assumptions
Body language and gesture. ( With explanation)
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Section A
1. What is meant by the term branding?
a. Suitable name of the product
b. Protection of the product
c. Enhancing sale of product
d. Size of the market.
2. A form
of communication
directions is called
a. Lateral
b. Vertical
c. Grapevine
d. Horizontal

in which information
communication.

(1)

flows

in all
(1)

3. “This Act provides for a three-tier machinery for the protection of a
consumer.” Identify the Act referred in the above statement and name
the three levels of the consumer protection machinery under the Act?
a. District forum, State commission, National commission
b. State commission, National commission, Unioncommission
c. National level, Union level
d. State level, Union level

(1)

4.
Who of the following can file a complaint in the consumer court? (Choose the
correct alternative)
(1)
a. Consumer
b. Central and state government
c. Registered consumer association
d. All of the above
5.
All trade in securities must be settled within
trade date.
(Fill in the blank by choosing the correct alternative)
a.3
b.5

days of the
(1)

c.2
d.10
6.
Capital structure is optimal when the ratio of debtand
is such
that
the value of
increases.(Fill in the blank by choosing the correct alternative)
(1)
a. Equity, debt
b. Equity, equity share
c. Retained earnings, debt
d. Retained earnings, equity share
7.
ABC Ltd. is ready to take a financial risk but does not want to dilute control
management? Which of the following sources of finance should it opt for?
a. Debt
b. Equity finance
c. Preference share capital
d. None of the above
(1)
8. Which of the following financial instruments is not traded in the
capital market? (Choose the correct alternative)
a. Bonds
b. Equity
c. Debentures
d. Commercial paper

(1)

9. Capital market provides funds for:
a. Short period
b. Short and medium term period
c. Medium and long term period
d. Long term period
(1)
10. Which of the following is related with social environment:
a. Composition of families
b. Consumer protection Act
c. Business Law
d. Privatisation
(1)
11. Which of the following is an example of objectives:
a. Increase in sales of Garments
b. Providing employment to 100 people
c. Increase Sales above 2000 crore
d. Seminar for improvement in Communication System
(1)
12. A complaint can be made to a State Commission when the value of the goods or
services in question along with the compensation claimeda. Exceeds Rs.20 lakhs
b. Does not exceed 20 lakhs
c. Exceeds one crore
d. Exceeds Rs.20 lakhs but does not exceed Rs.1 crore
(1)

of its

13. Dharmik after completing his graduation started working with a multinational
company in Delhi. But due to ill health of his parents he had to go back to his
village. There he noticed that the villagers were literate but ignorant about
their rights. Many vegetable vendors were using stones as weights to sell their
vegetables. Some shopkeepers were selling food items without having ‘FPO
Mark’. Villagers did not find anything wrong with these practices. So to create
awareness among villagers Dharmik decided to publish a weekly Journal’Jan
Jagriti’. State the ‘Right’ which Dharmik has exercised by doing so.
14. Philip Kotler has defined it as ‘a social process by which individual groups
obtain what they need and want through creating offerings and freely exchanging
products and services of value with others’. Name the process mentioned here.
(1)
15. Which function of marketing seeks to protect against both unavoidable delays
in delivery and to meet out contingencies?
(1)
16. What does pyramid form of level of management suggest? (1)
17. “Garima Ltd., A manufacturer of Car engines achieves a breakthrough by
developing a car engine which runs on water. This development is effectively
communicated by the Company to its dealers and prospective customers.
Because of this breakthrough, the image of the company has gone up. The
company has also set up a department that advices its top management to
adopt such programmes which will add to its public image. Name and state the
term that is used for this activity.
(1)
18.

Manish is a shoe manufacturer for school students. He decided to maximize
his profits by producing and distributing at large scale and reducing the
average cost of production. Identify the philosophy adopted by Manish.
(1)
19. Mega runs a factory wherein she manufactures shoes. The business has been
doing well and she intends to expand by diversifying into leather bags as well
as western formal wear thereby making her company a complete provider of
corporate wear. This will enable her to market her business unit as the one
stop for working women. Which type of structure would you recommend for
her expanded organization and why?
(1)
20. Which function of management fill the jobs created by organizing function.
(1)
Section – B

21. Arokya Ltd., assured their employees that in spite of recession no workers will be
retrenched from the job. Name and explain the type of incentive offered to the
employees.
(3)
22. Three years ago Mr.Vishal started ‘Sunshine Ltd’ with only 10 employees. At
that point of time when the enterprise was very small, he could not pay the
required salaries to his employees but he promised to pay them in future. In the
last few years, the company has made good profits but Mr.Vishal has not
increased the salaries as promised by him.
(a) Identify and explain the principle of management violated by Mr.Vishal.
(b) Also list any one value being ignored by Mr.Vishal.
(3)
OR
Santhosh is the production manager of Persistent Ltd., He has decided to
study various movements of workers while performing a particular task so
that unnecessary movements are eliminated. Identify and state the
technique of scientific management highlighted here.
(3)
23. Define planning. Explain third and fourth step of Planning process.
(3)
24. Seven Seas Food Ltd., is launching ‘Yummy’ instant noodles as a part of its
strategy to expand its brand which was of soups and ready to cook range in India.
The market survey was done to analyse the available opportunities and threats as
well as strengths and weakness of the company. The goods were manufactured,
packaged, branded, priced and promoted. It was soon realized that in spite of the
best efforts put in by the company, it lost its customers to its competitors as
majority of the customers found the product unavailable in the shops which
forced them to purchase the alternate brand available there.
(a) Where did the company fail? Identify and state that point.
(b) State any two important decisions taken under this point.
(3)
25. State any three points of importance of management.
(3)
Section -C
26. Chanchal Ltd., manufactures herbal beauty products. The company has a
centralized management which helped the company to enjoy an eminent
position in the market. With the growth of business, the company witnessed
increasing competition due to entry of new firms in the market. The market
share of the company started declining and the management witnessed that
delay in decision making is the root cause for it. To rectify the mistake, the

management decided to share decision-making authority with all the levels.
Identify the concept that management is thinking about and explain any three
points of its importance.
(4)
27. Explain any four functions of Stock exchange.
(4)
OR
State the second , third, ninth and last step involved in the screen-based trading
for buying and selling of securities in the secondary market.

28. Explain the following factors which affect the choice of capital structure of a
company:
(a) Cash flow position
(b) Tax rate.
(4)

Section – D

29. Newly appointed CEO of “Gupta Enterprises Ltd”, emphasizes the following
things in her opening speech while addressing the employees, she
(a) Requests the employees to maintain punctuality.
(b) Offers fair pay and reward to the employees.
(c) Calls for the avoidance of discrimination.
(d) Requests to give prior importance to organization interest and must go
ahead with the spirit of oneness. Identify the principles of management
referred here. Who is the propounder of these principles?
(5)
30. Giridhar , a manager, wants to make training of employees to be easier. He wants
that his employees should focus on a limited range of skills only. Further, he
wants to maximize efficiency by avoiding duplication of efforts. By quoting the
lines, which type of organization structure would you recommend for his
organization? Give any four reasons in support of your answer.
(5)
OR
What do you understand by the term ‘Organizing’? Explain in brief the steps in
the process of Organizing.
31. Digital solutions is renowned name in the IT field offering different kinds of
software and hardware solutions to its clients.
The company has always attracted and nurtured capable managers and
technicians. This is because by fostering free communication within the

company it encourages people who have the courage and skills to topple old
ideas, and who believe in change passionately enough to make it happen.
Moreover, the managers in the company are not expected to be status conscious
and therefore they allow their subordinates to express their feelings freely.
(a) Identify the types of communication barriers the company has been able to
overcome through its initiatives.
(b) State the category to which the communication barriers as identified in (a)
above belong.

(c) List any two values that the company wishes to communicate to the
society.
(5)
OR
State the measures to improve effective communication.
Section-E
32. What is meant by ‘Financial planning’? Explain any five points which highlight
its importance.
(6)
33. ‘The right people can help take a business to the top, the wrong people can break
the business’. Name and state the function of Management which is being
referred in this statement. Also explain any four points of its importance.
OR
Explain the process of Recruitment with the help of example.
34. ITC started its business as Imperial Tobacco Company in 1910 but was
christened as ITC Limited in 1974. Since then , it has diversified its business into
Hotel industry, FMCG, stationery etc., Quality, timely availability and customer
satisfaction have always been the motto of the company. The company has
attained high name and fame in the market. Thus, it helps the customers in
product identification, builds up their confidence, and increases their level of
satisfaction.
(a) Identify the element of marketing mix referred above.
(b) Identify and state the concept of the above identified elements, which
assures quality and helps in product identification.
(c) Explain any three advantages of the concept identified in (b) above for the
marketers.
(6)
OR

Explain any four factors which affect the determination of the price of a product.
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Section A
1. A truly global economy implies a boundary less world where there is –
a. Free flow of goods and services across nations
b. Free flow of capital across nations
c. Free movement of people across borders
d. No movement of people across borders
(1)
2. An efficient control system helps to
a. Accomplishes organizational objectives
b. Boosts employee morale
c. Judges accuracy of standards
d. All the above
(1)
3. Total number of stock exchanges in India are:

a.
b.
c.
d.

20
23
22
24

(1)

4. Which of the following is not an effective source of recruitment for a middle

level managerial position:
a. Company website
b. Campus interview
c. Head hunters
d. Newspapers

(1)

5. Which of the following function is not performed by top level management?

a. Determining policies
b. Interpreting policies
c. Determining objectives
d. Determining activities
(1)
6. The description of a product’s quality, features, style, brand name and
packaging identifies the _____________:
a. Actual product
b. Augmented product
c. Core product
d. Tangible product
(1)
7. Which of the following acts provides for the setting up of a three tier judicial
machinery?
a. The trade marks Act 1999
b. The sales of goods Act 1930
c. The Consumer Protection Act 1986
d. Essential commodities act 1955
(1)
8. Financial planning arrives at:

a. Minimizing the external borrowing by resorting to equity shares
b. Ensuring that the firm always have synthetically more funds than required,
so that there is no paucity of funds
c. Ensuring the firm faces neither a shortage nor a glut of unusable funds
d. Doing only what is possible with the funds, that the firm has at its disposal
(1)
9. Why need arises to make changes in Principles of Management?
a. Changes in assets
b. Changes in capital
c. Changes in technology
d. Changes in Managers
(1)

10. From the option given below, controlling helps which two factors to maintain

balance?
a. Capital and drawings
b. Efforts and results
c. Production and Sales
d. Income and Expenses
11. Planning creates rigidity, this statement shows the –
a. Importance of planning
b. Planning process
c. Limitation of planning
d. Characteristics of planning
12. Organizing process involves :
a. Grouping of identical work
b. Division of work
c. Assigning work to appropriate person
d. All of these

(1)

(1)

(1)

13. Identify the type of plan in the following case:

Goodwill Ltd., has “No Smoking” written on all its factory walls
(1)
company presently employing 10000
people desires to expand its business in manufacturing, trading etc., It wants to
become a global company. To achieve its objectives, it has started shifting
from a centralized to decentralized management system. Identify the
Management function being performed by the company to become a
decentralized company.
(1)
15. Anitha Limited does not have any debt in its capital structure but Kajal Ltd.,
has debt at 15% in its capital structure. Rate of return of both the company is
20% Which company enjoys the benefits of trading on equity and why?
(1)
16. List the features of Controlling.
(1)
17. The principles of Management are different from those of pure sciences. State
any one difference.
(1)
18. Which function of marketing requires gathering and analysis of marketing
information?
(1)
19. Sonu purchased a medicine from Alpha Medical store for his wife, who had
stomach pain. But even after giving the medicine, wife’s condition did not
improve and she had to be admitted to a nearby hospital for treatment. Doctors
on examination found that the medicines given to Sonu’s wife were spurious.
Sonu complained about this to Alpha Medical Store. As a result Alpha
Medical Decided to file a complaint against the Manufacturer in the Consumer
14. An Indian Information Technology

court. Can Alpha Medical store lodge the complaint? Give reason.
(1)
20. A manager is responsible to solve conflicts regarding Authority and
Responsibility amongst employees and create fruitful environment to work as
a unit. Identify the function of Management.
(1)
Section -B
21. Explain the aspects of Political Environment.
(3)
22. Explain the functions of Middle level Management in an organization .
(3)
OR
Explain in brief any three functions of Top level Management in an
organization.
23. Planning is looking ahead and Controlling is looking back- Comment.
(3)
24. Explain the protective functions of SEBI.
(3)
25. What do you understand by branding. Explain any two qualities of a good
brand name.
(3)
Section - C
26. State any four benefits of training to the employees.
OR
Explain the various steps in the process of Selection.
(4)
27. Explain any four ways and means of Consumer Protection available in India
(4)
28. Samyuktha Sen a manufacturer redesigned he existing soup making machine
into a small and portable machine. For selling the machine she entered into an
agreement with her uncle, who agreed to finance the Project with a fifty
percent share in the profits.To launch the machine, they decided to start with
direct channels of distribution. They named the venture as ‘Cup-a-Soup.’ In
the first year, their main objective was profit maximization. They appointed 30
trained salesmen for distribution of the machines across the country. They
offered incentives and awards to salesmen for achieving their sales targets.
a. Identify the marketing philosophy used by Cup-a-Soup
b. List out the other Marketing Philosophies.
(4)
Section- D
29. Explain any five limitations of Planning function of Management.
(5)
30. State any five steps involved in the process of communication.
OR
Mr.Salauddin CEO of New Castle enterprises one of the world's most
successful companies. His success stories have been well documented. He

chooses highly motivated and capable managers, who can perform their tasks
creatively and adequately without his help. He allows the group members to
work on their own task and resolve issues themselves. He intervenes but only
when needed to correct a unfavorable situation. He does not use power unless
it is absolutely essential. He even allows mistakes to happen for his people to
learn from them. He supports them and supplies them the required information
to complete the assigned task.
a. Identify the leadership style adapted by Mr.Salauddin.
b. With the help of diagram, explain the other two leadership styles, based on
the use of authority.
(5)
31. Roasted Coffee corporation is a Coffee House chain operating in Seven states
of India. Through its effective organizational structure, it has grown despite
the pressure from the competitors in the National market. The company has a
purchase and production department. Supply chain management and logistics
departments, brand management department and sales department. This
structure has facilitated operational efficiency, as employees became specialist
within their own realm of expertise. They could be imparted specialized
training as the focus was on limited range of skills.
Identify the organizational structure of Roasted Coffee Corporation. Also state
the four advantages of this structure other than those discussed in the above
paragraph.
OR
Differentiate between formal organisation and informal organisation on any
five basis.

Section-E
32. In an environment of raising petroleum prices and a large middle class

population in India, KV motors Ltd., recognized the need for small cars in
India. It created a product far superior than their competitors not only in terms
of quality but also in terms of overall driving experience. It soon became the
leader in the small car market.
As the India Government was encouraging for investment, MNC’s having a
big name in car manufacturing entered the Indian Market.
KV Motors further expanded its service network and quality creating a entry
barrier for the competitors.
It depicted its strength through various brand building activities. As a result,
the market share of KV Motors is refusing to go down , In spite of all major
auto makers as its competitors.

a. Identify the economic reforms, highlighted in the above case
b. Quoting the lines, explain the points on importance of business
environment, being highlighted in the above case.
(6)
33. What is meant Financial Management? Explain any four factors affecting
Dividend decision.
OR
Explain the importance of Financial Planning.
(6)
34. Explain the various steps in the process of controlling.

OR
What do you understand by Controlling? Specify any four points, which
highlights the importance of Controlling.
(6)
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SECTI
ON A

1. According to the functional foremanship technique, there would be a

under
the production in-charge who would supervise the quality of work done.
(Choose the correct alternative and fill in the blank)
(1)
a. Inspector
b. Workman
c. Gang boss
d. Disciplinarian

2. “This Act defines the various relief alternatives in case the goods or
services purchased by a consumer are not as per implied condition so
warranties”. Which of the following Acts passed by the Government of India
is being referred in the above statement?
(Choose the correct alternative)
(1)

a.
b.
c.
d.

The Contract Act, 1982
The Competition Act, 2002
The Sale of Goods Act ,1930
The Essential Commodities Act, 1955

3. Organising stimulates creativity among managers and allows manager store duce
their work load by assigning routine jobs to their subordinates. Which importance of
organizing is stated here?
(1)

a. Expansion and growth
b. Development of personnel
c. Effective Administration
d. Consider the following information
4. ‘This function

of management involves setting standards of
performance and
accordingly comparing the present performance with the set standards. ’Which of the
following functions of management is being described in the given statement?

(1)
a) Planning
b) Directing
c) Organising
d) Controlling
5. _________ refers to the withdrawal of currency from circulation which is done to
ambush black market currency and unaccounted money.
(1)
a. Devaluation
b. Decentralisation
c. Denomination
d. Demonetization

6. What is meant by organisation structure?

(1)

a. Working relationship
b. Adaption to change
c. Resistant to change
d. Fulfill social need
7. In case an aggrieved party is not satisfied with the judgment of the National
Commission, an appeal can be filed in the
.(1)
(Choose the correct alternative and fill in the blank)

a.
b.
c.
d.

State court
District court
Supreme court
None of the above

8. Which of the following statements is not true with regard to planning?
(1)

a.
b.
c.
d.
9.
(1)

Planning is done for an infinite time.
Planning is done by manager sat all levels.
Planning is concerned with setting objectives.
Planning defines the course of action to be followed.
What

is

the

basic

objective

of

financial

management

a.
b.
c.
d.

Maximise the wealth of share holders.
Developing a sound capital structure.
Easier evaluation of actual performance
Help to prepare for future.

10. The process of selection starts with ____
(1)
a. Test
b. Screening
a. Personal interview
b. Background checks

11. What is meant by the term capital structure?
a.
b.
c.
d.

(1)
Ratio of Debt and Equity
Ratio of Debt and Fund
Ratio of interest and equity
Ratio of Debt and assets

12. Which of the following alternatives is correct with regard to the given
statements?
(1)
Statement1:Controlling identifies the deviation from pre-defined standards.
Statement 2: An effort must be made to control everything in the organization
a. Only Statement 1is correct.
b. Only Statement 2 is correct.
c. Both statements are correct.
d. Both statements are incorrect.

13. Hindustan Unilever Company offers a wide range of cosmetics products and
keeps introducing new variety of cosmetic range. Which characteristic of
management is highlighted by the statement? (1)
14. What is meant by organizing?
(1)
15. Sagar Ltd., and Shenoy Ltd., have debt @ 10% and 15% respectively in their
capital structure. If they earn 12 % return on capital employed, which company
will enjoy the benefit of trading equity? Give reasons.
(1)
16. What is meant by ‘Consumer Protection’?
(1)
17. ‘Stopping Increment’ is an example of which category of motivation.
(1)
18. Define ‘Compensation’.
(1)
19. Which function of management deals with human element of management?
(1)

20. Sanjana bought a refrigerator in January 2010 with a warranty period of two
years. In April, 2011 she noticed some defect and asked the company to rectify
it. The company did not listen to the complaint. Now in March, 2013 she is
thinking to approach the District for Redressal. Can the forum accept her
complaint?
(1)

SECTION B

21. What is meant by planning? Why does planning precede all other functions of
management? Is planning required at all levels of management? Explain.
[3]

22. AB Ltd. opened a new division in the organization which deals with women’s
apparel. For this it as identified and estimated the requirements of human resource. It
now plans to hire competent and skilled personnel for the same.[3]
a) Identify the function of management reflected in the question
b) State two points highlighting the importance of the function identified above.

23.

Explain the any three principles of directing.
(OR)
State any 3 differences between a manager and a leader.

24. PK Ltd. wants funds for opening a new factory. It finalised two sources for the
same. First it identified a group of investors to which it sold its securities. Second, it
offered its existing share holders new shares which would be a proportion of the
shares already held by them. Identify the methods of floatation reflected in the
above example.
[3]

25. Kalpana Ltd. manufactures laptops, mobile phones and tablets. Which type of
organisational structure should be adopted bythem? Write three advantaged of
the identified structure.
[3]
SECTION C

26. Explain the characteristics of management(Any4)
[4]

27. The business environment is constantly changing. It can be observed that
increased awareness of health care has increased the demand for many health
products and services such as Diet Coke, fat-free cooking oil and health resorts.
There are also continuous changes in fashion and tastes of consumers
and technological improvements. Identify and explain the features of business
environment given in above paragraph. Also, quote the lines from the paragraph.
(4)

28. Explain the importance of consumer protection from the point of view of

[3]

a business (Any2points)

[4]

(OR)
Explain in detail any two rights of a consumer
SECT
ION D

29. “Although planning is essential for an organization, it is not always possible for it to
adhere to the plans and the planning may fail. ”In light of the above statement, explain
any two limitations of planning
[5]
(OR)
Explain any two features of planning in detail.

30. Shreya works as an accountant in AI Ltd. Although her salary is at par
with industry standards, she feels that her designation is not according toher
knowledge and work experience.
a. Identify the incentive which would be best suitable in the given situation.
Explain four other such incentives.
(OR)
Explain the importance of motivation in an organisation.

31.

Explain the importance of controlling

[5]

[5]

(5)

SECTION E
32. Who coined the term scientific management? Explain any two principles as
given by him?
[6]
(OR)
Xavier Ltd. is planning to launch a new product. Now, it has to decide the price
of the product. Identify the factors which it must consider for determining the
price of the product.

33. What is financial planning? What are its objectives? State any three points
high lighting the importance of financial planning.
[6]

34. According to the governing rules for food items, it is mandatory

to
specify the ingredients and contents of the product on the package of the
product.
a. Identify the aspect of product reflected in the above question.
b. What are the functions per formed by the aspect identified above?
(OR)
Explain the role of marketing in a firm and in the economy.

[6]
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gm_mÝ` {ZX}e :
(i)

Bg àíZ-nÌ _| nm±M IÊS> h¢ : A, ~, g, X VWm ` &

(ii)

IÊS> A _| 1 A§H$ dmbo àíZ 1 go 8 VH$ h¢ & {OZH$m CÎma EH$ eãX AWdm EH$ dmŠ` _| hmo &

(iii)

IÊS> ~ _| 3 A§H$ dmbo àíZ 9 go 13 VH$ h¢ & {OZH$m CÎma 50 – 75 eãXm§o _| hmo &

(iv)

IÊS> g _| 4 A§H$ dmbo àíZ 14 go 19 VH$ h¢ & {OZH$m CÎma bJ^J 120 eãXm§o _| hmo &

(v)

IÊS> X _| 5 A§H$ dmbo àíZ 20 go 22 VH$ h¢ & {OZH$m CÎma bJ^J 150 eãXm§o _| hmo &

(vi)

IÊS> ` _| 6 A§H$ dmbo àíZ 23 go 25 VH$ h¢ & {OZH$m CÎma bJ^J 200 eãXm§o _| hmo &

(vii)

àíZ-nÌ _| H$moB© g_J«-M`Z-{dH$ën CnbãY Zht h¡, VWm{n EH$ A§H$ dmbo 3 n«íZm| _§o, VrZ
A§H$ dmbo 2 n«íZm| _§o, Mma A§H$ dmbo 2 n«íZm| _§o, nm±M A§H$ dmbo 1 n«íZ _§o VWm N>: A§H$
dmbo 1 n«íZ _§o {dH$ën CnbãY h¢ & Eogo àíZm| _|o AmnH$mo Ho$db EH$ {dH$ën H$m hr CÎma
XoZm h¡ &

General Instructions :
(i)

This question paper contains five Sections : A, B, C, D and E.

(ii)

Section A contains questions 1 to 8 carrying one mark each. Answers to
these questions may be given in one word or a sentence.

(iii)

Section B contains questions 9 to 13 carrying three marks each. Answers
to these questions may be given in 50 – 75 words.

(iv)

Section C contains questions 14 to 19 carrying four marks each. Answers
to these questions may be given in about 120 words.

(v)

Section D contains questions 20 to 22 carrying five marks each. Answers
to these questions may be given in about 150 words.

(vi)

Section E contains questions 23 to 25 carrying six marks each. Answers to
these questions may be given in about 200 words.

(vii)

There is no over-all-choice in the question paper, however an internal
choice has been provided in 3 questions of one mark, 2 questions of three
marks, 2 questions of four marks, 1 question of five marks and 1 question
of six marks. You have to attempt only one of the choices in such questions.
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IÊS> A
SECTION A

1.

Xmg "J¡_Q> {b{_Q>oS>' Ho$ à~ÝY {ZXoeH$ h¢ Omo {d{^Þ àH$ma H$m nZra ~Zm ahr h¡ & CgHo$
AYrZ EH$ Hw$eb Q>r_ H$m_ H$a ahr h¡ {Og_| CËnmXZ à~ÝYH$  aOV, {dnUZ
à~ÝYH$  {dZ` VWm {dÎm à~ÝYH$  A{XV h¢ & do Xmg Ûmam ~ZmB© JB© Zr{V`m| H$mo g_PVo
h¢, CZH$m {díbofU H$aVo h¢, Bgo AmídñV H$aVo h¢ {H$ CZHo$ {d^mJ _| Cn`wº$ _mZd e{º$
hmo, CÝh| Amdí`H$ H$m`© Xm{`Ëd gm¢nVo h¢ VWm BpÀN>V CÔoí`m| H$s àm{ßV Ho$ {bE CÝh|
A{^ào[aV H$aVo h¢ &
Cn`w©º$ C{„{IV H$m`m] Ho$ A{V[aº$ EH$ Am¡a H$m`© H$m CëboI H$s{OE {OgH$m {ZînmXZ
Bg Q>r_ Ûmam Cg ñVa na {H$`m Om gH$Vm h¡, {Og na `h H$m`© H$a ahr h¡ &

1

Das is the Managing Director of ‘Gamut Ltd.’, manufacturing different
varieties of cheese. He has an efficient team working under him
consisting of Rajat  the Production manager, Vinay  the Marketing
manager and Adit  the Finance manager. They understand and
interpret the policies made by Das, ensure that their departments have
adequate manpower, assign them the necessary duties and motivate
them to achieve the desired objectives.
State one more function other than those mentioned above, that this
team may perform at the level they are working.
2.

1

"àdmh' Ho$ AmYma na "A{YH$ma' VWm "CÎmaXm{`Ëd' _| AÝVa ñnîQ> H$s{OE &
AWdm

1

"AW©' Ho$ AmYma na "CÎmaXm{`Ëd' VWm "CÎmaXo`Vm' _| AÝVa ñnîQ> H$s{OE &
Differentiate between ‘Authority’ and ‘Responsibility’ on the basis of
‘flow’.
OR
Distinguish between ‘Responsibility’ and ‘Accountability’ on the basis of
‘meaning’.
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3.

"{Z`_' H$m Š`m AW© h¡

?

1

AWdm
1

"g§JR>Z' H$mo n[a^m{fV H$s{OE &
What is meant by ‘Rule’ ?
OR
Define ‘Organising’.
4.

"{ZX}eZ' H$s {H$Ýht Xmo {deofVmAm| H$m CëboI H$s{OE &

1

AWdm
1

"AndmX Ûmam à~ÝY' H$m AW© Xr{OE &
State any two characteristics of ‘Directing’.
OR
Give the meaning of ‘Management by Exception’.

5.

H$_b EH$ bonQ>m°n {Z_m©Ur H$ånZr "gmo{H$`m {b{_Q>oS>' H$s Agoå~br BH$mB© _| Q>mobr Zm`H$
Ho$ ê$n _| H$m`© H$a ahm h¡ & dh Xg à{e{jV H$m_Jmam| H$m n`©dojU H$m`© H$aVm h¡, Omo
bonQ>m°n H$s {d{^Þ àH$ma H$s Agoå~br J{V{d{Y`m| H$m {ZînmXZ H$aVo h¢ & EH$ {XZ O~
dh H$m_Jmam| Ho$ H$m`© H$m n`©dojU H$a ahm Wm, CgZo EH$ H$m_Jma AemoH$ H$mo H$hm {H$
CgHo$ H$m`© _| gwYma bm`m Om gH$Vm h¡ & AemoH$ Zo H$_b H$s {Q>ßnUr H$mo g_Pm {H$
CgH$m H$m`© AÀN>m Zht Wm &
Bg pñW{V _| à^mdr g§àofU H$s ~mYm Ho$ àH$ma H$s nhMmZ H$s{OE &
Kamal is working as a gang boss in the assembly unit of ‘Sokia Ltd.’, a
laptop manufacturing company. He supervises the work of ten trained
workers who perform the various activities related to the assembly of the
laptops. One day when he was supervising the work of his workers, he
told Ashok, a worker that his work could be improved. Ashok interpreted
the comments of Kamal as that his work was not good.
Identify the type of barrier to effective communication in this case.
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6.

`h ~mµOma {dÎmr` n[agån{Îm Ho$ H«$` Ed§ {dH«$` _| IarXZo Am¡a ~oMZo dmbo XmoZm| hr Ho$
g_`, à`mg Ed§ YZ H$mo ~MmVm h¡ Omo CÝh| EH$-Xÿgao H$mo ImoOZo na IM© H$aZm
n‹S>Vm &
1

~mµOma H$m Zm_ Xr{OE VWm `hm± g§X{^©V H$m`© H$s nhMmZ H$s{OE &
This market helps to save time, effort and money that both buyers and
sellers of a financial asset would have to otherwise spend to try and find
each other.
Name the market and identify the function being referred to.
7.

Hw$_ma EH$ H$_ BªYZ Cn`moJ H$aZo dmbr VWm Ý`yZV_ àXÿfU dmbo ZdrZV_ _mZX§S>m| dmbr
H$ma IarXZm MmhVm Wm & CgZo Eogr H$ma àñVm{dV H$aZo dmbm EH$ {dkmnZ XoIm VWm Cg
H$ånZr Ho$ emoê$_ _| J`m Ohm± H$ma àX{e©V H$s JB© Wr & ~mVMrV H$aVo g_` {dnUZ
à~§YH$ Zo ~Vm`m {H$ H$ånZr CYma gw{dYmE±, aIaImd godmE± VWm AÝ` ~hþV-gr à^mdr
godmE± àXmZ H$a ahr h¡ {Oggo ~ma-~ma H«$` H$aZo VWm CËnmX Ho$ ~«mÝS> Ho$ à{V ñdm{_^{º$
(~«m§S> {Zð>m) {dH${gV H$aZo _| AË`{YH$ ghm`Vm {_bVr h¡ &
{dnUZ à~§Y Ho$ Cg H$m`© H$s nhMmZ H$s{OE {OgHo$ {df` _| {dnUZ à~§YH$ Hw$_ma go
MMm© H$a ahm Wm &

1

Kumar wanted to purchase a fuel efficient car having the latest
standards regarding minimisation of pollution. He saw an advertisement
offering such a car and visited the showroom of the company wherein the
car was displayed. In his discussion, the Marketing manager told him
that the company is providing credit facilities, maintenance services and
many other effective services which are helping in bringing repeat sales
and developing brand loyalty.
Identify the marketing function which the Marketing manager was
discussing with Kumar.
8.

"AëQ´>m Q>obr{dO§g {b{_Q>oS>' AnZo 90'' Ho$ Q>r.dr. goQ²>g H$mo 1 _mM©, 2019 go ewê$ H$aHo$
EH$ _mh H$s Ad{Y Ho$ {bE < 15,000 Ho$ {S>ñH$mC§Q> na ~oMZo H$m àñVmd H$a ahr h¡ &
"AëQ´>m Q>obr{dO§g {b{_Q>oS>' Ûmam Cn`moJ H$s JB© {dH«$` àdV©Z J{V{d{Y H$s nhMmZ
H$s{OE &

1

‘Ultra Televisions Ltd.’ is offering its 90'' TV sets at a discount of
< 15,000 for a period of one month starting from 1st March, 2019.
Identify the sales promotion activity used by ‘Ultra Televisions Ltd.’.
66/2/1
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IÊS> ~
SECTION B
9.

3

à~§Y Ho$ {Z`moOZ H$m`© Ho$ _hÎd Ho$ {H$Ýht VrZ {~ÝXþAm| H$mo g_PmBE &
AWdm

3

à~§Y Ho$ {Z`moOZ H$m`© H$s {H$Ýht VrZ gr_mAm| H$mo g_PmBE &
Explain any three points of importance of planning function of
management.
OR
Explain any three limitations of planning function of management.
10.

{ZåZ{b{IV Ho$ AmYma na Am¡nMm[aH$ Ed§ AZm¡nMm[aH$ g§JR>Z _| AÝV^}X H$s{OE
(H$) CX²J_;
(I) A{YH$ma; VWm
(J) ZoV¥Ëd &

:

3

AWdm
{ZåZ{b{IV {~ÝXþAm| Ho$ AmYma na H$m`m©Ë_H$ g§aMZm VWm {d^mJr` g§aMZm _| A§V a
ñnîQ> H$s{OE :
(H$) g_Ýd`;
(I) à~§YH$s` {dH$mg; VWm
(J) bmJV &
Distinguish between Formal and Informal organisation on the basis of
the following :
(a)

Origin;

(b)

Authority; and

(c)

Leadership.
OR

Distinguish between Functional and Divisional structure on the basis of
the following points :
(a)

Coordination;

(b)

Managerial Development; and

(c)

Cost.
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11.

à{ejU H$s {d{Y`m| Ho$ ê$n _| "àH$moîR> à{ejU' VWm "à{ejUmWu H$m`©H«$_' H$mo
g_PmBE &

3

Explain ‘Vestibule Training’ and ‘Apprenticeship Programme’ as methods
of training.
12.

"à{V^y{V ~mµOma _| C{MV àWmAm| VWm AmMma g§{hVm H$mo ~‹T>mdm XoZm' ^maVr` à{V^y {V VWm
{d{Z_` ~moS>© H$m EH$ H$m`© h¡ & Cg dJ© H$m CëboI H$s{OE {Oggo `h H$m`© g§~§{YV h¡
VWm Bg dJ© Ho$ {H$Ýht Xmo AÝ` H$m`m] H$m CëboI H$s{OE &

3

One of the functions of Securities and Exchange Board of India is
‘Promotion of fair practices and code of conduct in securities market’.
State the category to which this function belongs and state any two other
functions of this category.
13.

"Or. _moQ>g©' n[aîH¥$V H«o$Zm| Ho$ {Z_m©Vm h¢ & H$ånZr Ho$ CËnmXZ à~§YH$ Zo _w»` H$m`©H$mar
A{YH$mar Amerf O¡Z H$mo [anmoQ>© Xr {H$ n[aîH¥$V H«o$Zm| Ho$ {Z_m©U _| à`wº$ EH$ _erZ H$mo
~XbZm h¡ Vm{H$ ~mµOma _| à{V`mo{JVm H$m gm_Zm {H$`m Om gHo$ Š`m|{H$ AÝ` à{V`moJr H«o$Z
~ZmZo Ho$ {bE ñdMm{bV _erZm| H$m à`moJ H$a aho h¢ & EH$ {dñV¥V {díbofU Ho$ ~mX
ZdrZV_ VH$ZrH$ Ho$ gmW EH$ ZB© ñdMm{bV _erZ H«$` H$aZo H$m {ZU©` {b`m J`m & `h
^r {ZU©` {b`m J`m {H$ Bg _erZ Ho$ {bE {dÎm XrK©H$mbrZ {dÎmr` òmoVm| go EH${ÌV {H$`m
OmE & Amerf O¡Z Zo ~hþV-gr _erZm| H$s VwbZm H$s Am¡a Cg _erZ _| {Zdoe H$aZo H$m
{ZU©` {b`m Omo {ZdoeH$Îmm©Am| H$mo A{YH$V_ à{V\$b Xo gHo$ &
(H$) Amerf O¡Z Ûmam {bE JE {dÎmr` {ZU©` H$mo nhMm{ZE &
(I) Cn`w©º$ (H$) _| nhMmZo JE {ZU©` H$mo à^m{dV H$aZo dmbo {H$Ýht VrZ H$maH$m| H$mo
g_PmBE &

3

‘G. Motors’ is the manufacturer of sophisticated cranes. The Production
manager of the company, reported to the Chief Executive Officer, Ashish
Jain that one of the machines used in manufacturing sophisticated
cranes had to be replaced to compete in the market, as other competitors
were using automatic machines for manufacturing cranes. After a
detailed analysis, it was decided to purchase a new automatic machine
having the latest technology. It was also decided to finance this machine
through long term sources of finance. Ashish Jain compared various
machines and decided to invest in the machine which would yield the
maximum returns to its investors.
(a)

Identify the financial decision taken by Ashish Jain.

(b)

Explain any three factors affecting the decision identified in (a)
above.
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IÊS> g
SECTION C
14.

ì`mdgm{`H$ n`m©daU H$s {H$Ýht Mma {deofVmAm| H$mo g_PmBE &
AWdm
"{d_wÐrH$aU' H$s {H$Ýht Mma {deofVmAm| H$mo g_PmBE &

4
4

Explain any four features of business environment.
OR
Explain any four features of ‘demonetization’.
15.

df© 2005 _| Hw$Umb Zo EH$ H$n‹S>m H$ånZr Ho$ CËnmXZ {d^mJ _| H$m`©embm (em°n) ñVa na
à~§YH$ Ho$ ê$n _| nX^ma J«hU {H$`m & CgHo$ AÀN>o H$m`© Ho$ H$maU dh df© 2010 _|
H$ånZr H$m Cn-CËnmXZ à~§YH$ ~Z J`m & CgHo$ nmg à{VîR>m Ed§ »`m{V Wr VWm H$ånZr _|
g^r CgH$m gå_mZ H$aVo Wo & 1 _mM©, 2019 H$mo Cgo H$ånZr Ho$ gm_mÝ` à~§YH$ Ho$ nX na
nXmoÞV H$a {X`m J`m & Hw$Umb AnZr nXmoÞ{V na ~hþV Iwe Wm Š`m|{H$ A~ dh dmo ~Z
J`m Wm {OgHo$ dh `mo½` Wm & EH$ AÀN>o à~§YH$ Ho$ ê$n _| Hw$Umb Zo Amdí`H$Vm-H«$_
{gÕm§V H$mo g_PH$a Omo {d{^Þ _mÝ`VmAm| na AmYm[aV h¡, AnZo AYrZñWm| H$mo A{^ào[aV
H$aZo H$m {ZU©` {b`m & CgZo `h AZw^d {H$`m {H$ ì`{º$`m| H$m ì`dhma CZH$s
Amdí`H$VmAm| na {Z^©a H$aVm h¡ Am¡a EH$ à~§YH$ AnZo H$_©Mm[a`m| H$s Amdí`H$VmAm| H$mo
g§VwîQ> H$aHo$ CZHo$ ì`dhma H$mo à^m{dV H$a gH$Vm h¡ &
(H$) Amdí`H$Vm-H«$_ {gÕm§V H$s EH$ _mÝ`Vm H$m CëboI Cn`w©º$ AZwÀN>oX _| {H$`m J`m
h¡ & Bg {gÕm§V H$s AÝ` VrZ _mÝ`VmAm| H$m CëboI H$s{OE &
(I) nXmoÞ{V Ûmam Hw$Umb H$s H$m¡Z-gr Amdí`H$VmE± g§VwîQ> hþBª, CëboI H$s{OE &
Kunal joined as a shop level manager in the Production department of a
textile company in the year 2005. Because of his good work, he became
the Deputy Production Manager of the company in the year 2010. He had
status and prestige and was well-respected by all in the company.
On 1st March, 2019, he was promoted as the General Manager of the
company. Kunal was very happy on his promotion as now he had become
what he was capable of becoming. As a good manager, Kunal decided to
motivate his subordinates, after understanding the Need Hierarchy
theory which is based on various assumptions. He realised that people’s
behaviour is based on their needs and the manager can influence the
behaviour of his employees by satisfying their needs.
(a)
One of the assumptions of Need Hierarchy theory is stated in the
above paragraph. State the other three assumptions of this theory.
(b)
State the needs of Kunal which are being satisfied through
promotion.
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2010

go "\y$S²>g B§{S>`m {b{_Q>oS>' H$ånZr n¡Ho$µÁS> Oyg Ho$ CËnmXZ _| g§b½Z h¡ & Bg Ad{Y
_| ~hþV go à{V`mo{J`m| Zo ~mµOma _| àdoe {H$`m VWm "\y$S²>g B§{S>`m {b{_Q>oS>' H$mo H${R>Z
MwZm¡Vr Xo aho h¢ & Bg MwZm¡Vr H$m gm_Zm H$aZo Ho$ {bE VWm ~mµOma _| {hñgm ~‹T>mZo Ho$ {bE
H$ånZr Zo nwamZr _erZar H$mo < 100 H$amo‹S> H$s AZw_m{ZV bmJV go ZB© _erZar go ~XbZo
H$m {ZU©` {H$`m & Bg {dÎm H$mo EH${ÌV H$aZo Ho$ {bE H$ånZr Zo 9% G$UnÌm| H$mo {ZJ©{_V
H$aZo H$m {ZU©` {b`m & H$ånZr Ho$ {dÎm {d^mJ Zo AZw_mZ bJm`m {H$ BZ 9% G$UnÌm| H$mo
{ZJ©{_V H$aZo H$s AZw_m{ZV bmJV < 10,00,000 hmoJr & H$ånZr Bg âbmoQ>oeZ bmJV H$mo
nyam H$aZm MmhVr h¡ &
(H$) Bg CÔoí` Ho$ {bE H$ånZr Ûmam {ZJ©{_V {H$E OmZo dmbo ànÌ H$mo g_PmBE &
(I) {dÎmr` ~mµOma Ho$ {H$g àH$ma _| Cn`w©º$ (H$) _| g_PmE JE ànÌ H$m boZ-XoZ {H$`m
OmVm h¡ ? `h ^r g_PmBE {H$ Bg ~mµOma _| ànÌ {H$VZo gwa{jV hmoVo h¢ &

4

‘Foods India Ltd.’ is a company engaged in the production of packaged
juice since 2010. Over this period, a large number of competitors have
entered the market and are putting a tough challenge to ‘Foods India
Ltd.’. To face this challenge and to increase its market share, the
company has decided to replace the old machinery with an estimated cost
of < 100 crores. To raise the finance, the company decided to issue 9%
debentures. The Finance department of the company has estimated that
the cost of issuing the 9% debentures will be < 10,00,000. The company
wants to meet its floatation cost.
(a)
Explain the instrument that the company may issue for this
purpose.
(b)
In which type of financial market, is the instrument explained in
(a) above traded ? Also explain how safe the instruments are in
this market.
17.

Cn^moº$m g§ajU A{Y{Z`_, 1986 Ho$ àmdYmZm| Ho$ AZwgma "Cn^moº$m' H$s n[a^mfm Xr{OE &

4

AWdm
Eogr {H$Ýht AmR> amhVm| H$m CëboI H$s{OE Omo Cn^moº$m H$mo CnbãY h¢, `{X AXmbV
{eH$m`V H$s `WmW©Vm go g§VwîQ> hmo &

4

Define a ‘Consumer’ according to the provisions of the Consumer
Protection Act, 1986.
OR
State any eight reliefs available to the consumer, if the court is satisfied
about the genuineness of the complaint.
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18.

EH$ CËnmX Ho$ _yë`-{ZYm©aU H$mo à^m{dV H$aZo dmbo {H$Ýht Mma H$maH$m| H$mo g_PmBE &

4

Explain any four factors which affect the fixation of price of a product.
19.

"ñ_mQ>© ñQ>oeZar {b{_Q>oS>' AnZo ZE àmoOoŠQ> Ho$ {bE < 40,00,000 Ho$ H$mof EH${ÌV H$aZm
MmhVr h¡ & Bg am{e H$mo EH${ÌV H$aZo Ho$ {bE à~ÝYZ G$U VWm g_Vm Ho$ {ZåZ{b{IV
{_l Ho$ ~mao _| gmoM ahm h¡ :
{dH$ën
ny±Or T>m±Mm
g_Vm
G$U

I (<)

II (<)

III (<)

40,00,000

30,00,000

10,00,000

0

10,00,000

30,00,000

AÝ` {ddaU {ZåZ{b{IV h¢ :
G$U na ã`mO Xa
9%
g_Vm A§em| H$m A§{H$V _yë`
< 100 à{V
H$a Xa
30%
ã`mO Ed§ H$a go nyd© Am` (EBIT) < 8,00,000
(H$) VrZm| {dH$ënm| _| go {H$g {dH$ën Ho$ AÝVJ©V H$ånZr g_Vm na ì`mnma H$m bm^
CR>m gH$Vr h¡ ?
(I) Š`m G$U _| d¥{Õ Ho$ gmW à{V A§e AmJ_ _| h_oem d¥{Õ hmoVr h¡ ?
‘Smart Stationery Ltd.’ wants to raise funds of < 40,00,000 for its new
project. The management is considering the following mix of debt and
equity to raise this amount :
Capital
Structure
Equity
Debt

Alternative
II (<)
30,00,000
10,00,000

I (<)
40,00,000
0

III (<)
10,00,000
30,00,000

Other details are as follows :
Interest Rate on Debt
Face Value of Equity Shares

9%
< 100 each

Tax Rate
Earning Before Interest and Tax (EBIT)

30%
< 8,00,000

(a)

Under which of the three alternatives will the company be able to
take advantage of Trading on Equity ?

(b)

Does Earning Per Share always rise with increase in debt ?
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SECTION D
20.

"g_Ýd`' H$s {H$Ýht nm±M {deofVmAm| H$mo g_PmBE &
AWdm

5

"à~§Y' H$s {H$Ýht nm±M {deofVmAm| H$mo g_PmBE &

5

Explain any five characteristics of ‘Co-ordination’.
OR
Explain any five characteristics of ‘Management’.
21.

{dH$mg, "`oboQ> {b{_Q>oS>' H$ånZr H$m _w»` àMmbZ A{YH$mar Wm, Omo ^maVr` ajm godmAm|
H$mo CÞV gm°âQ>do`a gmoë`yeZ àXmZ H$a ahm Wm & do {nN>bo ~mah dfm] go ì`dgm`
g\$bVmnyd©H$ Mbm aho Wo Am¡a AÀN>o bm^ A{O©V H$a aho Wo & bo{H$Z {nN>bo EH$ df© go
CÝhm|Zo `h _hgyg {H$`m {H$ ì`dgm` H$mo ~‹S>o AmXoe {_b aho h¢, {OZH$s ny{V© g_` na H$s
Om ahr h¡, {\$a ^r AmJ_ KQ>Vo Om aho h¢ & {dH$mg BgH$m nVm Zht bJm nm ahm Wm {H$
g_ñ`m H$hm± h¡ & CgZo {H«$`mAm| H$s àJ{V na {ZH$Q> go {ZarjU H$aZm Amaå^ {H$`m Š`m|{H$
dh `h g_P nm ahm Wm {H$ H$ht Hw$N> µJbV h¡ & Bggo nhbo {H$ ì`dgm` H$mo H$moB© ~‹S>m
ZwH$gmZ hmo OmE, dh H$moB© H$m`©dmhr H$aZm MmhVm Wm & {dH$mg Zo EH$ gmB~a gwajm {deofk
H$mo {Z`wº$ {H$`m {OgZo H$ånZr H$s àJ{V na {ZJamZr aIr Am¡a nm`m {H$ H$åß`yQ>a àMmbH$
H$åß`yQ>a _| go Hw$N> à{dpîQ>`m± hQ>m ahm Wm Am¡a AmJ_ H$mo AnZr Oo~ _| S>mb ahm Wm & dh
nH$‹S>m J`m Am¡a Cgo nw{bg Ho$ hdmbo H$a {X`m J`m & Bggo g§JR>Z _| AmXoe Ed§ AZwemgZ
H$m dmVmdaU ~Zm Am¡a H$_©Mm[a`m| Ho$ ~oB©_mZ ì`dhma H$mo H$_ H$aZo _| ghm`Vm {_br &
(H$) Cn`w©º$ AZwÀN>oX _| à~ÝY Ho$ {Og H$m`© na àH$me S>mbm J`m h¡, Cgo nhMm{ZE &
(I) Eogo H$moB© Mma AÝ` VarHo$ ^r ~VmBE {OZgo à~ÝYZ H$m `h H$m`© g§JR>Z H$s
ghm`Vm H$a gH$Vm h¡ &

5

Vikas was the Chief Operating Officer of ‘Yalet Ltd.’, a company
providing advanced software solutions to Indian Defence Services. They
had been carrying on business successfully for the last twelve years and
earning enough profits. But from the last one year, they realised that
though the business is getting big orders which are being fulfilled in
time, even then the revenues kept on decreasing. Vikas was not able to
find out where the problem was. He started keeping a close check on the
progress of activities as he could sense that something was wrong. He
wanted to take some action before any major damage could be done to the
business. Vikas appointed a cyber security expert who monitored the
company’s processes and found out that the computer operator was
deleting the entries from the computers and pocketing the revenues. He
was caught and handed over to the police. This created an atmosphere of
order and discipline in the organisation and helped in minimising
dishonest behaviour on the part of the employees.
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22.

(a)

Identify the function of management highlighted in the above
paragraph.

(b)

Explain any four other ways in which this function of management
may help the organisation.

"nwînm§Obr {b{_Q>oS>' Mm°H$boQ>, {~ñHw$Q>, Ho$H$ VWm Bgr àH$ma Ho$ AÝ` CËnmXm| Ho$ {Z_m©Vm
h¢ & H$ånZr AÀN>o bm^ CËnÞ Zht H$a nm ahr h¡ & H$ånZr Ho$ {dnUZ à~ÝYH$ gm¡a^ Zo,
H$maUm| H$m nVm bJmZo Ho$ {bE EH$ gd}jU {H$`m & gd}jU Ho$ n[aUm_m| go nVm Mbm {H$
CÎm_ JwUdÎmm Ho$ ~mdOyX Cn^moº$m Bg H$ånZr Ho$ CËnmXm| H$mo à{V`mo{J`m| Ho$ CËnmXm| go {^Þ
Zht H$a nm aho Wo & Cn^moº$m "nwînm§Obr {b{_Q>oS>' Ho$ CËnmXm| H$mo CZH$s AÀN>r JwUdÎmm Ho$
H$maU ~ma-~ma IarXZm MmhVo Wo bo{H$Z do ~mµOma _| BgHo$ CËnmXm| H$s nhMmZ Zht H$a nm
aho Wo & BgHo$ H$maU H$ånZr H$s {~H«$s _| d¥{Õ Zht hmo nm ahr Wr, n[aUm_ñdê$n bm^
An`m©ßV Wo & {dnUZ à~ÝYH$, gm¡a^ Zo A~ AZw^d {H$`m {H$ "nwînm§Obr {b{_Q>oS>' CËnmX
go gå~pÝYV ~hþV _hÎdnyU© {ZU©`m| _| EH$ {ZU©` boZm ^yb JB© h¡ &
"nwînm§Obr {b{_Q>oS>' H$m¡Z-gm {ZU©` bo {H$ BgHo$ Cn^moº$m ~mµOma _| BgHo$ CËnmXm| H$s
nhMmZ H$a gH|$ ? `{X Cn`w©º$ {ZU©` bo {b`m OmE, Vmo "nwînm§Obr {b{_Q>oS' d BgHo$
Cn^moº$mAm| H$mo H$m¡Z-H$m¡Z go bm^ {_b|Jo, g_PmBE &
‘Pushpanjali Ltd.’, is manufacturing chocolates, biscuits, cakes and other
similar products. The company is not generating enough profits.
Saurabh, the Marketing manager of the company got a survey conducted
to find out the reasons. The findings of the survey revealed that in spite
of better quality, the customers were not able to distinguish the products
of the company from its competitors. Though the customers wanted to
buy the products of ‘Pushpanjali Ltd.’ again and again because of its good
quality, but they were not able to identify its products in the market.
Because of this, the sales of the company could not pick up resulting in
inadequate profits. Saurabh, the Marketing manager now realised that
‘Pushpanjali Ltd.’ had forgotten to take one of the most important
decisions related to the product.
What decision should ‘Pushpanjali Ltd.’ take so that its customers are
able to identify its products in the market ? Explain the benefits that may
result to ‘Pushpanjali Ltd.’ and its customers if the above decision is
taken.
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SECTION E
23.

d¡km{ZH$ à~ÝY H$s {ZåZ{b{IV VH$ZrH$m| H$mo g_PmBE

:

6

(H$) g_` AÜ``Z;
(I) J{V AÜ``Z; VWm
(J)

H$m`m©Ë_H$ \$moa_¡Z{en &
AWdm

gm_mÝ` n«~§Y Ho$ {ZåZ{b{IV {gÕm§Vm| H$mo g_PmBE :

6

(H$) H$m`© {d^mOZ;
(I) A{YH$ma Ed§ CÎmaXm{`Ëd; VWm
(J)

AZwemgZ &

Explain the following techniques of scientific management :
(a)

Time Study;

(b)

Motion Study; and

(c)

Functional Foremanship.
OR

Explain the following principles of general management :

24.

(a)

Division of Work;

(b)

Authority and Responsibility; and

(c)

Discipline.

df© 2000 _| "B©-gmoë`ye§g {b{_Q>oS>' Zo AnZo àMmbZ Ama§^ {H$E & BgHo$ ñWmnZ Ho$ g_`
H$ånZr Ho$ nmg Ho$db Xg H$_©Mmar VWm Xmo {d^mJ Wo, EH$ CËnmXZ {d^mJ VWm EH$
àemg{ZH$ {d^mJ & {nN>bo Hw$N> dfm] _| H$ånZr Ûmam Amny{V© {H$E JE CËnmXm| VWm àXmZ H$s
JB© godmAm| Zo bmoH${à`Vm àmßV H$s & à~ÝYZ H$mo H$_©Mm[a`m| H$s `mo½`VmAm| _| {dídmg Wm
Am¡a Bg{bE CÝh| H$m`© H$aZo H$s ñdV§ÌVm Xr JB© Wr & à~ÝYZ Zo `h nhMmZm {H$ g§JR>Z _|
{d{^Þ ñVam| na {ZU©` boZo dmbm| H$mo A{YH$ ñdV§ÌVm Xr OmZo H$s Amdí`H$Vm h¡ & CÝhm|Zo
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EH$ Zr{VJV {ZU©` {b`m {H$ Cƒ A{YH$m[a`m| H$m AYrZñWm| na {Z`§ÌU H$_ hmoZm
Mm{hE & Bggo g§JR>Z _| AYrZñWm| H$s ^y{_H$m ~‹T> JB© Am¡a A~ do A{YH$ g§»`m _|, gmW
hr _hÎdnyU© {ZU©`m| H$mo boZo H$s pñW{V _| Wo & BgHo$ n[aUm_ñdê$n Bg ì`dgm` Zo ~hþV go
joÌm| _| {d{dYVm àmßV H$a br & dV©_mZ _| BgH$m àMmbZ nyao Xoe _| hmo ahm h¡ VWm BgH$s
{dXoem| _| gmV emImE± h¢ & BgH$m g§JR>ZmË_H$ T>m±Mm A~ {d^mJr` T>m±Mo _| n[ad{V©V hmo
J`m h¡ Am¡a Xg hOma bmoJ Bg H$ånZr _| H$m_ H$a aho h¢ &
(H$) à~ÝY H$s Cg AdYmaUm H$mo nhMm{ZE {OgH$s ghm`Vm go H$ånZr Zo ~hþV go joÌm|
_| {d{dYVm àmßV H$a br VWm {dXoem| _| BgH$s emImE± Imob bt &
(I) Cn`w©º$ (H$) _| nhMmZr JB© AdYmaUm Ho$ _hÎd Ho$ nm±M {~ÝXþ g_PmBE &
‘E-Solutions Ltd.’ started its operations in the year 2000. At the time of
its inception, the company had only ten employees with two departments,
a Production department and an Administration department. The
products supplied and the services provided by the company started
gaining popularity over the years. The management had faith in the
abilities of the employees and thus they allowed them freedom of action.
The management recognised that the decision-makers at different levels
of the organisation need to be given more autonomy. They took a policy
decision that there will be less control of superiors over subordinates.
This increased the role of the subordinates in the organisation and now
they were in a position to take numerous as well as important decisions.
As a result, its business has diversified into many areas. Presently, it has
its operations throughout the country with seven branches overseas. Its
organisational structure has now changed into divisional structure and
ten thousand people are working with the company.
(a)

Identify the concept of management which helped the company to
diversify into many areas and branches abroad.

(b)

Explain five points of importance of the concept identified in (a)
above.
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25.

"E§Q>aQ>oZ_|Q> B§{S>`m {b{_Q>oS>' H$m {ZJ_Z, Ë`mohmam|, H$m`©H«$_m| VWm Xoe H$s Bgr àH$ma H$s
g_¥Õ gm§ñH¥${VH$ {damgV go g§~§{YV AÝ` J{V{d{Y`m| H$m Am`moOZ H$a bmoJm| H$m _Zmoa§OZ
H$aZo Ho$ CÔoí` go {H$`m J`m h¡ & H$ånZr Ho$ à~§YZ _| H$bm, gm{hË` VWm g§ñH¥${V go
g§~§{YV à{gÕ ì`{º$Ëd h¡ & CÝhm|Zo `h {ZU©` {b`m h¡ {H$ do C^aVo hþE `wdm g§JrVkm|,
H${d`m| VWm H$bmH$mam| H$mo EH$ _§M àXmZ H$a|Jo & H$ånZr Zo AnZr g§JR>ZmË_H$ g§aMZm H$m
{ZYm©aU EH$ O¡gr {H«$`mAm| H$m g_yhZ H$aHo$ {H$`m h¡ & BgHo$ níMmV² {d{^Þ {d^mJm| Ho$
à_wIm| H$s {Z`w{º$ ^r H$a Xr JB© h¡ & {Zem Zo, Omo EH$ {d^mJr` à_wI h¡, {Z`wº$ {H$E OmZo
dmbo ì`{º$`m| H$s g§»`m, àH$ma VWm Amdí`H$ `mo½`Vm H$m {díbofU H$a {b`m h¡ &
H$m`©-{ddaU H$mo {bIZo H$s à{H«$`m _| Omo gyMZm CËnÞ hþB© Cgo VWm Cå_rXdma Ho$ dU©Z H$mo
{dkmnZ Ho$ "[aº$ nXm|' H$mo {dH${gV H$aZo Ho$ {bE Cn`moJ {H$`m J`m Wm & Bgo qàQ> _r{S>`m
_| àH$m{eV Am¡a BboŠQ´>m°{ZH$ _r{S>`m _| àgm[aV {H$`m J`m & Bggo AmdoXZm| H$s ~m‹T> Am
JB© &
Cn`w©º$ M{M©V à{H«$`m H$mo nyam H$aZo Ho$ {bE {Zem Ûmam {Zînm{XV {H$E OmZo dmbo AÝ`
MaUm| H$mo g_PmBE &

6

‘Entertainment India Ltd.’ has been incorporated with the objective of
entertaining people by organising festivals, programmes and other
similar events depicting the rich cultural heritage of the country. The
company management has renowned personalities from the field of art,
literature and culture. They decided to give a platform to young budding
musicians, poets and artists. The company decided its organisational
structure by grouping similar jobs together. Thereafter, the heads of
different departments were also appointed. Nisha, one of the heads, did
an analysis of the number, type and qualification necessary for people to
be appointed. The information generated in the process of writing the job
description and the candidate profile was used to develop ‘Situations
vacant’ advertisement. This was published in print media and flashed in
electronic media. This brought in a flood of response.
Explain the other steps which Nisha has to perform to complete the
process being discussed above.
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